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Abstract
Particles, such as nur (‘only’), exhibit an ambiguity between the meaning of a modal particle (MP), and that of one (or more) counterpart(s). Multi-dimensional approaches to meaning assume that there is a primary–truth-conditional–and a secondary–use-conditional–
dimension of meaning. While the counterparts usually influence the primary dimension,
the MPs convey meaning in the secondary dimension. There are no studies that experimentally investigate the existence of such a meaning representation. This dissertation examines
how the different meanings of MPs and their counterparts are processed, and whether there
is evidence for a multi-dimensional meaning representation.
The results of two reading experiments point to processing differences related to the meaning of MPs and their counterparts. Two patterns can be observed: After the ambiguous
particle is encountered, processing costs arise for the MP. However, once the meaning has
been activated, the MP has a processing advantage at the end of the sentence. This result
is discussed in light of multi-dimensional approaches. However, in order to understand the
full picture, the general properties of MPs and their counterparts are also taken into account.
Furthermore, factors known to influence the processing of ambiguities play a role in the processing of particles, i.e. the presence of a context, as well as meaning-frequency information,
collected as part of a corpus study.
A deeper insight into the meaning representation of MPs is achieved by comparing two
particles that are assumed to be mutually exchangeable, i.e. bloß and nur. In fact, two experiments reveal hitherto undetected differences, in that bloß has a preference for the MP
meaning, and nur for the counterpart meaning. The existence of such preferences is examined in light of the multi-dimensional approach. Crucially, the results of the experiments
suggest that there are processing differences between the MP and the counterpart meaning,
and that these differences can be accounted for when both meanings are incorporated into
one lexical entry with different meaning dimensions. The findings fill the gap in the field of
psycholinguistic work on MPs and their counterparts, and provide a deeper insight into the
meaning representation of German particles.

Zusammenfassung
Deutsche Partikeln wie nur, eben oder bloß können verschiedene Bedeutungen tragen und
sind somit ambig. Zum Einen können sie einen direkten Einfluss auf die propositionale
Bedeutung eines Satzes haben. Nehmen wir den Satz Öffne nur das Fenster!. Die Partikel
nur, die hier als Fokuspartikel fungieren kann, bestimmt die Aktion des Öffnens näher, in
dem der Hörer dazu angehalten ist, ausschließlich das Fenster zu öffnen, und nichts weiter.
Auf der Äußerungsebene gibt es verschiedene Möglichkeiten, den Satz zu interpretieren. So
kann er u. a. als Aufforderung oder als Erlaubnis verstanden werden–nur als Fokuspartikel
bestimmt nicht, wie der Satz auf dieser Ebene zu interpretieren ist.
Zum Anderen kann nur im selben Satz als Modalpartikel (MP) fungieren. Im Gegensatz zur
Fokuspartikel hat nur als MP keinen Einfluss auf die propositionale Bedeutung des Satzes; es
bestimmt viel mehr, wie der Satz auf der Äußerungsebene interpretiert werden soll. Während
der Satz mit der oben erläuterten Bedeutung als Aufforderung oder als Erlaubnis verstanden
werden kann, schließt nur als MP eine Interpretation als Aufforderung weitestgehend aus.
Der Gegensatz zwischen diesen Bedeutungen–der Bedeutung der MP und der Bedeutung
ihrer homophonen Gegenstücke (z. B. nur als Fokuspartikel, eben als temporales Adverb,
etc.)–wird in der Literatur durch verschiedene Termini ausgedrückt. Die Bedeutung der MP
wird z. B. als gebrauchsbedingt, und die Bedeutung der Gegenstücke als wahrheitsbedingt
bezeichnet. In dieser Arbeit nutze ich den Begriff primär für die Bedeutung der homophonen
Gegenstücke, da sie als historisch älter angesehen werden. Für die MPn nutze ich den Begriff
sekundär, da sie sich aus der primären Bedeutung der Gegenstücke entwickelt haben.
In der Literatur wird angenommen, dass sich die verschiedenen Bedeutungen auf verschiedene Bedeutungsdimensionen abbilden lassen, wobei eine Dimension die wahrheitsbedingte Bedeutung repräsentiert und eine zweite Dimension die gebrauchsbedingte Bedeutung. Während die Bedeutung der Gegenstücke der ersten Dimension zugeordnet wird, wird
die Bedeutung der MPn der zweiten Dimension zugeordnet. Im Falle der Gegenstücke spielt
demzufolge nur eine Bedeutungsdimension eine Rolle. Im Falle der MPn sind zwei Bedeutungsdimensionen relevant: die Bedeutung der ersten Dimension entspricht dabei der des
Satzes, der die Partikel beinhaltet (z. B. Öffne das Fenster!), und die Bedeutung der zweiten
Dimension entspricht die der MP (z. B. dass der Satz als Erlaubnis interpretiert werden soll).
Die Beteiligung dieser zweiten Bedeutungsdimension sollte sich in der Verarbeitung der
entsprechenden Sätze niederschlagen.

Fragestellungen und Hypothesen

Bisher gibt es keine experimentellen Studien, die sich

mit der Existenz einer mehrdimensionalen Repräsentation im Falle der verschiedenen Bedeutungen von Partikeln beschäftigen. Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, diese Lücke zu füllen und
Antworten auf die folgenden Fragen zu finden:
• Wie wird die sekundäre Bedeutung der MPn im Vergleich zur primären Bedeutung
ihrer homophonen Gegenstücke verarbeitet?
• Besteht eine Verbindung zwischen der sekundären und der primären Bedeutung der
Partikeln?
• Lässt sich ein experimenteller Beweis finden, der für eine multidimensionale Repräsentation von Partikeln spricht?
Wenn die MP-Bedeutung auf einer zusätzlichen Bedeutungsdimension repräsentiert ist
(und die Bedeutung der Gegenstücke nicht), sollte die Aktivierung der sekundären Bedeutung der MP in einem Satz wie Öffne nur das Fenster! länger dauern als die Aktivierung der
primären Bedeutung der Fokuspartikel.
Betrachtet man allerdings die generelle Funktion der MPn (dass nur z. B. signalisiert, dass
der Satz als Erlaubnis interpretiert werden soll und nicht als Aufforderung), so sollte die
sekundäre Bedeutung der MP schneller verarbeitet werden als die primäre Bedeutung der
Fokuspartikel.
Basierend auf diachronen Betrachtungen ist die Bedeutung der homophonen Gegenstücke
immer primär und die Bedeutung der MPn immer sekundär. Definiert man primäre und
sekundäre Bedeutung aus psycholinguistischer Sicht, sollte die Bedeutung, die am häufigsten
vorkommt, die primäre Bedeutung sein, und die Bedeutung, die weniger häufig vorkommt,
die sekundäre Bedeutung. Welche Bedeutung häufiger vorkommt spielt auch für die Verarbeitung ambiger Wörter eine große Rolle. Studien zeigen, dass hochfrequente Bedeutungen
schneller verarbeitet werden als niedrigfrequente Bedeutungen. Das legt nahe, dass die Frequenz auch im Falle von ambigen Partikeln einen Einfluss auf die Verarbeitung haben kann.
Bisher existieren jedoch keine Frequenzdaten, die zwischen der Bedeutung der MPn und der
Bedeutung der Gegenstücke bei ambigen Partikeln unterscheiden.
Korpusstudie

Aus diesem Grund habe ich als Erstes im Rahmen einer Korpusstudie Fre-

quenzdaten für zwölf deutsche Partikeln und ihre unterschiedlichen Bedeutungen erhoben.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen zum Einen, dass sich die Partikeln untereinander in ihrer Häufigkeit
unterscheiden. Während z. B. die Partikel auch am häufigsten vorkommt, kommt die Partikel bloß am seltensten vor. Zum Anderen weisen die Ergebnisse darauf hin, dass sich die
unterschiedlichen Bedeutungen der einzelnen Partikeln in ihrer Häufigkeit unterscheiden.
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Während z. B. die Partikel eben am häufigsten als MP vorkommt, kommt die Partikel bloß
am häufigsten als Gegenstück (in diesem Falle, als Fokuspartikel) vor. Die Ergebnisse dieser
Studie liefern einen neuen und wichtigen Beitrag zur Partikelforschung und legen nahe, Frequenzdaten in Verarbeitungsstudien mit einfließen zu lassen.
Lesezeitenstudien Anschließend habe ich in zwei Leseexperimenten anhand der Methode des sebstbestimmten Lesens untersucht, wie die unterschiedlichen Bedeutungen der Partikeln in ambigen Sätzen verarbeitet werden. Desweiteren habe ich untersucht, welchen
Einfluss Faktoren haben, von denen angenommen wird, dass sie die Verarbeitung ambiger
Wörter und Sätze beeinflussen. Diese Faktoren sind die Bedeutungsfrequenz, erhoben im
Rahmen der oben beschriebenen Korpusstudie, und ein disambiguierender Kontext. In Experiment 1 wurde der Kontext so platziert, dass er dem ambigen Satz entweder voranging
oder folgte. In Experiment 2 ging der Kontext dem ambigen Satz immer voran.
In Experiment 1 habe ich zehn verschiedene Partikeln untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen
einen Verarbeitungsunterschied zwischen der primären Bedeutung der Gegenstücke und
der sekundären Bedeutung der MPn, der den zuvor aufgestellten Annahmen entspricht:
Während die sekundäre Bedeutung der MPn kurz nach der Partikel zu höheren Lesezeiten
führt, zeigt sich am Ende des Satzes ein Verarbeitungsvorteil für die Bedeutung der MP.
Ich argumentiere, dass die MP-Bedeutung in einer zweiten Bedeutungsdimension repräsentiert ist und dass der Zugang zu dieser zusätzlichen Ebene Verarbeitungskosten auslöst. Der
Verarbeitungsvorteil am Ende des Satzes stimmt mit der Annahme überein, dass MPn die Interpretation des Satzes lenken und dem Adressaten signalisieren, wie die Äußerung zu verstehen ist (z. B. ob ein Imperativsatz als Erlaubnis oder als Aufforderung verstanden werden
soll). In dem Sinne besteht ein Kontrast zwischen der Aktivierung der sekundären Bedeutung der MPn und der Verarbeitung dieser Bedeutung, welcher mit dem multi-dimensionalen
Ansatz und der generellen Funktion von MPn im Einklang steht. Desweiteren zeigen die
Ergebnisse, dass kontextuelle Informationen eine große und die Bedeutungsfrequenz eine
untergeordnete Rolle bei der Verarbeitung spielen.
In Experiment 2 habe ich vier verschiedene Partikeln untersucht. Für drei der vier Partikeln ergibt sich (tendenziell) ein Verarbeitungsvorteil für die MP-Bedeutung. Die Wörter
der Sätze, die in Experiment 2 untersucht wurden, wurden so genau wie möglich hinsichtlich
der Frequenz, der Länge und der Anzahl der Silben kontrolliert. Das führte zu dem unerwünschten Nebeneffekt, dass manche Sätze eine geringere Akzeptanz hatten als andere.
Die Ergebnisse der Partikeln auch und doch–Partikeln, deren Sätze eine ähnliche Akzeptanz
in den unterschiedlichen Bedingungen haben–zeigen, dass die MP-Bedeutung (tendenziell)
schneller verarbeitet wird als die Bedeutung der homophonen Gegenstücke. Zu betonen ist,
dass sich auch und doch, obwohl sie sich in ihrer Bedeutungsfrequenz unterscheiden (auch
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kommt selten als MP vor, und doch kommt häufig als MP vor), nicht in ihrer Verarbeitung
unterscheiden. Das zeigt, dass die Bedeutungsfrequenz keinen großen Einfluss auf die Verarbeitung der ambigen Partikeln hat.
Fallstudien zu bloß und nur

Nachdem in Experiment 1 und 2 verschiedene Partikeln

untersucht wurden, lag der Fokus von Experiment 3 und 4 auf den Partikeln bloß und nur,
zwei Partikeln, die weitestgehend austauschbar sind. Untersucht habe ich die Verarbeitung
dieser Partikeln in w-Fragen, einem Satztyp, von dem angenommen wird, dass es keinen Unterschied zwischen der MP-Bedeutung von nur und der MP-Bedeutung von bloß gibt. Die
Partikeln bloß und nur unterscheiden sich nicht in ihrer Bedeutungsfrequenz, in dem beide
am häufigsten in ihrer Funktion als Fokuspartikeln zu vernehmen sind. Experiment 3 ist eine
Lesezeitenstudie und Experiment 4 eine auditive Studie, in der die verschiedenen Bedeutungen nicht durch einen Kontext, sondern durch unterschiedliche Betonungen hervorgerufen
wurden. Entgegen der theoretischen Annahmen zeigen die Ergebnisse beider Studien einen
Verarbeitungsunterschied zwischen der MP-Bedeutung von bloß und nur, und zwischen der
Fokuspartikelbedeutung von bloß und nur in w-Fragen. Während nur eine Präferenz für die
Fokuspartikellesart hat (Experiment 3), hat bloß eine Präferenz für die MP-Lesart (Experiment 3 und 4). Diese Studien stellen die ersten Untersuchungen dar, die einen Unterschied
zwischen den Partikeln bloß und nur als MPn und als Fokuspartikeln in w-Fragen aufdecken.
Dass sich beide Partikeln in ihrer Präferenz für eine bestimmte Lesart unterscheiden, lässt
sich mit dem multi-dimensionalen Ansatz erklären. In dieser Arbeit vertrete ich die Annahme, dass MPn und ihre Gegenstücke Polyseme sind, d. h., dass es eine semantische Kernbedeutung gibt und dass sich die MPn und ihre Gegenstücke einen Lexikoneintrag teilen.
Demzufolge sind beide Bedeutungen–im Falle von bloß oder nur die Bedeutung der MP und
der Fokuspartikel–in einem gemeinsamen Lexikoneintrag miteinander verbunden. Während
die primäre Bedeutung der Fokuspartikel in der ersten Bedeutungsdimension angesiedelt ist,
ist die sekundäre Bedeutung der MP auf der zweiten Bedeutungsdimension repräsentiert.
Die Ergebnisse der Fallstudien führen zu der Annahme, dass die Lexikoneinträge Informationen bezüglich der Reihenfolge der Dimensionen enthalten, die sich in einer bestimmten
Präferenz der jeweiligen Partikel auswirkt. Welche Informationen diese Reihenfolge beeinflussen, ist eine offene Frage und bedarf weiterer Untersuchungen. Was die Ergebnisse der
Studien nahelegen, ist, dass es nicht sehr wahrscheinlich ist, dass die Bedeutungsfrequenz
einen Einfluss auf die präferierte Lesart hat, da sich bloß und nur nicht in ihrer Bedeutungsfrequenz unterscheiden.
Diese Arbeit bildet mit ihren Experimenten zur Verarbeitung von Partikeln eine Brücke
zwischen theoretischen Studien zur Bedeutung von Partikeln und experimentellen Studien
zur Verarbeitung ambiger Wörter und Strukturen. Sie ist die erste, die sich auf umfassende
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Art und Weise Partikeln und ihren unterschiedlichen Bedeutungen von einer psycholinguistischen Perspektive her widmet. Deutlich wird, dass es einen Unterschied zwischen den
verschiedenen Bedeutungen gibt, dass das Verarbeitungsmuster für eine multi-dimensionale
Repräsentation der unterschiedlichen Bedeutungen spricht, und dass die primäre Bedeutung der Partikeln eine große Rolle bei der Verarbeitung der sekundären Bedeutung spielt.
Beide sind demnach, trotz ihrer Unterschiede, eng miteinander verbunden. Die Erkenntnisse bezüglich der primären und sekundären Bedeutung von Partikeln, die sich aus dieser
Arbeit ergeben, sind von großer Bedeutung für die Untersuchung primärer und sekundärer
Bedeutungen im Allgemeinen.
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1 Introduction
An important basis for our understanding of the nature and function of language is the
compositional principle proposed by Frege (1923). According to this principle, the meaning
of a complex expression is determined by the meaning of the single constituents of that
expression and the way they are combined. For instance, the meaning of the sentence The
window is open is constructed by the meaning of the noun phrase [NP the window], and the
verb phrase [VP is open]. These phrases are themselves build compositionally: The noun
phrase is comprised of the definite article the and the noun window, and the verb phrase of
the finite verb is and the adjective open. The resulting sentence meaning, the proposition,
can be true or false. The example above is true iff the specific window referred to by the
speaker is in a state of being open. According to Austin (1962, pg. 94), the reference to this
propositional meaning, or the act of ‘saying something’, is called locutionary act.
By means of locutionary acts, we often also perform illocutionary acts. According to Austin
(1962, pg. 98), illocutionary acts are determined by the way we are using locutionary acts.
That is, the words used are to some extent to be explained by the context in which they are
used. For instance, by uttering the sentence The window is open, one can give the information, the assurance, or the warning that the window is open, and each interpretation depends
on the context of the utterance. Imagine a situation in winter. It is cold outside, and Peter
is in his living room. He has opened a window in order to ventilate the room, and his friend
comes in with wet hair. Peter utters the sentence The window is open!. In this context, the
utterance is most likely understood as a warning, because the friend could catch a cold. In
another situation, the utterance could be interpreted in a different way. Imagine it is summer. It is hot, and Peter is in his living room. A few minutes ago he opened the window in
order to cool down the room. His friend enters the room. He expresses that it is very hot
inside, and Peter utters the sentence The window is open. In this situation, the utterance is
most likely understood as an assurance; here, the speech act of a warning would not make
much sense. This illustrates that certain words, or a certain locution, can have different illocutionary forces, and that the way a locutionary act is understood as a specific illocutionary
act strongly depends on the context (Austin, 1962, pg. 99). Context dependent meanings
play an important role in this dissertation.
To put it in terms of Bierwisch (1979), we can distinguish between the literal meaning of a
sentence and an utterance meaning that is determined by the context in which the sentence
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is used1 . When we look at the German sentence in 1, the literal meaning can lead to different
utterance meanings. One possible utterance meaning is a command, whereby the speaker
summons the hearer to open the window. This is probably the most salient reading. Another
possible utterance meaning is a permission, whereby the speaker allows the hearer to open
the window2 .
(1)

Mach das Fenster auf!
make the window open
‘Open the window!’ = command/permission reading

If we add a tiny word, namely the focus particle nur (‘only’), the resulting sentence in
2 has the same possible utterance meanings as the sentence in 1, namely the command or
the permission to open the window. The difference to 1 is that the particle nur, with the
eliminative meaning of English only, restricts the action of opening something to the window.
In other words, the speaker wants the hearer to open nothing else but the window. That is,
nur as a focus particle adds to the propositional content of the utterance (the eliminative
meaning to open nothing else but the window), but does not modify the speech act (the
utterance is still interpreted as a command or as a permission). For the sake of clarity, critical
words in examples below, such as nur in 2, are highlighted by boldface letters.
(2)

Mach nur das Fenster auf!
make only the window open
‘Open only the window!’ = command/permission reading

The particle nur is ambiguous and can also function as a modal particle, as in 3. Crucially,
if nur is a modal particle, the utterance meaning differs, in that the sentence is less likely
to be interpreted as a command to open the window, but rather as a permission. Nur as a
modal particle thus modifies the speech act, and therefore influences the conditions under
which the sentence would be felicitously used. The resulting utterance meaning differs from
1

Besides these two levels, Bierwisch further distinguishes the communicative sense. In most of the cases, the
utterance meaning and the communivative sense of an utterance do not differ. However, there are situations
where the communicative sense differs from the utterance meaning. This is often the case in specific social
settings, for instance, in a situation where a polite register is appropriate. One instance is the use of indirect
speech acts (see Searle, 1975, Bach and Harnish, 1979). The utterance The window is open can lead to a
completely different interpretation when it is used as an indirect speech act. Imagine it is winter. A few
minutes ago, Peter opened a window to ventilate the room. Peter’s friend enters the room. He expresses
nonverbally by crossing his arms that he is cold, and utters the sentence The window is open. Here, the
utterance is interpreted as an indirect request to close the window. The motivation of the speaker to use this
indirect speech act is, for instance, the wish to be more polite, and less rude or commanding.
2
Other non-command uses like indifference, advices, or wishes are also possible (see, e.g., von Fintel &
Iatridou 2015), but are not of further relevance for the purpose of this thesis.
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the utterance meaning of the sentence without the modal particle (see 1), and of the sentence
containing nur as a focus particle (see 2).
(3) Mach nur das Fenster auf!
make part the window open
‘Go ahead and open the window!’ = permission reading
Modal particles lie at the core of this thesis. However, they are a very diverse part of
speech, and not every modal particle modifies the speech act; some add information regarding the speaker’s epistemic attitude towards the propositional content of an utterance without changing the speech act (see Zimmermann, 2011). This can be illustrated by the questions
in 4 and 5, taken from Bayer and Obenauer (2011). Both questions are information-seeking
questions. However, compared to 4, the particle denn (literal: ‘then’) in 5 indicates that the
speaker is in a particular way concerned about the proposition that the answer would yield
(Bayer and Obenauer, 2011). The question in 4 does not contain any information referring
to the speaker’s epistemic attitude.
(4) Wo wohnst du?
where live
you
‘Where do you live?’
(5) Wo wohnst du denn?
where live
you part
‘Where do you live? (I am wondering)’
This illustrates that although modal particles do not add information to the propositional
content/ to the literal meaning of a sentence, they do add information in two different ways:
they either specify the speech act, or they comment on the propositional meaning (see Zimmermann, 2004, Gutzmann, 2015b, Gutzmann and Turgay, 2016). Thus, the meaning of the
utterance is compositionally build of the meaning of the sentence that hosts the modal particle, and of the meaning of the modal particle.
To recapitulate, we have a particle, for instance nur, that can have different meanings in
one and the same sentence. On the one hand, it can function as a focus particle. As a focus
particle, it influences the conditions under which the sentence is true. On the other hand,
it can function as a modal particle. As a modal particle, it influences the conditions under
which the sentence would be felicitously used, for instance by modifying the speech act.
The question is, how the different meaning contributions are captured, especially in light of
the fact that the modal particle nur and the focus particle nur appear as homophones and
therefore might share one lexical entry. Nur is not the only modal particle that is ambiguous
and has a homophone in another word class. In fact, every German modal particle (with
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two exceptions, see Chapter 2), are ambiguous. In the course of this thesis, I will refer to the
homophones of modal particles as the counterparts.
The theoretical literature assumes that modal particles add their meaning in a different dimension (see, e.g., Gutzmann, 2015b): While there is one meaning dimension for the propositional content of the host-sentence and the propositional content of the counterpart (e.g.,
nur as a focus particle), there is a second dimension for the meaning contribution of the
modal particle. In the course of this thesis, I will refer to the meaning that is conveyed in
the first dimension as the primary meaning of an utterance. By contrast, I will refer to the
meaning that is conveyed in a second dimension as the secondary meaning. I am aware of the
fact that the terms primary and secondary meanings are not clear-cut concepts and can be
interpreted in different ways. I will return to this throughout this dissertation by discussing
these terms and differentiating them from other terminologies.
The specific research questions of this thesis are the following:
1. How is the secondary meaning of modal particles processed compared to the primary
meaning of their counterparts?
2. How are the different meanings related to each other?
3. Is there experimental evidence for the existence of different meaning dimensions in the
case of German particles, as assumed by multi-dimensional approaches to meaning?
So far, there has been no psycholinguistic work investigating these questions. By building
on theoretical work in the fields of semantics and syntax, this dissertation aims to fill this
gap in the field of psycholinguistics.
The present thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, I will begin with a theoretical
overview of modal particles and their semantic and syntactic properties, as well as of the
heterogeneous “class” of their counterparts. Every modal particle has a counterpart from
which it is historically derived. In the case of nur, the counterpart is a focus particle, as
illustrated in 2. For other particles, like schon (literal: ‘already’), the counterpart can be a
temporal adverb. Although the counterparts are diverse, they have one thing in common that
contrasts with the derived modal particles: they (more or less) make a semantic contribution
to the sentence in which they occur, and they influence the conditions under which the
sentence is true. They therefore contribute a primary meaning. The focus of this chapter
will be on focus particles and adverbs as two of the possible kinds of counterparts.
Chapter 3 deals with secondary meanings and their different terminologies. Furthermore,
I will present a theoretical account that integrates secondary meanings of, inter alia, modal
particles, namely the hybrid semantics account (e.g., Gutzmann, 2015b), and derive implications for the processing of secondary meanings.
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The present thesis focuses on sentences containing modal particles and their counterparts
that are completely ambiguous. With Chapter 4 I will move from theoretical considerations
to purely psycholinguistic work on the processing of syntactic and semantic ambiguities. I
will consider ambiguities in general and derive implications for the processing of ambiguities
related to modal particles and their counterparts in particular. Two factors that are known to
influence the resolution of ambiguities will receive greater attention, namely the frequency
of the different meanings of an ambiguous expression, and the presence of a disambiguating
context.
From there I will move on to the first study (Chapter 5), namely a corpus study on the frequency of the modal particle and counterpart meanings of twelve different German particles.
The resulting meaning-frequency data are of importance for the two reading-comprehension
experiments on modal particles and their counterparts that I will then present in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 is an experimental case study on the two German particles nur and bloß (literal:
‘only’). Both particles exhibit interesting behavior when they function as modal particles
and therefore merit closer examination. In order to show how these two particles are processed when they function as modal particles and as focus particles, and how they differ from
each other, I will present two experimental studies–a reading comprehension study and an
auditory comprehension experiment.
Chapter 8 summarizes all experimental findings and relates them to the theoretical considerations presented in the first part of the thesis. In the rest of this dissertation, I will use
the abbreviation MP to refer to modal particles.
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2 Modal particles and their counterparts
2.1 Modal particles
Modal particles (MPs) like nur, bloß, schon, and denn show special properties compared to
other word classes. Some of these properties are rigid across all particles, others are subject
to some variation (Bayer, 2009). In the following, these properties are listed (partly taken
from Bayer (2009), but also listed in other work on MPs).
MPs …
(a) have a use-conditional rather than a truth-conditional meaning, and are therefore hard to translate word-by-word.
(b) are mostly optional1 .
(c) have sentential scope.
(d) are often adverbial in nature but show properties distinct from adverbs.
(e) are restricted to the middle field.
(f) are usually confined to root-clauses.
(g) cannot be coordinated.
(h) cannot be modified.
(i) cannot be used in isolation (e.g., as answers).
(j) appear in fixed order (comparable to the order of adverbs).
(k) are sensitive to sentence types.
(l) mostly have counterparts to which they are historically related.
1

Bayer and Obenauer (2011, pg. 452, 468) point out that it would be misleading to claim that MPs are completely
optional. A reason for that is that there are cases in which the particles are obligatory (i), and in which the
particles play a constitutive role in the formation of special questions, like why-like what questions (ii) (capital
letters indicate stress).
(i)

Peter hat frei, hat er *(doch) letzte Woche viele Überstunden gemacht.
Peter has free has he part last week many over-hours made
‘Peter has some free days because he worked many extra hours last week.’

(ii)

Wie siehst DU denn aus⁈
how look you part out
‘You look extremely/unacceptably strange/ weird/ … .’

2 Modal particles and their counterparts
Although there are some overlaps, I will roughly divide these properties into semantic
properties (Section 2.1.1) and syntactic properties (Section 2.1.2), and will elaborate on them
shortly. A separate section is devoted to property (l), i.e. that every MP has a counterpart
(Section 2.2), which is the most relevant property for this thesis.

2.1.1 Semantic properties of modal particles
To start with property (a), that every MP has a use-conditional meaning, consider the examples in (1) by Zimmermann (2011, pg. 2013).
(1)

a. Max ist ja auf See.
Max is part at sea
‘(As I and you assume) Max is at sea.’
b. Max ist doch auf See.
Max is part at sea
‘(As you should know) Max is at sea.’
c. Max ist wohl auf See.
Max is part at sea
‘(As you may know) Max is at sea.’

Roughly, ja (literal: ‘yes’) in 1a conveys that both the speaker and the hearer may already
know the proposition, doch (literal: ‘nevertheless’) in 1b expresses that the hearer should
update his knowledge concerning the proposition, and wohl (literal: ‘probably’) in 1c articulates that the speaker merely assumes that the propositional content is true (Zimmermann,
2011). As pointed out by Gutzmann (2013, pg. 11), all variants of 1 are true iff Max is at sea.
The meaning conveyed by the different MPs has no bearing on this semantic dimension of
the different versions. In this sense, MPs are optional, and leaving them out does not alter
the truth-conditions of a sentence, as stated by property (b). What is influenced, however,
is the use-conditional dimension of meaning. Compared to the truth-conditional meaning,
which can be judged as being true or false in a given world, the use-conditional meaning can
be judged as being felicitous or infelicitous in a given context. Thus, while examples 1b and
1c can be felicitous answers to the question in 2, uttering 1a is rather infelicitous. The reason
is that ja signals to the hearer that both the hearer and the speaker may already know that
Max is at sea. This, however, excludes the appropriateness of the question.
(2)

I am looking for Max. Do you know where he is?

Because of this use-conditional meaning, MPs are also analyzed as conveying expressive
meanings (see Gutzmann, 2009; Gutzmann, 2013; Kratzer, 1999; Kratzer, 2004; McCready,
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2012; Zimmermann, 2004). They exhibit several similarities with other expressions that contribute expressive (instead of descriptive) content, such as expressive attributive adjectives
(e.g., damn), or epithets (e.g., cur). Without giving an exhaustive overview, I will mention
some properties that expressives and MPs have in common. One property of expressives
that is shared by MPs is independence, which states that expressive content is separate from
the descriptive content (see Potts, 2007, pg. 166f.). This is illustrated by the fact that the
contribution of an MP cannot be directly challenged. For instance, the contribution made
by ja (roughly, that the proposition should be known to all discourse participants) cannot be
targeted by a plain denial, as shown in 3 (Gutzmann, 2015a).
(3)

A. Kaplan wurde ja befördert.
Kaplan got
part promoted
‘Kaplan got promoted, as you know.’
B. *Nein, das wusste ich nicht.
no that knew I not
‘No, I didn’t know that.’

According to Gutzmann (2015a), using an MP in an otherwise purely truth-conditional
sentence leads to a hybrid content that makes a meaningful contribution to both dimensions
of meaning: to the truth-conditional and the use-conditional meaning dimension. These two
meaning contributions should be captured by a two-dimensional semantics (Kratzer 2004;
Kratzer 1999; Potts 2005; Potts 2007; Gutzmann 2013; but see Grosz in press for alternative
proposals), which is informally illustrated in 4.

(4)

Kaplan wurde ja befördert =

Here, the use-conditional content (the contribution made by ja) is on top of the truthconditional one (Kaplan got promoted) (see Gutzmann, 2013). I will come back to the idea of
a multidimensional meaning representation in Chapter 3 by presenting the hybrid semantics
approach (e.g., Gutzmann, 2009; Gutzmann, 2012; Gutzmann, 2013; Gutzmann, 2015b) in
more detail.
In 4, property (c) is well illustrated, namely that MPs always have widest sentential scope.
They take the entire propositional content of the sentence as their argument (Gutzmann,
2013, pg. 11), as shown in the upper tier of 4.
Speaker dependency is another property of expressives and states that expressive content
is evaluated from a particular perspective, which is in general the speaker’s perspective (see
Potts, 2007, pg. 166f.). Speaker dependency is also a general property of MPs. However,
as pointed out by Potts (2007), the perspective from which expressive content is evaluated
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does not always need to be that of the speaker, if the right conditions hold; therefore, speaker
dependency can be replaced by perspective dependency (see also Harris and Potts, 2009).
A last property that I would like to mention is descriptive ineffability. This states that
speakers are never fully satisfied when they paraphrase expressive content using descriptive, i.e. nonexpressive terms (see Potts, 2007, pg. 166f.). That the meaning of MPs is always
descriptively ineffable becomes clear when we look at the general function of MPs: they
contextualize the surrounding propositional content of the utterance by introducing felicity
conditions on the knowledge states of the discourse participants concerning the situations
or events described by it (Zimmermann, 2011), or by coloring it with subjectivity and emotionality2 (see Potts, 2011, for the function of expressives). That makes their meaning contribution ineffable, in the sense that it cannot be satisfactorily translated word-by-word by
using descriptive terms.
So far, I used the terms use-conditional meaning, or expressive meaning, to refer to the
meaning conveyed by MPs. However, the meaning contribution described can be found in
the literature under different names, for instance, affective, colored (Frege, 1979), procedural
(Bezuidenhout, 2004), or non-at-issue (Potts, 2005), to name only a few. As described in
Chapter 1, I will add the term secondary to refer to the use-conditional meaning of MPs.
This seems to be a promising term in two ways: First, it captures the meaning that the MP
conveys in addition to the primary, truth-conditional meaning of the host sentence. Second,
it captures the meaning that the MP has based on, or derived from the primary meaning of
the counterpart, which is assumed to be the historical origin (e.g., nur as a focus particle).
Thus, the term secondary seems to better suit the twofold demands that arise when we deal
with ambiguous sentences containing MPs and their counterparts. I will come back to the
issue of secondary meanings in Chapter 3.

2.1.2 Syntactic properties of modal particles
According to property (d), MPs are often adverbial in nature, but nevertheless behave differently in many respects. Consequently, syntactic studies on MPs either argue for an adverbial
status (e.g., Manzini, 2015), or for the status of special weak adverbs (e.g., Cardinaletti, 2007;
Cardinaletti, 2011; Coniglio, 2008), or argue against an adverbial status and rather for the
status of a functional head (e.g., Munaro and Poletto, 2003; Bayer, 2010; Bayer, 2012; Bayer,
2017; Bayer and Obenauer, 2011; Bayer and Trotzke, 2015).
Properties (e) and (f), i.e. that MPs are restricted to the middle field (German Mittelfeld) and
confined to root-clauses, distinguish MPs from adverbs. Example 5 illustrates the restriction
to the middle field for the MP eben (literal: ‘just’) in comparison to the adverb immerhin
2

This emotional component is not always part of the meaning of an MP. However, it plays a role when it comes
to the meaning of the MP bloß, which will be addressed in Chapter 7.
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(‘after all’), taken from Thurmair (1989, pg. 28). While in 5a and 5b immerhin can occur in
the pre-field (German Vorfeld) and in the middle field, eben can only occur in the middle field
(see 5c and 5d).
(5)

a. Das Auto ist alt: es fährt immerhin noch.
the car is old it drives after all
still
‘The car is old: but after all, it is still driving.’
b. Das Auto ist alt: immerhin fährt es noch.
the car is old after all
drives it still
‘The car is old: but after all, it is still driving.’
c. Das Auto ist klein: billige Autos sind eben so.
the car is small cheap cars are part so
‘The car is small: that’s the way it is with cheap cars.’
d. *Das Auto ist klein: eben sind billige Autos so.
the car is small part are cheap cars so
‘The car is small: that’s the way it is with cheap cars.’

Note that single MPs differ in this respect, since MPs are a heterogeneous word class. Some
MPs like nur can also occur in the pre-field, as shown in 6 (see Bayer and Trotzke, 2015, pg.
14). Generally, these instances are related to MPs that typically occur in questions, and that
always follow a wh-element (see Thurmair, 1989, pg. 26; Meibauer, 1994, pg. 29; Kwon, 2005,
pg. 16ff.).
(6) Wie nur habe ich den Schlüssel verlieren können?
how part have I the key
lost
can
‘How on earth could I lose the key?’
Regarding the middle field, we also find restrictions with respect to the position of the
MPs, in that they must precede all focused material and follow all background material that
has been scrambled out of the verb phrase (VP) (see Diesing, 1992). MPs are located at the
leftmost position in the middle field (at the hierarchically highest position), following the
inflected verb in a root clause, or the complementizer in a subordinate clause (Cardinaletti,
2007). The interested reader is referred to Coniglio (2005) and Coniglio (2007) for an overview
of the possible positions of MPs compared to adverbs. Although MPs are usually confined to
root-clauses, there are exceptions. The interested reader is again referred to Coniglio (2007)
and Coniglio (2011) for an overview of MPs in root and embedded clauses.
Properties (g), (h), and (i), i.e. that MPs cannot be coordinated, modified, and used in
isolation, speak in favor of their being analyzed as functional heads (see, e.g., Bayer and
Obenauer, 2011; Bayer, 2012; Bayer and Trotzke, 2015; Bayer and Dasgupta, 2016).
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Property (j) states that MPs, when combined, appear in a fixed order (see Thurmair, 1989;
Abraham, 1995; Abraham, 2009). We can find combinations of two or more MPs, whereby
the MPs occur in linear order, or in open combinations (see Thurmair, 2013, pg. 629). This is
something that MPs have in common with adverbs.
According to property (k), MPs are sentence-mood-dependent (see Thurmair, 2013; Gutzmann, 2008). When we cross the three general sentence types–verb-first, verb-second, and
verb-last–with the sentence moods declarative, interrogative, imperative, optative, and exclamative, we get different sentence moods that allow for different MPs. For instance, bloß,
nur, and wohl are the only MPs that can occur in wh-verb-last-interrogative sentences. Bloß,
nur, and doch are the only MPs that can occur in verb-first-optative sentences. A complete
overview can be found in Thurmair (2013, pg. 632). Thurmair (2013) notes that generally
every sentence mood allows the occurrence of MPs. There is no MP that can occur in every
sentence mood. There is no sentence mood that allows all MPs. MPs are not automatically
allowed in all combinations of sentence type and sentence mood. For instance, bloß is allowed in wh-questions like 7, but not in polar questions like 8, and therefore is not licensed
in all interrogative sentences.
(7)

Warum hast du das bloß gemacht?
why have you that part done
‘Why on earth have you done that?’

(8)

*Hast du das bloß gemacht?
have you that part done
‘Have you done that?’

Altmann (1993, pg. 1027f.) and Altmann and Hahnemann (2010, 158ff.) divide sentence
moods into three groups: the basic types, the marginal sentence moods, and the special
verb-last types. The basic types comprise verb-second declarative sentences, interrogative
sentences and imperative sentences (verb-first or verb-second). Here, I will focus on the
basic types. For more information on the marginal sentence moods (comprising optative
and exclamative sentences) and the special verb-last types, the interested reader is referred
to Thurmair (2013).
In the basic types, the occurrence of MPs is optional and their general function is to specify the sentence mood (Thurmair, 2013, pg. 634). That is, MPs are not only dependent on
sentence mood, but can also specify it. In verb-second declarative sentences, for instance,
MPs specify the utterance with respect to the context and with respect to the reference to the
common ground. Roughly, the MP ja signals common knowledge, the MP doch signals common knowledge that is not present to the hearer at the time of utterance, and the MP eben
marks knowledge as obvious (Thurmair, 2013, pg. 634). Furthermore, these specific meaning contributions made by the different MPs lead to specific illocutions of the utterances,
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as presented in Chapter 1 with regard to the MP nur in imperative sentences. To repeat,
nur as an MP specifies that an imperative sentence is interpreted as a permission and rules
out a command reading, which would otherwise be possible if nur was not present. Other
examples are doch, which signals an accusation, and eben, which signals a final statement.
A more obvious case is the MP schon, which can turn an information-seeking question into
a rhetorical question.
As frequently mentioned throughout this chapter, MPs differ from each other in many
respects. This is also the case regarding their ability to specify or modify sentence mood.
Zimmermann (2004) divides MPs into two classes, namely into those which are called free
modifiers and which comment on the propositional content (e.g., ja), and into those which
are sentence mood modifiers (e.g., wohl) (see also Gutzmann and Turgay, 2016). While Zimmermann (2011) claims that only the former class adds extra meaning to the propositional
content of the utterance, it is reasonable to think that also the latter class adds an additional
meaning - namely information concerning the way in which the speech act should be modified.
Although I deal with MPs and their sentence-mood dependency in the section on syntactic
properties, the topic could have also been dealt with in the section on semantic properties.
For instance, in Gutzmann (2008) and Gutzmann (2015b), sentence mood is implemented into
the hybrid semantics approach, and besides MPs, sentence mood also makes a contribution to
the use-conditional meaning. That is, there is a third dimension in which MPs and sentence
mood interact, leading to complex use-conditions for the entire sentence. I will return to this
topic in Chapter 3.
That MPs are related to specific syntactic structures is illustrated by the syntactic trees in
2.1 for the sentences in 9, taken from Bayer (1991). In this respect, MPs differ from their
counterparts (e.g., a focus particle), which are addressed in the next section. Note that the
sentences in 9 are ambiguous. If nur functions as a focus particle, as in 9a, the syntactic
domain of nur is the prepositional phrase to which it is adjoined and where it selects a focus.
If, however, nur functions as an MP, as in 9b, it takes a verb phrase headed by I as its syntactic
domain. I will come back to this ambiguity in Chapter 4.
(9)

a. Iss nur von dem Kuchen!
eat only from the cake
‘Eat only from the cake!’
b. Iss nur von dem Kuchen!
eat part from the cake
‘Go ahead and eat from the cake!’
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Figure 2.1: Syntactic trees for an example sentence containing nur as a focus particle and as
an MP

2.2 The counterparts
Property (l) states that, with the exception of halt and Bavarian fei, MPs are polyfunctional,
in that every MP has a counterpart in another word class (see, e.g., Thurmair, 2013, pg. 630).
For reasons of clarity, I will give an overview of all MPs and counterparts investigated in this
dissertation in Table 2.1.
MPs emerged from their counterparts through the process of grammaticalization (e.g.,
Hentschel, 1986; Abraham, 1991; Meibauer, 1994; Diewald, 1997; Wegener, 1998; Autenrieth,
2002); and interestingly, they exist in parallel to their counterparts. One research question
that arises out of this fact concerns whether there is (a) a polysemous, or (b) a homonymous
relation between the MP and the counterparts.
In a polysemous relation, the MP and its counterpart have one core meaning, and both
share one lexical entry. Meibauer (1994) argues in favor of a polysemous relation in the case
of the particle schon, which can have temporal uses and modal uses, and claims that there
is a conceptual shift from the non-modal counterpart to the MP. This conceptual shift resembles the polysemous relationship between the different meanings of the noun university,
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MP
auch
bloß
doch
eben
einfach
erst
gleich
nur
ruhig
schon
vielleicht
wohl

Literal translation(s)
‘also’
‘only’, ‘bare’
‘nevertheless’, ‘but’
‘just’, ‘flat’
‘simple’, ‘easy’
‘first’, ‘just’
‘immediately’, ‘same’
‘only’
‘quiet’
‘already’
‘probably’, ‘perhaps’
‘possibly’, ‘well’

Counterpart(s)
focus particle, conjunction
focus particle, conjunction, adjective
adverb, conjunction, answer particle
adverb, adjective, answer particle
adverb, adjective
adverb, focus particle, adjective
adverb, adjective, focus particle
focus particle, conjunction
adverb, adjective
adverb, focus particle
adverb
adverb, answer particle

Table 2.1: MPs and their counterparts
which can refer to the university building, its students and staff, or the academic institution.
Meibauer describes the conceptual shift in MPs as a speaker’s attitude towards the semantic
content that is encoded in the semantics of the counterpart.
In contrast to this stands the homonymous relation. In such a relation, the MP and the
respective counterpart do not share a core meaning, and have two single lexical entries.
Löbner (1989) argues for this relation in the case of schon. According to Löbner (1989, pg.
167), the modal uses are sufficiently different from the temporal uses to be regarded not as
instances of the same basic meaning but rather occurrences of different words.
In the case of the particle wohl, which can function as an MP (unaccented wohl) and as
an adverb (accented wohl), Zimmermann (2004) argues for a middle way between these two
positions. According to Zimmermann, the different semantics of the two instances of wohl
speak against a polysemous relation. The unaccented MP wohl has the function of weakening
the force of the commitment to the proposition, while a speaker uttering a sentence with the
accented adverbial wohl is convinced of the truth of the proposition p. However, he also
claims that both seem to have the same core meaning, since the opposite of the proposition
expressed (p and ¬p) plays a role in both the MP and the adverb meaning. In the next
chapters, I will come back to the question of how MPs and their counterparts are semantically
represented, and what the relation between both might look like.
Since MPs and their counterparts differ in many respects, for instance with respect to
the sentence position they occupy or with respect to the sentence type they are licensed in,
they can often be disambiguated successfully. However, it is also possible for MPs and their
counterparts to appear in the same sentence position, leading to ambiguous sentences with a
possible MP or counterpart interpretation. Such a case has been presented in Chapter 1, and
Meibauer (1994) also lists several ambiguous sentences involving MPs and their counterparts.
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In these cases, it is not always possible to distinguish between both readings without the
presence of a context. Example 2 is repeated for convenience in 10. Here, the focus particle
meaning is the command (or the permission) to open the window and nothing else, and the
MP meaning is the permission to open the window3 .
(10)

Mach nur
das Fenster auf!
make only/part the window open
‘Open only the window!’/ ‘Go on and open the window!’

MPs do not contribute to the truth-conditional content of an utterance, “which clearly
tells them apart from other non-MP particles like focus particles which contribute to the
truth-conditional content of an utterance” (Gutzmann, 2009, pg. 2). Therefore, to close the
circle, the most important criteria for the distinction between MPs and their counterparts is
property (a), which states that MPs have no truth-conditional meaning.
In the following, I will take a closer look at two different counterparts, namely focus particles and adverbs, and describe, by means of a few representatives, how focus particles and
adverbs behave relative to MPs. This comparison will be oriented towards the properties (b)
- (k) that I presented above.

2.2.1 Focus particles
The focus particles that are counterparts to the MPs addressed in this dissertation are nur,
bloß, auch, erst (literal: ‘just’, ‘first’), gleich (literal: ‘same’, ‘immediately’), and schon. Although erst, gleich, and schon can function as focus particles, I will concentrate on their
temporal meaning, and mention them in Section 2.2.2, which covers adverbs. The focus of
this section lies on the particles nur, bloß, and auch.
There are different classes of focus particles that contrast with each other, such as the
exclusive particle nur and the additive particle auch. Since much has been written on the
English equivalents of nur and auch, I will refer to both English and German data in order
to describe the two focus particles. In this section, I will summarize the properties of focus
particles in general, but will also employ several examples containing only/nur in order to
3

Ambiguous instances of nur can also be found besides the use as an MP, since it can also occur as a discourse
marker. Example i, adapted from Eckardt (2006) (original example contains bloß), illustrates the discourse
marker use of nur and simultaneously shows an ambiguity between nur as a discourse marker and as a focus
particle.
(i)

Ich könnte kommen, ich habe nur einen Schnupfen.
I could come
I have part a
cold
‘I can well come, I have only a cold.’/ ‘I would love to come, but I have a cold!’
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illustrate these properties. Then I will move on to a more detailed analysis of the meaning of
the two particles only/nur and also/auch. However, the focus here lies on only/nur; also/auch
serves to point out differences between individual focus particles.
General properties of focus particles compared to modal particles
Focus particles interact with the focus-background structure of a sentence (see Krifka, 2006),
which belongs to the field of information structure (see Halliday, 1967). Information structure describes how the information contained in an utterance can be divided into different
information units, for instance into new and given information. Chafe (1976) calls this information packaging, which meets the immediate communicative needs of the interlocutors.
One feature is the highlighting of constituents, or focus, whereby focus, according to Rooth
(1992), indicates the presence of alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation of linguistic expressions. Example 11, taken from Fery and Krifka (2008), illustrates this highlighting.
According to Fery and Krifka (2008), the question in 11 creates a particular attentional state,
which is recognized by the focus in the answer, expressed by the pitch accent on tiger in 11a
(indicated by capital letters). Generally, information structure never affects truth conditions.
The pitch accent on road in 11b renders the answer infelicitous, but does not differ from 11a
in terms of truth-conditions.
(11) What did you see on the road?
a. We saw a TIGER on the road.
b. #We saw a tiger on the ROAD.
However, the marking of information structure can have a truth-conditional effect when
focus-sensitive particles like only are present and associate with the focus (see Krifka, 2006;
Fery and Krifka, 2008). Krifka (2006) calls this semantic focus. That is, (at least) the focus
particle only differs from MPs in that it influences the truth-conditions of a sentence (see
property (a)).
Focus particles resort to the notion of alternatives, and in the case of exclusive only the
focus denotation is the only one among the alternatives that leads to a true assertion (see
Krifka, 2006, e.g., J. Jacobs, 1983, König, 1991). In 12a, taken from Fery and Krifka (2008),
the speaker may have seen other animals on the road, but the only place where a tiger was
spotted was the road. In 12b, no other animal was seen there.
(12)

a. We only saw a tiger on the ROAD.
b. We only saw a TIGER on the road.

As mentioned above, focus leads to a partition of meaning into a focus part and a background part (see also Stechow, 1990; Krifka, 1992). The background part can be described as
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the information that is given to a particular degree, and it can range from being maximally
salient to not being given at all. Let us take a look at the German example 13, taken from
Bader (1996).
(13)

a. Uli hat nur Schallplatten von [F Paul MCCARTNEY].
Uli has only records
of Paul McCartney
‘Uli only has records of Paul MCCARTNEY.’
b. Uli hat nur [F SCHALLPLATTEN] von Paul McCartney.
Uli has only records
of Paul McCartney
‘Uli only has RECORDS of Paul McCartney.’

First of all, the sentences demonstrate that the focus particle nur influences the conditions
under which the sentence is true. While 13a is true if Uli has records of Paul McCartney, and
of no one else, 13b is true if Uli has records of Paul McCartney, and nothing else. That is, 13a
is false if Uli also has records of John Lennon, while 13b is false if Uli also has CDs of Paul
McCartney (see Bader, 1996, pg. 202). The focus-background structure of (13a) would look
like the following: <λx [Uli has records of x], Paul McCartney>. According to Bader (1996),
the meaning of the background is the set of all x, for which it is true that Uli has records of
x. The contribution of the focus particle nur is that it signals that this set must not include
an element other than the focused one; in this case Paul McCartney. It therefore denotes a
relation to a set of alternatives (see Rooth, 1992) in a way that it excludes these alternatives
(auch, for instance, shows the opposite behavior of adding alternatives; see below).
As also pointed out by Herrmann (2013, pg. 185), removing a focus particle from a sentence
has no influence on the grammaticality of this sentence, but rather influences the conditions
under which the sentence is true (this holds at least for only/nur). Therefore, referring to
property (b), focus particles are optional with respect to grammaticality, but not with respect
to the truth-conditional meaning, and therefore differ from MPs.
Depending on the context or a given question, a focus particle may be associated with
different parts in one and the same sentence, for instance with the object (14a), or with the
VP (14b). Object focus and VP focus are indicated by the same pitch accent on the object in
German. That is, due to their identical phonological realization, both 14a and 14b are possible
answers to the questions What did Tim eat (object focus) and What did Tim do? (VP focus).
Example 14 is thus ambiguous regarding the assigned constituent interacting with the focus
particle (Herrmann, 2013, pg. 189).
(14)

a. Tim hat nur [F eine BaNAne] gegessen.
Tim has only a
banana eaten
‘Tim has eaten only a banana.’
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b. Tim hat nur [F eine BaNAne gegessen].
Tim has only a
banana eaten
‘Tim has only eaten a banana.’
With respect to their position and their scopal behavior, focus particles have to be in a
position in which they can scope over their focus. In 14, nur scopes over the object, or
the whole VP. In cases like [F TIM] hat nur eine Banana gegessen, Tim is interpreted in a
reconstruction position where nur c-commands Tim. That is, focus particles associate with
different parts in a sentence, which differentiates them from MPs. However, they always
have widest sentential scope (see, e.g., Bayer, 1996), which they have in common with MPs
(see property (c)).
Regarding properties (e) and (f), focus particles, compared to MPs, are neither restricted to
the middle field (see 15), nor are they confined to root clauses. Example 15 and the following
examples 16 - 21, 28 and 29 are taken from the DWDS corpus (Klein and Geyken, 2010).
(15) Nur wenige Fluggäste
wichen auf die Bahn aus.
only few
air passengers gave way on the train out
‘Only a few air passengers switched to the train.’
(Die Zeit, 24.11.2016, Lufthansa-Piloten streiken mind. bis Samstagabend, Aufrufdatum: 2016-11-30)

Unlike MPs, focus particles can be coordinated in appropriate contexts (property (g)), as
shown by examples 16 - 18. Example 17 also demonstrates that focus particles can be modified (property (h)).
(16) Wann wird der Begriff Pisa endlich wieder nur und ausschließlich der Stadt zugeordnet
when will the term Pisa finally again only and solely
the city associated
werden?
be
‘When will the term Pisa finally be associated with the city and nothing but the city
again?’
(Die Zeit, 21.02.2002, Nr. 09, Was wir von Pisa lernen können, Aufrufdatum 2015-08-18)

(17) Schnell zeigt die Statistik, daß diese Stadien nur und wirklich nur vor Fülle
qickly shows the statistic that these stadiums only and seriously only with abundance
barsten, wenn eines der genannten Großereignisse auf dem Plan
stand.
bursted if
one the mentioned major events at the schedule stood
‘The statistic quickly shows that these stadiums are bursting with people only and
seriously only if one of these mentioned major events is scheduled.’
(Die Zeit, 04.05.1962, Nr. 18, Unter der Fuchtel des Publikums, Aufrufdatum: 2015-08-18)
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(18)

Der Rest kann nur und nur von einem oder mehreren großen Denkern kommen,
the rest can only and only of one or more
great thinkers come
und die werden ja, wie immer und weil
es ja immer weiter geht, kommen.
and they will
part as always and because it part always further goes come
‘The rest will come only and only if one or more of these great thinkers, and they will
come, as always, and because it always goes on, as you know.’

(Tucholsky, K., An Hedwig Müller, 06.11.1935. In: Kurt Tucholsky, Werke - Briefe - Materialien,
Berlin: Directmedia Publ. 2000 [1935], S. 12144)

With respect to property (i), focus particles differ from MPs in that they can be used in
isolation (see 19 for the focus particle auch, and 20 for the focus particle only).
(19)

a. Auch Frauen?
also women
‘Also women?’
b. Auch.
also
‘Also.’

(Rilke, R. M., Der Totengräber. In: Deutsche Literatur von Lessing bis Kafka, Berlin: Directmedia
Publ. 1998 [1903], S. 11214)

(20)

a. “Und trotzdem
besuchen Sie ihn öfters, und nur, weil
er gut kocht?”
and nevertheless visit
you him often, and only because he well cook?
fragte Tschanz nach einem neuen Hustenanfall
empört.
asked Tschanz after a
new coughing attack indignantly
‘ “And nevertheless you visit him regularly, only because he is a good cook?”
Tschanz asked after a new coughing attack.’
b. Nur.
only
‘Only.’

(Dürrenmatt, F., Der Richter und sein Henker, Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt 1965 [1952], S. 101)

Furthermore, compared to MPs, focus particles are not sensitive to sentence types (property (k)). While, for instance, nur as an MP is banned from polar questions, nur as a focus
particle does not show this restriction (see 21).
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(21) War es nur die Tatsache, dass er auf ihrem Bett lag?
was it only the fact
that he on her bed was lying
‘Was it only the fact that he was lying on her bed?’
(Biller, M., Cilly. In: Wenn ich einmal reich und tot bin, Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch 1990, S. 154)

In this section, I presented properties of focus particles that illustrate differences between
focus particles as one part of speech and MPs as another part of speech (for more information
on the semantics of focus particles, see also Beaver and Clark, 2008). In the following, I will
go into more detail with respect to the meaning of two representatives of focus particles,
namely the particles only/nur and also/auch. These particles are particularly interesting since
they can be roughly described has having opposite meanings: while only/nur excludes all
elements of an alternative set (with respect to the focused constituent) (= restrictive particle),
also/auch includes these elements (= additive particle).
Exclusive particles - The meaning of only/nur
Only/nur, occurring in a sentence like 22, presupposes the corresponding sentence without
the focus particle (see König, 1991; Horn, 1996; Rooth, 1992), namely that Maria opened the
window. The main meaning contribution (the truth-conditional meaning) is that only/nur
quantifies over the set of alternatives (e.g., the door) to the value of the focused expression
(the window) and excludes these alternatives as possible values for the open sentence in
its scope (see König, 1991; Rooth, 1992). It thereby expresses that no thing other than the
window has been opened by Maria.
(22) Maria öffnete nur das Fenster.
Maria opened only the window
‘Maria only opened the window!’
If the door has also been opened, the sentence would turn out to be false, indicating that
only/nur as a focus particle affects the truth conditions of a sentence (e.g., J. Jacobs, 1983,
König, 1991, pg. 34, Bader, 1996, pg. 203). If only/nur is dropped, the sentence does not
contain any implicit information about the door, and the sentence would be true if Maria
opened the door as well. Thus, only/nur not only influences the truth conditions, but also
affects the set of alternatives (e.g. Rooth, 1992). A formalization of the meaning of only/nur
in this sentence would be the following (see König, 1991):
¬(∃x) [(x ̸= the window) & Maria has opened (x)]
Another property of only/nur is that it can introduce a scale, and therefore leads to a scalar
reading. That is, only/nur can have a non-scalar reading which is purely restrictive, as in 23,
and a scalar reading which is scalar and restrictive, as in 24.
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(23)

Only the truck driver drove along the road on Saturday morning.

(24)

Bill’s father is only a truck driver.

In 23, only eliminates alternatives to the truck driver and restricts the proposition, i.e. that
the truck driver drove along the road on Saturday morning, to the truck driver and to no one
else. Example 24 eliminates alternatives to the truck driver as well (Bill’s father is nothing
else but a truck driver), but also ranks the job low on a scale. This scale can be referred to as
a pragmatic scale, since the ordering of the elements appears against an evaluative context.
A possible scale is truck driver < teacher < doctor, whereby, based on world knowledge and
personal values, the profession of a doctor is more highly ranked socially than the profession
of a truck driver. According to König (1991, pg. 100) and J. Jacobs (1983), only triggers
undefined ordering parameters, and the scalar interpretation is then evoked by context alone.
According to Bayer (1996), there is no scalar only, but rather sets whose elements (e.g., truck
driver) can be ordered on a scale.
Inclusive particles - The meaning of also/auch
Inclusive, or additive particles, either can induce an ordering, or can operate over an unordered set of contextually relevant values. English also and German auch (see 25) belong to
the class of inclusive particles that do not induce an ordering, and therefore do not lead to a
scalar reading4 .
(25)

Maria öffnete auch die Tür.
Maria opened also the door
‘Maria also opened the door.’

Inclusive particles differ from exclusive particles in terms of the main meaning contribution and in what is presupposed. While the prejacent (the sentence without the particle)
is presupposed in the case of only/nur, it is the main meaning contribution in the case of
also/auch: Maria opened the door. Furthermore, the reference to alternatives is the main
meaning contribution in the case of only/nur (exclusion of alternatives), while it is presupposed in the case of also/auch. The inclusive particle also/auch presupposes that at least one
4

König (1991, pg. 63f.) demonstrates by example i (capital letters indicate sentence stress) that auch can also
lead to a scalar reading. However, he ascribes the ordering effect in examples like i to the context and the
specification of focus.
(i)

Gerechtigkeit kann man auch MÖRDERN nicht versagen.
justice
can one also murderers not deny
‘Justice cannot even be denied to murderers.’
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element of the alternative set is included (see König, 1991, pg. 62). A formalization of the
meaning of example 25 is the following (see König, 1991):
(∃y) [λx(Maria opened x)/(y) & (y=the door) & (Maria opened y)]
This section illustrated that focus particles differ from MPs in various ways, and how single
focus particles differ from each other. In the next section, I will take a look at another class
of words that serves frequently as the counterparts of MPs, namely adverbs.

2.2.2 Adverbs
The adverbs that are counterparts to the MPs addressed in this dissertation are the temporal
adverbs schon, eben, erst, and gleich; the manner adverbs ruhig (literal: ‘quiet’), and einfach
(literal: ‘simple’); the epistemic adverbs vielleicht (literal: ‘probably’), and wohl; and the
conjunct adverb doch. As mentioned in the previous section, three of the temporal adverbs
can also function as focus particles, namely schon, erst, and gleich. Furthermore, the manner
adverbs ruhig and einfach, and the temporal adverb eben can also function as adjectives.
Property (d) states that MPs are often adverbial in nature but show clearly distinct properties, and, as mentioned in the preceding sections, the question has been raised as to whether
MPs should be analyzed as adverbs, or whether they differ from adverbs. An answer to this
question would go far beyond the scope of this dissertation. In the following section, I will
nonetheless give an overview of different adverbs, present general properties compared to
MPs, and point out which adverbs function as counterparts to the MPs investigated in this
thesis. Thereafter, I will focus on temporal adverbs, with schon as representative, and manner
adverbs, with ruhig as representative.
General properties of adverbs compared to modal particles
The hard-to-define word class of adverbs is not a homogeneous class, since single adverbs
can differ completely in their appearance and behavior. Therefore, it has been suggested to
identify as an adverb whatever does not show the characteristics of other word classes like
nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, articles, prepositions, or conjunctions (see Rauh, 2015,
pg. 24). Adverbs would be like a waste-paper basket, and since according to this definition
particles would also belong to this basket, it does not bring us any further in the distinction
between adverbs and MPs.
According to Maienborn and Schäfer (2011), a distinction between adverbials and adverbs
can help to define the word class of adverbs. The term adverbial refers to a specific syntactic
function, namely to further specify the circumstances of the verbal or sentential referent.
According to Maienborn and Schäfer (2011), adverbials are restricted to a set of semantically
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limited usages, prototypically specifying time (see 26a), place (see 26b), or manner (see 26c)
(Maienborn and Schäfer, 2011, pg. 1391, boldface letters indicate the adverbial). These examples also illustrate that adverbials can be realized by different kinds of phrasal units (e.g.,
noun phrase, prepositional phrase, and adverb phrase) and therefore differ strongly in their
appearance.
(26)

a. Paul laughed the whole night.
b. The children played in the kindergarten.
c. Henriette dances beautifully.

Compared to the term adverbial, the term adverb refers to a word class, or a lexical category.
A word belongs to the word class of adverbs if it exhibits the function of an adverbial. In that
sense, adverbs differ from other word classes like nouns, adjectives, and verbs; they often
do not possess clear markers for category membership and can only be defined via their
syntactic function of being prototypically used as adverbials (Maienborn and Schäfer, 2011,
pg. 1392). Semantically, adverbials can be divided into different groups, i.e. predicational
adverbials, participant-oriented adverbials, and functional adverbials (see Ernst, 2002). In
the following, I will present the three groups of adverbials and their subgroups in more
detail. I will focus on those subgroups that have counterparts to the MPs investigated in this
thesis.
According to Maienborn and Schäfer (2011), in Germanic languages predicational adverbials are typically realized by deadjectival adverbs like rudely, and can be further divided
into sentential adverbials and verb-related adverbials.
There are three different sentential adverbials: subject-oriented, speaker-oriented, and domain adverbials (see Maienborn and Schäfer, 2011). Relevant for this work are speakeroriented adverbials like honestly, or frankly. They provide a commentary by the speaker on
the proposition expressed by the sentential base, and can be further subdivided into speechact adverbials, epistemic adverbials and evaluative adverbials (see Maienborn and Schäfer,
2011). Epistemic adverbials express the speaker’s expectation with regard to the truth of the
sentential base. They provide two counterparts to the MPs investigated in this thesis, and
they show a strong resemblance to the function of MPs. These are vielleicht and wohl.
Verb-related adverbials can be further divided into mental-attitude adverbials, manner adverbials, and degree adverbials. According to Maienborn and Schäfer (2011), manner adverbials are used to specify the manner in which an eventuality or an action unfolds. Two
manner adverbials serve as counterparts to the MPs investigated in this thesis, namely ruhig
and einfach.
Predicational adverbials appear in a wide variety of adverbial usages. The adverb rudely,
for instance, is ambiguous between the function of subject-oriented adverbial and manner
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adverbial, as illustrated in 27 by Maienborn and Schäfer (2011, pg. 1394) (see also Cinque,
1999).
(27)

a. Rudely, Claire greeted the queen.
b. Claire greeted the queen rudely.

In 27a, rudely functions as subject-oriented adverbial, because it is judged as rude that
Claire greeted the queen. The subject-oriented adverbial is attached high and combines with
the overall proposition expressed by the rest of the sentence without the adverbial. In 27b,
rudely functions as manner adverbial, because the specific way in which Claire greeted the
queen is judged as rude. The manner adverbial is attached low within the VP. I will return
to this ambiguity in Section 2.2.2. It should also be noted that adverbs differ with respect to
their scopal behavior (see property (c)). A sentence adverb (in this case, rudely as subjectoriented adverb), has the whole proposition in its scope, as it is the case for MPs. A manner
adverb, however, does not have wide sentential scope, and therefore differs from MPs (see,
e.g., Frey and Pittner, 1998).
Participant-oriented adverbials are predominantly realized through prepositional phrases.
They introduce a new participant that takes part in the eventuality described by the verb.
Participant-oriented adverbials can be divided into event-related adverbials and frame adverbials (Maienborn, 2001). Four event-related adverbials serve as counterparts to the MPs
in this thesis, namely the temporal adverbs schon, eben, erst, and gleich.
Functional adverbials can be divided into discourse-anaphoric adverbials, and adverbial
quantifiers. Relevant for the present work is the discourse-anaphoric adverbial doch, which
is, compared to the MP, stressed. Figure 2.2 depicts all adverbials, whereby boldface letters
indicate the adverbials that serve as counterparts to the MPs in the present thesis.
Regarding property (b), the prototypical adverbial is optional, as is the case for MPs. It corresponds syntactically to an adjunct, and semantically to a modifier (Maienborn and Schäfer,
2011). Adverbs are not restricted to the middle-field, as shown in Section 2.1.2, example 5,
nor are they confined to root-clauses (properties (e) and (f)). These properties clearly set the
word class of adverbs apart from the word class of MPs.
Regarding properties (g), and (i), adverbs also differ from MPs in that they can be coordinated (see 28 for the adverb trotzdem, ‘nevertheless’), and used in isolation (see 29 for the
adverb leider, ‘unfortunately’).
(28) Ich beschloß trotzdem und deswegen, einen Kaninchenbraten zu besorgen.
I decided nevertheless and therefore a
roast rabbit
to buy
‘Nevertheless and because of this, I decided to buy a roast rabbit.’
(Sparschuh, Jens: Der Zimmerspringbrunnen, Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch 1995, S. 142)
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Figure 2.2: Overview of different adverbials, words in boldface letters are the adverbs investigated in the present thesis
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(29) Du bist erledigt. Leider.
you are done
unfortunately
‘You are done. Unfortunately.’
(Moers, Walter: Die 13 1/2 Leben des Käpt’n Blaubär, Frankfurt a. M.: Eichborn 1999, S. 565)

Properties (h) and (j) are properties that adverbs and MPs share, namely that they cannot
be modified and that they occur in a fixed order (for the fixed order of MPs, see Thurmair,
1989; Abraham, 1995; Abraham, 2009; for the fixed order of adverbs, see Frey and Pittner,
1998; Cinque, 1999).
Furthermore, the position the adverb occupies in a sentence influences the interpretation
(see Stolterfoht, 2015; Stolterfoht, 2012), as shown by example 27, where the high position in
the syntactic tree results in a speaker-oriented reading of the adverb, and the low position
in a manner reading5
Regarding property (k), adverbs are not sensitive to sentence types–a property that also
distinguishes them from MPs.
In what follows, I will describe two subgroups of adverbs in more detail, namely temporal
adverbs with schon as representative, and manner adverbs with ruhig as representative.
Temporal adverbs - The meaning of schon
Besides its function as an MP, schon can function as a temporal adverb, as a focus particle,
and as an answering particle (Meibauer, 1994, pg. 172ff.). In its function as a focus, or scalar
particle, schon refers to the focused constituent, and therefore resembles the focus particles
only/nur and also/auch. In the following, I will concentrate on the temporal meaning of schon
and leave the scalar meaning mostly aside. Only as a temporal adverb can schon occur in the
pre-field, as shown in 30. As such, it refers to the whole sentence and is therefore sometimes
classified as a sentence adverbial (see König, 1977, pg. 181).

5

The position of the adverb does not always specify the interpretation of the adverb. In i, the adverb grausam
(‘cruelly’) is a manner adverb, although it occupies the high position in a syntactic tree. In this case, the high
position is the result of topicalizing the adverb grausam, which has a base position low in the syntactic tree
(Josef Bayer, p.c.). However, it is not surprising that grausam gets a manner interpretation in this position
since grausam is not ambiguous in the way adverbials like sicher (see example 36 below) are (Britta Stolterfoht,
p.c.).
(i)

Grausam hat die Callas gesungen.
cruelly
has the Callas sung
‘Cruelly did Callas sing.’
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(30)

Schon kommt Fritz.
already comes Fritz
‘Fritz is already coming.’

If schon occurs in the middle field, the sentence can be ambiguous with a possible MP
interpretation, as shown in 31 (see Meibauer, 1994, pg. 172).
(31)

Fritz kommt schon.
Fritz comes already/part
‘Fritz is already coming./ Fritz is coming, don’t worry.’

Löbner (1989) argues that the modal and the temporal uses of schon belong to different
lexical representations. Helbig (1990) even distinguishes seven different uses solely of the MP
schon, complemented by three different uses of schon as a focus particle, and the temporal
use of schon. This leads to eleven lexical entries for schon, and to a huge lexicon overall.
In contrast to Helbig’s seven different MPs schon, Meibauer (1994) claims that there is only
one MP, and that the other uses of the MP schon arise through other means, like sentence
type, intonation, and so forth (Meibauer, 1994, pg. 173) (see also Gutzmann, 2015b, pg. 264
for the source of different meanings of the MP denn). Furthermore, he states that both the
temporal use and the modal use share one core meaning; an assumption that is preferable
over the assumption of different lexical entries. The core meaning of all versions (i.e., MP,
temporal adverb, focus particle) of schon would be the temporal one. Meibauer (1994) bases
his analysis on the phase quantification by Löbner (1989) and states that the meaning of the
MP schon has its core in the phase quantification related to the temporal (and scalar) use of
schon. Regarding temporal (and scalar) use, this phase quantification looks like the following:
schon and noch nicht (‘not yet’) (illustrated in 32) make reference to one point in time te .
(32)

a. A: Ist das Licht schon an?
A: is the light already on
‘A: Has the light been turned on already?’
b. B: Nein, das Licht ist noch nicht an.
B: no the light is yet not on
‘B: No, the light hasn’t been turned on yet.’

There is always one phase not-p, which existed before p, as shown in Table 2.2 (taken from
Meibauer, 1994, pg. 178). According to Löbner (1989), the meaning of noch nicht and schon
is a change from not-p to p. It is always the case that p follows from schon p, and te therefore
lies inside p.
Opposed to the temporal schon, the modal schon does not directly refer to phases, but to a
speaker attitude towards p at the time of the utterance. However, the MP schon shares some
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te
↙↘

noch nicht
schon
———————–////////////////////>
not-p
p
Table 2.2: Phase quantification and schon
properties with the temporal (and scalar) schon. First, a negative and a positive proposition
play a role. Second, both are ordered in a way that the positive proposition follows the
negative one. And third, a perspective towards p or -p is involved. The time of utterance
can lie inside -p or p (Meibauer, 1994, pg. 189). I will illustrate this by means of schon in
the future-related declarative sentence in 33, taken from Meibauer (1994, pg. 190). This
sentence presupposes that the addressee has not yet been able to manage the specific thing
that is referred to in the sentence (-p). Furthermore, the speaker forecasts that there will be
a phase in which the addressee has managed it (p). The time of utterance lies inside -p. By
uttering schon p, the speaker focuses on the contrast phase -p, and he signals that he has an
attitude towards p (Meibauer, 1994). The speaker thinks that the addresse will manage it, and
therefore restricts the validity of the position of the addressee, who thinks that he will not
manage it (see, e.g., Thurmair, 1989). In other words, this results in an optimistic attitude of
the speaker, which contrasts with a pessimistic attitude of the addressee. This attitude is not
present in the same sentence without schon.
(33) Du wirst das schon schaffen.
you will it part manage
‘You’ll manage it, don’t worry.’
Turning to rhetorical questions like Wer macht das schon? (‘Who will do it - obviously
nobody’), there is also a phase -p (the speaker does not know the answer) and p (the speaker
knows the answer) involved. By using a rhetorical question, the speaker pretends to be in
phase -p (that he does not know the answer), although he actually is in phase p (that he
knows the answer). By using schon, the speaker signals that he is already in phase p; the
MP schon therefore disambiguates the question, which could otherwise be interpreted as an
information-seeking, or as a rhetorical question (Meibauer, 1994, pg. 192).
Meibauer (1994, pg. 202) refers to the derivation of MP schon from temporal schon as a
conceptual shift (original: Konzeptuelle Verschiebung, translation by LD), i.e. a shift from
a temporal/ scalar meaning of a proposition/ of a focused element of a proposition to the
expression of an attitude towards a proposition. The common element is the relation to a
negative and a positive phase (whereby these are ordered in a specific way), and an attitude
related to this. According to Meibauer, a source for this conceptual shift might lie in the need
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of disambiguating sentences like 31. In this case, a temporal interpretation (at time t0 , it is
the case that Fritz is coming), or a modal interpretation (speaker assumes that at time t0 , it is
the case that Fritz is coming/ speaker assumes that at time ti > t0 , it is the case that Fritz will
be coming) is possible. Meibauer claims that the paraphrase ‘the speaker assumes’ leaves
space for processes of pragmatic reasoning that are often associated with the MP meaning
and lead together with the meaning of the MP to communicative effects6 .
Manner adverbs - The meaning of ruhig
If ruhig functions as an MP, it is characterized as a friendly particle (Schwager, 2009). It signals reassurance and can be paraphrased as ‘no worries’ or ‘go ahead’. Sentences containing
the MP ruhig are functionally restricted: they are used as permissions, or recommendations,
but never as other speech acts like commands, or assertions. In this sense, ruhig is similar to
the MP nur in imperative sentences, which also leads to a permission reading (see Chapter
1). Kaufmann (in Schwager, 2009) also mentions that some sentences containing ruhig are
ambiguous between the MP and the manner adverbial meaning, as shown in 34.
(34)

Schlaf ruhig
weiter.
sleep quietly/part on
‘Go on with sleeping in a quiet manner.’/ ‘Just go back to sleep, no worries.’

Manner adverbials are used to specify the manner in which an eventuality or an action
unfolds (Maienborn and Schäfer, 2011). In 34, when ruhig functions as a manner adverb, the
speaker wants the hearer to sleep on in a quiet manner. Kaufmann mentions that the MP
could semantically be equated to the adverb, contributing ‘in a quiet way/ without worrying’, but argues that such an interpretation fails to account for the pattern of distributional
restrictions observed for the MP ruhig.
Other manner adverbs that do not function as counterparts to MPs can also render a sentence ambiguous, as shown by rudely in example 27 on page 25, or by the German adverb
6

Besides the disambiguating function of MPs, schon can also be used intentionally to render an utterance as
ambiguous, as shown by i (Meibauer, 1994, pg. 209). In this case, it is left open whether the colleague is
coming at the time of utterance, or whether he is coming later.
(i)

a. A: Werde ich bedient?
A: will I served
‘A: Am I being served?.’
b. B: Der Kollege kommt schon.
B: the colleague comes already/part
‘B: The colleague is already coming/ The colleague is coming, no worries.’
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langsam (‘slowly’) in 35 by Frey and Pittner (1998). While langsam leads to a manner reading in the low position in 35a, it leads to an event-related interpretation in the high position
in 35b. Importantly, 35a can lead to both readings, but seems to have a preferred manner
reading, while 35b can only lead to an event-related interpretation.
(35)

a. Paul sollte das Fleisch langsam braten.
Paul should the meat slowly fry
‘Paul should fry the meat slowly.’
b. Paul sollte langsam das Fleisch braten.
Paul should slowly the meat fry
‘Paul should soon start frying the meat.’

Stolterfoht (2015) illustrates this ambiguity for the manner adverb sicher (‘certain’, ‘confident’) in 36. Here, sicher is a manner adverb when it occurs in the low position in 36a,
while it leads to a speaker-oriented reading when it occurs in the high position in 36b. This
speaker-oriented reading strongly resembles the speaker-oriented meaning of MPs.
(36)

a. Peter hat heute Morgen das Gedicht sicher vorgetragen.
Peter has today morning the poem confident recited
‘Peter recited the poem confidently this morning.’
b. Peter hat sicher heute Morgen das Gedicht vorgetragen.
Peter has certain today morning the poem recited
‘Peter certainly recited the poem this morning.’

This resemblance becomes clearer when we return to ruhig (see 37). Here, ruhig functions
as a manner adverb in 37a and as an MP in 37b. The speaker-attitude in the case of the MP
can be paraphrased as ‘go on’, or ‘no worries’, whereby the speaker gives friendly permission
to look at the book. As in the examples above, 37a is ambiguous between both readings.
(37)

a. Paul soll
das Buch ruhig anschauen.
Paul should the book quietly look at
‘Paul should look at the book quietly.’
b. Paul soll
ruhig das Buch anschauen.
Paul should quiet the book look at
‘Paul can go on with looking at the book.’

These examples illustrate that MPs like ruhig, which have a manner adverb as their counterpart, show strong resemblance to manner adverbs and their functional equivalents as high
sentence adverbs. Therefore, studies on the processing of adverbs are of relevance when it
comes to the processing of MPs.
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Of interest for the purpose of this dissertation is the question as to whether there is one
lexical representation for the different adverbs/ for the adverb and the MP, or whether there
are several lexical representations. In the former case, the different meanings of the adverb/
of the adverb and the MP arise through factors like sentence position. Experimental work by
Stolterfoht (2012) speaks in favor of that. Stolterfoht investigated the processing of temporal
adverbials like in dreißig Minuten. These adverbials also lead to different interpretations (a
process-related and an event-related interpretation), depending on their sentence position.
Participants had to rate whether a sentence containing the adverbial is compatible with a
given paraphrase of the sentence meaning. The results revealed that the interpretation of
the sentences correlated with the position the adverbial occupied in the sentence. According
to Stolterfoht (2012), this result can be explained by assuming one semantic representation
for time-frame adverbials. It is an open question as to whether this also holds for manner
adverbs, and, to go further, for MPs and their adverbial counterparts like ruhig.

2.3 Summary and implications for the processing of modal
particles and their counterparts
This chapter has illustrated that MPs, focus particles, and adverbs are diverse word classes,
and that their representatives differ in many respects. However, there is one striking difference between MPs, on the one hand, and focus particles and adverbs as counterparts to MPs,
on the other, that is of major relevance to the present thesis, namely the use-conditional/
truth-conditional meaning distinction. Besides this, there are several other properties that
distinguish MPs from their counterparts, and that justify the classification into different word
classes, as summarized in Table 2.3.
Meaning
Optionality
Scopal
behavior
Restriction

Syntactic use

MPs
use-conditional
optional
wide scope

Focus particles
truth-conditional
truth-conditionally
relevant
wide scope

Adverbs
varying
optional
varying

to the middle field
to root-clauses
to specific sentence moods
coordination –
modification –
isolation –

no restrictions
no restrictions
no restrictions
coordination +
modification +
isolation +

no restrictions
no restrictions
no restrictions
coordination +
modification –
isolation +

Table 2.3: Summary of differences between MPs, focus particles and adverbs
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All these differences suggest that the processes that are involved in building the meaning of a sentence containing an MP differ from the processes that are involved in building
the meaning of a sentence containing a focus particle or an adverb. For instance, while all
versions of schon are assumed to be related to a negative and a positive phase, modal schon
is additionally related to a perspective, or an attitude of the speaker. And while nur as a
focus particle does not modify the speech act of an utterance, nur as an MP does so. These
differences should be somehow reflected in sentence processing.
Besides these differences between MPs and their counterparts, I mentioned two important functions of MPs. First, MPs have a disambiguating function. This was illustrated by
schon, which signals that a question that can be interpreted either as an information-seeking
question or as a rhetorical question has to be interpreted as a rhetorical question. Another
example is nur, which signals that an imperative sentences that can be interpreted as a command or as a permission has to be interpreted with a permission reading.
Second, the meaning of an MP is descriptively ineffable. It cannot be translated word-byword and is hard to paraphrase. Thus, while ruhig as a manner adverb can be translated
into English (‘quietly’), ruhig as an MP must be paraphrased (e.g., ‘no worries’)–there is
no single word in English that corresponds to the MP meaning of ruhig. The contribution
made by ja can be roughly paraphrased by ‘the proposition should be known to all discourse
participants’. And the MP meaning of schon in questions is even harder to paraphrase, since
schon in questions has a function rather than an explicit meaning. That shows that whatever
the meaning that MPs convey, they express it implicitly and at minimal cost. In order to
convey this meaning explicitly, one would have to make use of several words, up to a whole
sentence, which would be far more costly than using an MP. These functions suggest that
MPs might exhibit a processing advantage over their counterparts.
The next chapter is devoted to secondary meanings. After presenting different kinds of
secondary meanings, I will show how secondary content, inter alia, in the case of MPs is
assumed to be represented according to the hybrid-semantics framework, and conclude with
a prediction of what differences in processing between MPs and their counterparts might
look like based on this framework.
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This chapter is devoted to secondary meanings in general, secondary meanings conveyed by
MPs, and the question of how secondary meanings are represented in the hybrid-semantics
framework. Since I already introduced the particle nur in Chapter 2, and since I will focus on
that particle in Chapter 7, I will use nur in the following in order to illustrate the primarysecondary meaning distinction.

3.1 Secondary meanings
In the previous chapters, I introduced the term secondary meaning in contrast to primary
meaning. By secondary meaning I referred to the use-conditional meaning of MPs, and by
primary meaning I referred to the truth-conditional meaning of their counterparts (e.g., nur
as a focus particle, or schon as a temporal adverb). With regard to MPs and their counterparts, I argued that the term secondary seems to be promising in two ways, since it captures
the meaning that the MP conveys in addition to the primary, truth-conditional meaning of
the host sentence, and the meaning that the MP has based on, or derived from the primary
meaning of the counterpart. Let me illustrate both concepts of secondary meaning by means
of the example introduced in Chapter 1, repeated here for convenience in 1.
(1) Mach nur das Fenster auf!
make part the window open
‘Go ahead and open the window!’
The first point I made was that the term secondary captures the meaning that the MP
conveys in addition to the primary, truth-conditional meaning of the host sentence. The host
sentence is the particle-less sentence open the window, and can be interpreted as a command
or as a permission to open the window. The function of nur as an MP is to signal that
this imperative sentence has to be interpreted as a permission (paraphrased as ‘go ahead’).
The presence of the MP therefore disambiguates the utterance. Thus, there is the primary
meaning of the host sentence, which is a sentence with more than one possible interpretation,
while the MP specifies how the sentence should be interpreted.

3 Modal particles and the primary/ secondary meaning distinction
The second point was that the term captures the meaning that the MP has based on, or
derived from the primary meaning of the counterpart. In the case of example 1, nur can
also function as focus particle with the eliminative meaning of English only. The distinction
between nur as an MP and as a focus particle targets the word level. Generally, there are
different relations between ambiguous words. If the different meanings of ambiguous words
are in a homonymous relation, like bug as an insect and as a bugging device, they are not
semantically related, and are assumed to have different lexical entries. If, however, the different meanings (or senses) of ambiguous words are in a polysemous relation, like university
as the institution and as the building, they are semantically related, and are assumed to share
one lexical entry. In Chapter 4, I will present the two relations between ambiguous words and
the consequences for their processing in more detail. What is of interest for now is that, independent of the specific relation, it is often the case that one meaning of an ambiguous word is
more frequent, and therefore can be referred to as the primary meaning in psycholinguistic
terms. The meaning that is less frequent can be referred to as the secondary meaning in psycholinguistic terms. Strictly speaking, according to Onifer and Swinney (1981), a meaning
that occurs 75% or more of the time is the primary meaning, and a meaning that occurs less
than 25% of the time is the secondary meaning. Duffy, Kambe, and Rayner (2001) call these
meanings the dominant and the subordinate meaning of lexically ambiguous words. These
differences in frequency have huge consequences for psycholinguistic research, in that more
frequent meanings are activated earlier and processed faster than less frequent meanings.
The question with regard to MPs and their counterparts is whether the MP meaning or the
counterpart meanings are more frequent. In Chapter 5, I will try to solve this question by
presenting a corpus study on the frequencies of the MP meanings compared to the counterpart meanings of twelve different MPs. What is important to stress here is that according
to this frequency-based definition of secondary meanings, single MPs may differ from each
other. While some MPs might be more frequent than their counterparts, others might be less
frequent.
A definition of secondary meaning in diachronic terms would be the following: The historical origin of an ambiguous expression is the primary meaning, and the meaning that
is derived from this origin is the secondary meaning. The historically older meaning has a
preference over the historically derived meaning. In the case of nur, the focus particle is
the older meaning. According to the Grimm’schen Wörterbuch, it arose in the 13th century,
going back to late High German ni wâri, ne wâri, ne wâre (‘would it not be that’), and the subsequently evolving contamination niwâri, newâri. The MP meaning has been derived from
this meaning. Thus, in diachronic terms, the focus particle meaning of nur is the primary
meaning, and the MP meaning is the secondary meaning.
Stolterfoht (2015) investigated the processing of ambiguous adverbs like sicher, which have
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possible manner or speaker-oriented readings (see example 36, Chapter 2). They are thus
similar to ambiguous words like ruhig, which have possible manner or MP readings (see example 37, Chapter 2). From a diachronic perspective, the manner reading of sicher is the
preferred one, since the speaker-oriented reading evolved from it. In a questionnaire paraphrase rating study, Stolterfoht tested (besides other questions) whether there is an overall
preference for one of the two readings, as predicted by diachronic information. The data of 40
participants showed that there was a preference for the manner reading1 , which underpins
the assumption that the historical origin is the primary, and therefore preferred meaning.
With respect to MPs, this definition of primary meaning predicts the following: the meaning of the counterpart is always the primary one, and in ambiguous sentences, it is always
preferred over the meaning of the MP. Crucially, what this definition suggests is that MPs
do not differ (since every MP is derived from its counterpart), while the frequency-based
account presented above allows for differences between single MPs (since MPs might differ
in their frequency of occurrence).
As described in the previous chapters, I use the term secondary for meanings that can
also fall under other terminologies. These are, for instance, affective, colored (Frege, 1979),
non-at-issue (e.g., Potts, 2005), use-conditional (e.g., Gutzmann, 2015b), or expressive (e.g.,
Potts, 2005; Potts, 2007). In the following, I will present the concepts of non-at-issueness,
use-conditionalness, and expressivity in more detail.

3.1.1 Non-at-issueness
The meaning of a sentence can be divided into meaning components that are at-issue and
non-at-issue. While at-issue refers to what Grice (1975) calls ‘what is said’, non-at-issue
meanings can bee seen as side-comment, not contributing to ‘what is said’ (Potts, 2015).
Grice (1968) refers to non-at-issue meanings as implicatures. According to Grice, what
a speaker has implicated (opposed to what he has said) may be either conversationally implicated, or conventionally implicated by virtue of the meaning of some word or phrase.
Regarding conversational implicatures, the main focus has been on scalar implicatures (see
Grice, 1989, pg. 26). Scalar implicatures arise from the maxim of quantity (i.e., Make your
contribution as informative as is required). For instance, by uttering 2, the speaker implicates
that some, but not all of his/her friends speak English.
(2) Some of my friends speak English.
Compared to this, conventional implicatures are encoded in specific lexical items and con1

It should be noted that Stolterfoht (2015) discusses this result critically. In the experiment, the manner reading
was supported by two independent factors, namely by syntactic position and by pitch accent position. Thus,
the claim that the manner reading is the preferred reading needs further inspection.
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structions in a more or less idiosyncratic fashion (Potts, 2015, pg. 30). Examples for conventional implicatures are epithets like bastard, or cur; other expressives like damn, or fucking
(see Potts, 2007); and MPs (see Gutzmann, 2013). Potts (2015, pg. 32) claims that at-issue
content constitutes the primary content, and conventional implicatures emerge as secondary
meanings. Conventional implicatures are non-cancellable, as illustrated in 3 for the epithet
Kraut. Here, the speaker signals a negative evaluation of Germans, which cannot be canceled
by the additional statement that the speaker actually likes Germans (Gutzmann, 2013, pg. 9).
Non-at-issue contributions (e.g., a negative attitude towards Germans) are irrelevant to the
truth conditions of a larger expression (e.g., that Lessing was a German) (Horn, 2016)2 .
(3)

# Lessing was a Kraut, but generally, I like Germans.

That non-at-issue meanings differ from at-issue meanings becomes clear in light of nonrestrictive relative clauses (see Potts, 2007). Kaplan (1999) illustrates this by means of the
sentence Napoleon, who is my uncle, led his troops into the battle. If this sentence is negated
(It is not the case that Napoleon, who is my uncle, led his troops into the battle), it is negated
that Napoleon led his troops into the battle, but not that Napoleon is the speaker’s uncle.
According to Kaplan, this non-restrictive relative clause pops out of the sentence when it
is embedded in a larger sentence. This is known under the term projection: non-at-issue
content is left out of the scope of the operator, and hence projects (Simons et al., 2010).
In order to define at-issueness, Tonhauser (2012) presents six diagnostics that exploit the
following three properties of at-issue content:
1. At-issue content can be directly assented or dissented with.
2. At-issue content addresses the question under discussion (see Roberts, 2012).
3. At-issue content determines the relevant set of alternatives.
In the following, I will go through one diagnostic, targeting property 1 in order to demonstrate that the MP ja conveys a non-at-issue meaning in example 4. For the purpose of this
2

However, as pointed out by Horn, there are other constructions in which material is truth-conditionally entailed yet pragmatically not at issue. An example is the exclusive particle only. In i, both meaning components
(i.a and i.b) affect the truth-conditions of the sentence and are part of the encoded meaning (see Table 6.1,
Horn, 2016). However, only i.a is at-issue.
(i)

Only Chris came on time
a. No one other than Chris came in time.
b. Chris came on time.
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section, this diagnostic sufficiently demonstrates that ja conveys a non-at-issue meaning.
For a complete description of all six diagnostics, the interested reader is referred to Tonhauser (2012). In 4, the MP ja roughly signals that p should be common knowledge to all
discourse participants, that is, that both the speaker and the addressee know that yesterday
was Maria’s birthday (see, e.g., Thurmair, 2013). The basic assumption is that the meaning
conveyed by ja is non-at-issue, and the proposition without ja, that yesterday was Maria’s
birthday, is at-issue.
(4) Maria hatte ja gestern Geburtstag.
Maria had part yesterday birthday
‘Yesterday was Maria’s birthday, as we all know.’
Diagnostic 1 (1b in Tonhauser): Create a discourse in which interlocutor A utters the target
utterance and in which addressee B responds to A’s utterance with a simple assent (dissent)
utterance followed by an utterance that conveys (the negation of) the hypothesized at-issue
content, or where B responds with a simple assent (dissent) utterance followed by an utterance
that conveys (the negation of) a hypothesized not-at-issue content. Ask the consultant about the
acceptability of B’s responses.
(5)

a. A: Maria hatte ja gestern Geburtstag.
b. B: No, that’s not true. Maria’s birthday was a month ago./ Yes, that’s true. Yesterday was Maria’s birthday.
c. B: # No, it is not true that I knew that./ # Yes, it is true that I knew that.

According to Tonhauser, utterances are acceptable if the continuation conveys the content of what is assented/ dissented with (the at-issue content), and unacceptable otherwise.
B’s responses in 5c are not acceptable, indicating that the contribution of the MP is nonat-issue (see Dillon, Clifton, and Frazier, 2014 and Dillon, Clifton, Sloggett, et al., 2017 for
experimental work on non-at-issue meanings).

3.1.2 Use-conditionalness and expressivity
Another way of referring to the secondary meaning of MPs is by using the terminology useconditional meaning. This term, as already mentioned in Chapter 2, stands in contrast to the
term truth-conditional meaning. With respect to truth-conditional meaning, one has to ask
‘what does the expression mean’. With respect to use-conditional expressions, one has to ask,
what are the conditions under which the expression would be correctly or accurately used
(Kaplan, 1999), or would be judged as being felicitous in a given context (Gutzmann, 2015b).
Interestingly, Kaplan incorporates the conditions of use into the semantic information of the
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respective word, that is, they are part of the conventionalized, lexical meaning. Gutzmann
(2015b, pg. 4) puts it this way: “There are aspects of meaning that, though being part of the
conventional meaning of an expression, do not contribute to its truth-conditional content. I
will call this use-conditional meaning.”
Examples for truth- and use-conditional content are presented in 6 (Gutzmann, 2015b, pg.
4). While all sentences have the same truth-conditional content (there is a specific dog, and
this dog howled the whole night), 6b and 6c, but not 6a, express a negative speaker attitude
towards the respective dog. Thus, the expressions cur and damn have a use-conditional
meaning, and they are correctly used if the speaker has a negative attitude, in this case,
towards dogs. According to Gutzmann, this negative speaker attitude is part of the lexical,
conventional meaning of the expressions cur and damn.
(6)

a. This dog howled the whole night.
b. This cur howled the whole night.
c. This damn dog howled the whole night.

According to Gutzmann (2015b, pg. 20), most utterances do not have content that is either
truth-conditional (t-content) or use-conditional (u-content), but both, as it is the case for
the expressive cur 3 . These mixed use-conditional items (UCIs) conventionally contribute
lexical content to both dimensions of meaning, formalized below (t-content is indicated by
t,

u-content is indicated by u ).

(7)

a. ∥cur∥t = ∥dog∥t
b. ∥cur∥u = { c : c S has a negative attitude towards the dog in c W }

Besides mixed UCIs, Gutzmann (2015b, pg. 27 ff.) further classifies expletive UCIs, which
contribute use-conditional, but no truth-conditional content. They are optional and leaving them out does not alter the truth-conditions of a sentence. Furthermore, they need the
presence of an argument. German MPs fall into the category of expletive UCIs. As presented in the last chapters, the use-conditional function of MPs is to convey information
about discourse participants’ beliefs and attitudes towards the propositional content. They
are optional, and they take the particle-less sentence as their argument.
Multidimensionality can have two sources. First, mixed UCIs are lexically specified for tand u-content, and are multidimensional at the lexical level. Second, sentences are composed
of truth-conditional and use-conditional items, leading to complex two-dimensional expressions, even when the single components are not two-dimensional (Gutzmann, 2015b, pg. 21).
3

Beyond emotional information, another dimension of meaning might target dialectal variations of single
words. While, for instance, German Brötchen (‘bread bun’) is felicitously used in the northern part of Germany, Semmel is felicitously used in the southern part of Germany (Josef Bayer, p.c.). That is, although both
words have the same truth-conditions, they differ in their use-conditions.
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They are multidimensional at the sentential level. These different types of multidimensionality seem to be bundled in the case of German MPs: they add information to the sentence
which hosts the MP. Furthermore, every MP has a homophonous counterpart. Thus, they
always oscillate between their use-conditional meaning and the truth-conditional meaning
of their counterparts. An open question is whether MPs can be really analyzed as explective
UCIs. To recapitulate, expletive UCIs contribute use-conditional, but no truth-conditional
content. However, every MP has a homophonous counterpart, and if the MP and its counterpart share one lexical entry, than it is likely that MPs actually contribute a use-conditional
and a truth-conditional meaning at the lexical level. I will return to this point throughout
this work.
Kaplan (1999) substitutes for the term use-conditional meaning the term expressive meaning
(see Section 2.1.1 for some properties of expressives). According to Kaplan (1999), we get a
useful meaning of the expressive information in a sentence by looking at all the contexts at
which the sentence containing the expressive is expressively correct; just as it is the case for
descriptive content. The expressive interjection ouch and the descriptive I am in pain, for
instance, have the same semantic information. Therefore, they are informationally equivalent. However, although the information is the same, they convey it by means of different
modes of expression - ouch in the form of a short word, and I am an pain in the form of a
whole sentence. This illustrates that using an expressive is an economic way of conveying
information, compared to the descriptive counterpart. This was also pointed out for MPs in
Section 2.3.
Several authors describe the meaning contribution made by German MPs as expressive
(e.g., Helbig, 1977; Kratzer, 1999; Zimmermann, 2011; Bayer and Obenauer, 2011; McCready,
2012). However, Gutzmann (2013) points out that this term may not well be suited for MPs,
since expressive meaning has a strong emotional connotation4 , while for most MPs an emotional or attitudinal component is not present. According to Gutzmann, with respect to MPs,
the term use-conditional meaning should be preferred over the term expressive meaning.
Taken together, it is claimed that the terms non-at-issue meaning, use-conditional meaning,
and expressive meaning are, more or less, capable of capturing the meaning conveyed by
German MPs. I added the term secondary meaning. In the end, whether one describes the
meaning contribution of MPs as non-at-issue, use-conditional, expressive, or secondary does
not make a difference. What matters is the contrast between the MPs and their counterparts:
4

However, Kaplan distinguishes between subjective expressives (e.g., the interjection ouch) and objective expressives (e.g., the interjection oops). Subjective expressives express something attitudinal (e.g., ‘I am in pain’
in the case of ouch); objective expressives express something factual, they express something about the nature of the external world (e.g., ‘I observed a minor mishap’ in the case of oops: whether it was a minor
mishap has to be judged objectively). This distinction shows that expressivity can express a state that isn’t
attitudinal at all (Kaplan, 1999).
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The counterparts convey a meaning that can be referred to as at-issue, truth-conditional,
descriptive, or primary. The MPs convey a meaning that can be referred to as non-at-issue,
use-conditional, expressive, or secondary. For reasons of simplicity, I will use the terms
primary and secondary meaning.

3.2 The hybrid-semantics framework
Gutzmann developed an account in order to analyze how MPs contribute to the overall meaning of an utterance. His approach is primarily based on the semantic tools developed by Potts
(2005) for dealing with conventional implicatures and on Kaplan (1999)’s remarks on how
expressions that contribute use-conditional rather than truth-conditional content might be
integrated into a formal framework (Gutzmann, 2009, pg. 2). In what follows, I will present
the rough idea of the theory without going into technical detail. The interested reader is
referred to Gutzmann (2015b) and other work by Gutzmann in order to get the full picture
of the hybrid-semantics framework.
As described so far, there is a large class of expressions which contributes truth-conditional
content, while another class, including MPs, conveys use-conditional content. In order to
present the meaning of truth-conditional expressions, there are standard T-sentences, as
shown in 8a (Gutzmann, 2009, pg. 4). In order to present the meaning of use-conditional
expressions, there are standard U-sentences, as shown in 8b (Kaplan, 1999, pg. 17).
(8)

a. “Snow is white” is true (in English) iff snow is white.
b. “Oops” is felicitously uttered (in English) iff the speaker has just observed a minor
mishap.

While the set of worlds expressed by a truth-conditional proposition is based on the truth
values (true vs. false), the meaning of use-conditional propositions can be analogously rendered as the set of worlds in which the use-conditional expression is felicitously uttered (vs.
infelicitously uttered). Thus, as Gutzmann points out, truth-conditional and use-conditional
propositions can be regarded as sets of possible worlds, although both sets come into being
via different conditions.
Gutzmann (2015b) claims that MPs are expletive use-conditional items (UCIs). Furthermore, they are functional, because they always take the propositional content of an utterance. They are not two-dimensional by themselves, because they do not add anything to
the propositional content of the sentence (however, see discussion on page 41). And they
are resource sensitive, meaning that they pass back their argument unmodified, which is
shown by the fact that an MP sentence has the same t-content as its MP-free counterpart
(Gutzmann, 2015b, pg. 232).
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The approach taken by Gutzmann is a multi-dimensional approach, since he assumes multiple dimensions to capture the meaning of use-conditional expressions. So far, I mentioned
two dimensions, as illustrated by example 4 (Chapter 2), repeated here for convenience in 9.

(9)

Kaplan wurde ja befördert =

Besides the truth-conditional and use-conditional dimension, there is a third dimension.
The MP ja takes the propositional argument Kaplan got promoted, returns it in the first dimension, and expresses its specific attitude towards the propositional argument in the second,
use-conditional dimension (i.e., that the speaker believes that the proposition that ja is related to is common knowledge to all discourse participants). After expressing this attitude
in the second dimension, the MP ja starts with a trivial third dimension, where truth- and
use-conditional content, or different use-conditional contents, interact (Gutzmann, 2015b,
pg. 232).
This third dimension is especially interesting for MPs. One property of MPs is that they
are sentence-mood dependent (see Chapter 2, property (k)). For instance, while the MP
denn is infelicitious in declarative sentences and felicitious in wh-questions, the reversed
pattern holds for the MP ja. And while nur as an MP is felicitious in imperative sentences
and wh-questions, it is infelicitious in declarative sentences and polar questions. That is,
for a sentence to be felicitously uttered, the attitudes expressed by sentence mood and the
contribution conveyed by MPs both have to hold (Gutzmann, 2015b, pg. 255). Gutzmann
locates the interaction between the MP and sentence mood in the third dimension. In fact,
Gutzmann claims that sentence mood generally has a use-conditional nature, and therefore
every sentence has use-conditional, as well as truth-conditional content (Gutzmann, 2015b,
pg. 268). What is special about sentences containing MPs, however, is the interaction between the contribution made by the MP and that made by the sentence mood, which leads
to complex use-conditions for the entire sentence.
There are some further observations that speak on favor of a multi-dimensional approach
to the meaning of MPs and their counterparts. First of all, particles with truth-conditional
impact cannot appear more than once in a single clause. However, particles that contribute
meaning at different dimensions can recur within the same clause. This is illustrated by
example 10 from Bayer (1991). In 10b, the first occurrence of nur is an MP, while the second
occurrence of nur is a focus particle.
(10)

a. Wir können dem Professor nicht nur Wasser anbieten.
we can
the professor not only water offer
‘We cannot offer the professor only water.’
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b. Wieso nicht? Gebt ihm nur nur Wasser.
why not
give him part only water
‘Why not? Just go ahead and give him only water.’
Finally, in sign language (DGS, deutsche Gebärdensprache), the meanings of nur are expressed by different features: while the focus particle meaning of nur has a specific manual
sign, the meaning contribution made by nur as an MP is expressed by nonmanual features
(Herrmann, 2013). For instance, as described in more detail in Chapter 7, the MP nur in
wh-questions like Wo sind nur meine Schlüssel? (‘Where on earth are my keys?’) leads to a
strengthening of the utterance. In sign language, this strengthening meaning induced by the
MP can be expressed by head tilts and frowns (nonmanual features). Besides this strengthening of the utterance, other functions of MPs are also expressed by nonmanual features. For
instance, reference to common knowledge (e.g., the MP ja) can be expressed by a squint and
a forward tilted head. Reference to evident knowledge (e.g., the MP doch) can be expressed
by a squint and a slightly wrinkled forehead. Uncertainty and degree of commitment (e.g.,
the MP wohl) can be expressed by slow head nods in combination with raised eyebrows
and a forward head tilt. Unexpectedness (e.g., the MP denn) can be expressed by wide eyes
and frowns. Finally, a softening of the utterance (e.g., the MP schon) can be expressed by
slow signing and relaxed facial expressions, head nods, body leans, and mouth gestures. In
sum, all the functions of MPs are expressed by nonmanual features in sign language. This
renders the distinction between the meaning of the host sentence and the meaning of the
counterparts on the one hand (expressed by manuals) and the meaning of MPs (expressed
by nonmanuals) overt.

3.3 Summary and implications for the processing of
secondary meaning in the case of German modal particles
Words like nur exhibit an ambiguity between an MP meaning and one or more counterpart meanings. Sentences containing words like nur can also be ambiguous, dependent on
whether nur functions as an MP or as a counterpart. The meaning conveyed by the counterpart can be described as at-issue, truth-conditional, or descriptive–it is the primary meaning. The meaning conveyed by the MP can be described as non-at-issue, use-conditional,
or expressive–it is the secondary meaning. I claimed that all these terms are, more or less,
capable of describing the respective meanings of the counterparts and the German MPs. In
this thesis, I will stick to the terms primary meaning and secondary meaning.
One could adopt the view that the primary meaning of the counterparts (e.g., the focus
particle meaning of nur) (a) is more frequent, and (b) is the historical origin. Accordingly, the
secondary meaning of MPs is (a) less frequent, and (b) derived from the primary meaning. As
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a consequence, the primary meaning of the counterparts might have a processing advantage
over the secondary meaning of the MPs.
The hybrid-semantics approach makes no prediction regarding the processing of MPs,
which leaves room for speculations. According to this approach, MPs operate over the propositional meaning of the host sentence and add information in an additional meaning dimension. One could argue that this additional meaning might lead to additional processing costs.
Furthermore, the use-conditional meaning of MPs interacts with the use-conditional meaning of sentence mood, resulting in complex use-conditions for sentences containing MPs.
Again, this might lead to additional processing costs compared to sentences without MPs, or
to sentences containing the counterparts.
On the other hand, there has to be a reason for the existence of MPs and other kinds of
use-conditional items. What is striking is that MPs are often very short, while their paraphrases are comparably long. This is also the case for the interjection ouch and its descriptive counterpart ‘I am in pain’. Instead of explicitly stating the latter, ouch does so implicitly
and at minimal cost. Thus, MPs, and probably other kinds of use-conditional items as well,
are a kind of short-cut to the speaker’s intended meaning (see Degen, 2013, pg. 212 for
this metaphor in the field of scalar implicatures). This suggests that use-conditional items
convey something, which, realized in truth-conditional terms, would be much more costly.
According to this view, the secondary meaning of MPs might lead to lower processing costs.
At this point, I will leave the theoretical section and move over to psycholinguistic issues
regarding the processing of ambiguities.
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After having given a theoretical overview of MPs, their counterparts, and the primary/ secondary meaning distinction, this chapter is devoted to psycholinguistic issues related to the
processing of MPs and their counterparts, and to the processing of sentences containing MPs
and their counterparts. In the previous chapters, I pointed out that MPs exhibit an ambiguity
between the MP and their counterpart meaning. This ambiguity targets the word level. A
question related to ambiguities at the word level is how ambiguous words are lexicalized:
are the different meanings of the ambiguous word captured in one lexical entry, or is each
meaning of an ambiguous word stored separately in the mental lexicon? Section 4.2 gives an
overview of lexical ambiguities, how they are processed, and how the different meanings are
lexicalized. The section also addresses the question of what information, or cues, are needed
to resolve an ambiguity. In order to make a claim about the processing of MPs and their
counterparts, one has to control for the factors that are known to influence the processing
of ambiguities. I will address the factors of meaning frequency and context in more detail.
Furthermore, sentences containing MPs can be ambiguous. This ambiguity targets the
sentence level. A question related to ambiguities at the sentence level is, whether the different meanings of ambiguous structures are activated simultaneously (known as parallel
processing), or whether one meaning is activated before the other meanings (known as serial processing). Section 4.3 is devoted to syntactic ambiguities and deals with the question
of how different structures of syntactically ambiguous material are processed. But before
turning to ambiguities at the word and sentence level, Section 4.1 deals with ambiguities in
general and the question of why ambiguities arise in human communication.

4.1 Why do ambiguities arise?
When we are engaged in a conversation, our exchanges do not consist of a sequence of
disconnected remarks. As pointed out by Grice (1975, pg. 45), they are characteristically
cooperative efforts. That is, in order to allow for a communication to take place properly,
it is assumed that speaker and hearer are cooperative. To characterize such a cooperation
between speaker and hearer, Grice (1975) describes different conversational maxims that
fall under the term cooperative principle. The first maxim is the maxim of qantity
(Make your contribution as informative as it is required, and Do not make your contribution
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more informative as it is required), the second is the maxim of qality (Try to make your
contribution one that is true), the third is the maxim of relation (Be relevant), and the fourth
is the maxim of manner (Be perspicuous). The last maxim relates not to what is said but
to how what is said is to be said, and includes the submaxim Avoid ambiguity. Although
it is assumed that speakers follow these maxims, and it has even been shown that children
acquire the maxims early in their preschool years (see, e.g., Skarakis-Doyle et al., 2014), the
maxim of avoiding ambiguity is often, not necessarily deliberately, but rather unconsciously,
neglected.
But why do ambiguities arise? According to Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson (2012), semantic
and syntactic ambiguities are frequent enough to present a substantial challenge to natural
language processing. However, they argue that ambiguity is a desirable property of communication systems, because it allows for a communication system which is short and simple.
There are two beneficial properties of ambiguity. First of all, where context is informative
about meaning, unambiguous language is partly redundant with the context and therefore
inefficient. Second, ambiguity allows the re-use of words and sounds which are easily produced or understood (Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson, 2012, pg. 281). According to Piantadosi,
Tily, and Gibson (2012), words which are easy to process are usually short, frequent, and
occur with a phonotactically high probability, and are therefore highly ambiguous, meaning
that they have a greater number of homophones. All these properties also hold for German
MPs. They are mostly monosyllabic. They are used frequently in spoken German, and they
are highly ambiguous in that every MP has at least one homophone. Of the twelve MPs investigated in this dissertation, one MP has only one homophonous counterpart, seven MPs
have two, three MPs have three, and one MP even has four counterparts. This suggests that
MPs and their counterparts are ambiguous elements of language that are easy to process.
Piantadosi, Tily, and Gibson (2012, pg. 282) claim that ambiguity is rarely harmful to communication in practice thanks to the comprehender’s ability to use different cues like prosody
to effectively disambiguate between possible meanings. However, the authors stress that this
does not mean that ambiguity is cost-free. On the one hand, comprehenders must actively
use these cues to disambiguate meaning. On the other hand, speakers have to use these cues
sufficiently. A study by Allbritton, McKoon, and Ratcliff (1996) on the resolution of syntactic ambiguities shows that neither professional nor untrained speakers consistently produce
prosodic cues reliably when reading ambiguous sentences in a disambiguating discourse
context. They used sentences like They will use either television or radio and newspapers to
announce the sale, with the two possible interpretations ‘they will use either television or
radio, and they will definitely use newspapers’, and ‘either they will use television alone,
or they will use both radio and newspapers’. According to Allbritton, McKoon, and Ratcliff
(1996), listeners could use differences in word and pause durations to determine the intended
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grouping of the noun phrases (NPs), but as the results of their study show, speakers do not
offer these cues reliably.
Keysar and Henly (2002) show that speakers generally underestimate the ambiguity of
their own utterances, and even when they use disambiguating cues, they overestimate the
extent to which these cues make their intention transparent. The authors attribute this failed
disambiguation to limitations in the cognitive system. The act of speaking taxes the cognitive
system, leaving relatively few resources for monitoring one’s own utterance, which leads to
difficulties in modeling the perception of the utterance from the listener’s perspective.
In light of the function of MPs assumed by relevance theorists (see, e.g., Wilson and Sperber, 1993; Blakemore, 1987; Wilson, 2011), it is rather unexpected that MPs would lead to
ambiguous utterances. Because of their use-conditional meaning (relevance theorists use
the term procedural meaning), the function of MPs is to guide the inferential comprehension process and to reduce processing costs. They optimize the communication process, for
instance by signaling to the listener how to interpret an (possibly otherwise ambiguous) utterance1 , or how to relate two utterances2 . Therefore, one would expect that the use of MPs
would lower the risk of misinterpreting an utterance, and that speakers use MPs in order to
avoid ambiguous utterances. However, since every German MP is ambiguous between the
MP and the counterpart meaning, it lies in the nature of the word class of MPs that they
induce situations where ambiguities can arise. To put it differently, although MPs disambiguate utterances, or work against the general tendency of underestimating the ambiguity
of the own utterance (see Bross, 2012, pg. 205), the use of MPs can itself lead to ambiguous
utterances. As mentioned above, ambiguities related to MPs can target the word level or the
sentence level. The next section deals with the word level.

4.2 Lexical ambiguities
4.2.1 Homonymous versus polysemous words
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the different meanings of lexically ambiguous words can be in
a homonymous relation, as it is the case for the word bug (bug as an insect or as a bugging
device), or in a polysemous relation, as it is the case for the word university (university as
an institution, as a building, and so forth). While the different meanings of an homony-

1

For instance, to interpret a question containing the MP schon as a rhetorical question and not as an informationseeking question.
2
For instance, in the case of the concessive use of doch, where a relation between two clauses is specified such
that the state of affairs described by the second clause holds contrary to what is normally expected in the
case in which the state of affairs described by the first clause holds (see Karagjosova, 2012).
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mous word are assumed to be stored separately3 , the different senses of a polysemous word
presumably share one lexical entry.
Studies generally found an ambiguity advantage in that ambiguous words are processed
faster than unambiguous words (e.g., Rubinstein, Garfield, and Millikan, 1970). However,
when one distinguishes between homonymous and polysemous relationships, the picture
looks different. Rodd, Gaskell, and Marslen-Wilson (2002) found an ambiguity disadvantage
for homonymous words: words with many unrelated meanings are recognized more slowly
than words with few unrelated meanings. Contrary to that, they found an ambiguity advantage for polysemous words: words with many related senses are recognized faster than
words with few related senses. This shows that it is necessary to distinguish between both
concepts when it comes to the processing of lexically ambiguous words (see also Frazier and
Rayner, 1990; Tamminen et al., 2006).
In Chapter 2, I mentioned that there is controversy as to whether the relation that exists
between MPs and their counterparts is a homonymous one or a polysemous one. In the
present thesis, I will defend the view that the relation between MPs and their counterparts
is a polysemous one, and that they share a lexical entry. This is reasonable in two respects:
First, MPs often have more than one counterpart, and also the meaning of one MP differs from
sentence type to sentence type. A lexicon attempting to capture these meaning differences by
single lexical entries would be very large and far from parsimonious. Second, there is often
a core meaning that the MP shares with its counterpart. Weydt (2006) claims that every
particle can be assigned a constant basic meaning, which appears in every occurrence of
that particle. For instance, the core meaning of German aber, which can function as both an
MP and a conjunction, is ‘against expectations’. This core meaning is present in sentences
like Er ist groß, aber schwach (‘He is tall, but weak’), and also in sentences like Guck mal,
der ist aber groß! (‘Look, that man is part tall!’). In both cases, the speaker signals that it is
wrong to continue the preceding thought in the expected direction, and that the hearer has to
change the direction of thought. Importantly, Weydt claims that it is necessary to distinguish
between basic meanings and different pragmatic meanings of particles. For instance, the
meaning ‘compliment’ in the example Du kannst aber kochen! (‘(How) you can part cook!’)
is not the basic meaning of aber, but rather a byproduct of the context. Also the meaning
3

Results of an eye-tracking study question the assumption that the different meanings of homonymous words
are stored in separate lexical entries. Sereno, Pacht, and Rayner (1992) investigated how the secondary (less
frequent) meaning of an homonymous word is processed. They hypothesized that if the different meanings
of an homonymous word are stored separately in the lexicon, the less frequent meaning (e.g., bugging device
in the case of bug) could logically be treated like the meaning of an unambiguous low-frequency word. That
is, the less frequent meaning of an homonymous word should not differ from a control word which is equally
low in frequency. However, the data of the eye-tracking study show that ambiguous words (where the context
triggered the secondary, less frequent meaning) differ from matched low-frequency words, speaking against
separate lexical entries for different meanings in the case of homonymous words.
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‘friendliness’, that accompanies the use of many particles, is a byproduct of the fact that the
speaker generally uses particles4 . I will come back to basic meanings of particles in Chapter
7, where I present a case study on the two MPs nur and bloß.

4.2.2 Determining the primary meaning of ambiguous words
When words are ambiguous, it is important to know (a) whether the different meanings
of that word are equally frequent (=balanced ambiguous words), or (b) whether they differ in their frequency (= biased ambiguous words). The difference between balanced and
biased words appears to have consequences for their processing. It has been shown in an
eye-tracking study by Rayner and Duffy (1986) that in the absence of a disambiguating context, gaze durations on balanced ambiguous words are longer than on unambiguous control
words, while biased ambiguous words do not differ from unambiguous control words.
In the latter case, it is important to know which of the different meanings is more frequent,
and therefore counts as the primary meaning in psycholinguistic terms, and which meaning
is less frequent, and therefore counts as the secondary meaning in psycholinguistic terms.
To return to the bug example: bug as an insect is more frequent than bug as a bugging
device. Bug as an insect is therefore the primary meaning, and bug as a bugging device the
secondary meaning. This frequency difference has consequences for language processing,
in that the more frequent meaning of an ambiguous word is processed faster than the less
frequent meaning (e.g., Binder and Rayner, 1998; Duffy, Morris, and Rayner, 1988; Rayner,
1998; Sereno, Pacht, and Rayner, 1992).
There are several methods by which to define the primary, or more frequent meaning.
Onifer and Swinney (1981), for instance, presented participants with a list of ambiguous
words, who then had to describe the first meaning of each word that came to mind. A
meaning that was chosen by at least 75% of the participants was the primary meaning, and a
meaning that was chosen by 25% of the participants at the most was the secondary meaning
(Onifer and Swinney, 1981). Besides asking participants to write down the first meaning
of the word that came to mind, Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988) and Rayner and Frazier
4

According to Weydt (2006), speakers use particles in their speech when and because they want to be friendly.
Particles create a network of relations between the hearer and the speaker. Instead of being an exchange
of independent turns, the dialogue becomes a cooperative process of both interlocutors. This leads to the
feeling that the discourse is more friendly. As Weydt (2006) puts it, speakers who express, using particles,
that they earnestly try to cooperate are conceived of as friendly. However, there are also particles that do
not convey a friendly attitude of the speaker. An example is the threatening meaning of the MP bloß in
imperative sentences like Mach bloß deine Hausaufgaben! (‘Do your homework, or otherwise you will be
punished’). Furthermore, particles that can be used in a friendly way are often used in conversations that
have no friendly character (e.g., Du bist doch/eben zu nichts zu gebrauchen! (‘Obviously, you are good for
nothing!’). This strongly suggests that a positive connotation is not automatically associated to the use of
particles.
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(1989) further asked participants to use the word in a sentence. This task provides further
information regarding the part of speech to be assigned each ambiguous word. In the study
by Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988), the primary meaning for balanced ambiguous words
was given on average 57% of the time, and the primary meaning for biased ambiguous words
was given on average 93% of the time (the authors did not report frequency data for the less
frequent, secondary meaning of a biased word).
Hogaboam and Perfetti (1975) calculated the primary meaning on the basis of associations
with one meaning. In their study, they used ambiguous words that mainly had two meanings.
The primary meaning was estimated by a word association value. The word association value
for a particular sense of an ambiguous word is the percentage of participants who produced
an association related to that sense when given the word in isolation (see Rabanus et al., 2008
and Smolka, Rabanus, and Rösler, 2007 for associations in the field of literal and figurative
meanings of idioms; Smolka, Komlosi, and Rösler, 2009 and Smolka, Preller, and Eulitz, 2014
for associations in the field of opaque and transparent prefixed verbs; and Smolka and Libben,
2017 for associations in the field of compounds). The primary meaning had an association
value of 71% or higher, and the secondary meaning had an association value of 65% or lower.
The threshold for distinguishing between primary and secondary meanings based on frequency data differs from study to study. Another factor that seems to be of relevance is the
number of possible meanings a word has. Imagine a word that has three possible meanings.
Meaning1 has a frequency of 50%, and the other two meanings, meaning2 and meaning3 ,
each have a frequency of 25%. According to Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988), the frequency
of meaning1 speaks in favor of classifying the word as balanced (the primary meaning of
balanced ambiguous words had an average frequency of 57%). However, in the case of
three meanings, the threshold should not lie at around 50%, but at around 33%. In that
case, meaning1 with a frequency of 50% is far beyond this threshold, and obviously has a
higher frequency than meaning2 and meaning3 . The meaning of this word should therefore
be classified as biased. To conclude, in light of ambiguous words that only have two different meanings, it seems straightforward to distinguish between biased and balanced, and
between primary and secondary meanings. However, if an ambiguous word has more than
two possible meanings–and that is the case for most of the MPs investigated in this thesis–
things become more complicated. I will take up this discussion in Chapter 5, where I present
frequency data for German MPs and their counterparts.

4.2.3 The influence of meaning frequency and context on the ambiguity
resolution
In the previous section, I pointed out that the frequency of the different meanings has an
influence on the processing of ambiguous words, in that the high-frequent meaning has
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a processing advantage over the low-frequent meaning. However, meaning frequency is
not the only factor at work. As Duffy, Kambe, and Rayner (2001) point out, there are two
factors that influence the processing of ambiguous words, namely the meaning frequency
and the context. There is a vast body of literature on frequency and context effects related
to the processing of lexically ambiguous words (e.g., Duffy, Kambe, and Rayner, 2001; Duffy,
Morris, and Rayner, 1988; Meyer and Federmeier, 2007; Onifer and Swinney, 1981; Swinney,
1979; Hogaboam and Perfetti, 1975; Seidenberg et al., 1982; Leinenger and Rayner, 2013; see,
e.g., Meibauer, 2012, Schumacher, 2012 and Schumacher, 2014 for the influence of context in
general). Here, I will limit myself to exhaustive access models, specifically to the reordered
access model (e.g., Rayner and Duffy, 1986). The interested reader is referred to Duffy, Morris,
and Rayner (1988) for an overview of different models.
Generally, exhaustive access models predict that all meanings of ambiguous words are activated. Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988) distinguish between two stages of lexical processing:
a lexical access stage and a selection stage. All meanings are activated in the lexical access
stage, and one meaning is selected in the following selection stage. The timing between the
two stages depends on the relative frequency of the different meanings.
In the case of balanced words, both meanings become activated in the same window of
time, if no contextual information precedes the ambiguous word. If contextual information
is present, the meaning that is intended by the context is available earlier. This is straightforward. The interplay between meaning frequency and context can be better illustrated in the
case of biased words. When there is no context given, the high-frequent meaning is available earlier than the less frequent meaning. If a context precedes the ambiguous word and
triggers the high-frequent meaning, this meaning is nonetheless available earlier than the
less frequent meaning. If a context precedes the ambiguous word and triggers the less frequent meaning, both meanings are available in the same window of time–the high-frequent
meaning because of the frequency, and the less frequent meaning because of the context.
This is known as the subordinate bias effect (Rayner, Pacht, and Duffy, 1994).
That is, multiple meanings are activated at an early stage, and meaning frequency and
context influence the selection of one meaning at a later stage. Importantly, the presence of
a context that triggers the less frequent meaning cannot prevent the high-frequent meaning from being activated. Even a strong context does not override the effect of meaning
frequency.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that studies investigating the influence of a discourse
context on the processing of unambiguous sentences show that context has an immediate
and strong influence. For instance, Berkum, Hagoort, and Brown (1999) compared the processing of sentences in isolation (local semantic processing) and of sentences embedded in
a discourse context (global semantic processing) and show that incoming words are rapidly
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related to the semantics of the wider discourse, without a delay. The authors conclude that
sentence processing is incremental all the way up to the discourse level.

4.3 Syntactic ambiguities
It is important to distinguish between lexical and syntactic ambiguities, since, as pointed
out by Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988), different types of ambiguities in language are not
treated the same way by the language processing system. In fact, the resolution of lexical
and syntactic ambiguities involve opposite processes. While in the case of lexical ambiguities, more than one meaning of an ambiguous word is automatically activated (whereby
the selection of one meaning is influenced by meaning frequency and context), studies on
syntactic ambiguities show that readers are committed to a single interpretation of a sentence, and that an alternative interpretation only becomes available when disambiguating
information forces the reader to reparse the sentence (e.g., Ferreira and Clifton, 1986, Frazier
and Rayner, 1982, Frazier and Rayner, 1987, Rayner and Frazier, 1989). Frazier and Rayner
(1987, p. 521) explain the different processes underlying the different kinds of ambiguities
as follows: In lexical processing, the language processor can draw on various prestored alternative analyses, resulting in the activation of several meanings. However, the syntactic
structures of a language cannot be prestored. Therefore, syntactic processing involves an
active computation of a representation, and the language processor adopts the first analysis
available.
The classical cases of syntactically ambiguous sentences are so called garden-path sentences like the one in 1.
(1)

I gave her earrings to Sue.

Initially, this sentence is misinterpreted as if her and earrings were two different NPs (as in I
gave her earrings on her birthday), while both words actually constitute one single NP, namely
her earrings. This kind of sentence is called ‘temporarily’ ambiguous, since the ambiguity is
detected as soon as to Sue occurs.
According to the garden-path theory of sentence comprehension, the human sentenceparsing mechanism (the parser) copes with the temporary ambiguities of natural language by,
as mentioned above, initially pursuing just a single analysis of a sentence (Frazier and Rayner,
1982). If there is more than one permissible analysis, there is no guarantee that the analysis
that was chosen will turn out to be correct: the parser will often be led down the gardenpath. As pointed out by Frazier and Rayner (1982, pg. 179), if the parser’s first analysis of
an early portion of a sentence happens to be compatible with later disambiguating material,
the sentence should be relatively easy to process. However, if the disambiguating material
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should prove to be incompatible with the parser’s initial analysis of preceding material, the
sentence should be relatively difficult to process. The reason is that the parser will have to
revise its original analysis of the sentence.
Decision principles involved in the interpretation of temporarily ambiguous material follow different strategies such as the late closure strategy (Frazier, 1979). According to this
strategy, incoming lexical items are attached into the clause, or phrase currently being processed. The example in 2, completed by 2a and 2b, illustrates this strategy (Frazier and
Rayner, 1982). In 2a, a mile is the direct object of the verb jogs; in 2b it is the subject of
the following sentence. According to the late closure strategy, 2a is preferred, since the
direct object is attached into the verb phrase.
(2) Since Jay always jogs a mile …
a. this seems like a short distance to him.
b. seems like a short distance to him.
Frazier and Rayner (1982) recorded eye-movements as participants read sentences of the
form presented in 2. The results confirm that people follow the strategy of late closure:
reading times were longer for the early closure sentences (2b), and the longer reading times
were associated with the disambiguating region. According to Frazier and Rayner (1982), the
parser pursues just a single analysis of structurally ambiguous sentences, detecting the ambiguity only if the chosen analysis of it should happen to prove incompatible with subsequent
material. That is, the different analyses of the sentence are pursued serially.
Competing theories include the parallel processing hypothesis (Fodor, Bever, and Garrett,
1974), which assumes that all possible analyses of linguistic material are pursued simultaneously, and the minimal commitment hypothesis (Marcus, 1980), which assumes that the
parser delays making a decision about temporarily ambiguous material until it has received
sufficient information to disambiguate the sentence. However, the prolonged reading times
in the disambiguating region of temporarily ambiguous sentences can be interpreted as evidence that syntactic processing is incremental and that people initially favor one analysis
(see Gompel and Pickering, 2007).
The sentences I mentioned so far were temporarily ambiguous. At some point, an incorrect
analysis results in an ungrammaticality, and the comprehender notices that this analyses
was wrong. However, there are also sentences that are completely ambiguous, where both
possible analyses are grammatical, as shown in 3 (Keysar and Henly, 2002). These sentences
are called ‘globally’ ambiguous.
(3) The daughter of the man and the woman arrived.
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One possible interpretation is that the daughter is the daughter of the man and the woman,
and that this daughter arrived. In a picture selection task, a picture with one female person
arriving would be the correct one. A second possible interpretation is that the daughter is
the daughter of the man, and she arrived together with a woman. In a picture selection
task, a picture with two female persons arriving would be the correct one. Studies show
that globally ambiguous sentences have a processing advantage over temporarily ambiguous sentences (see Traxler, Pickering, and Clifton, 1998; Gompel, Pickering, Pearson, et al.,
2005; Gompel, Pickering, and Traxler, 2001), which can be explained by different accounts.
According to the probabilistic race model of sentence comprehension, for instance, sentences
with unresolved syntactic ambiguities are read quickly because the analysis that is computed
initially is never overturned at a later reanalysis stage (Gompel, Pickering, and Traxler, 2001).
According to the underspecification account (Swets et al., 2008), readers do not commit
themselves to a particular meaning when they are not provided with clearly disambiguating
information. Compared to race models, which assume that globally ambiguous sentences
are assigned a definite interpretation, underspecification models assume that the final interpretation of a globally ambiguous sentence (which is not disambiguated by, for instance,
context) is agnostic between the possible meanings (see also good-enough approaches to language comprehension, Ferreira, Bailey, and Ferraro, 2002 and Sanford and Sturt, 2002). The
processing of these sentences is incomplete (Christianson, Hollingworth, et al., 2001), or shallow (Ferreira, 2003; Sanford, 2002; Sanford and Sturt, 2002). Evidence for this assumption
comes from studies, where, after reading an ambiguous sentence, participants were asked
for their final interpretation. In a self-paced reading experiment, Swets et al. (2008) investigated the processing of sentences like The maid of the princess who scratched herself in public
was terribly humiliated, where the relative clause ‘who scratched herself in public’ can be
attached to ‘the maid’ or to ‘the princess’. The results show that ambiguous sentences have
a processing advantage over disambiguated sentences (The son of the princess who scratched
himself in public was terribly humiliated, or The son of the princess who scratched herself in
public was terribly humiliated). However, when questions about the relative clause interpretation are asked, readers take longer to answer the questions when the attachment is left
ambiguous, compared to when it is disambiguated. That is, while measuring the reading
times of ambiguous sentences reveals a processing advantage on the part of globally ambiguous sentences, measuring the time it takes to answer an in-depth question afterwards
reverses this effect. Swets et al. (2008) conclude that the human sentence parsing system
underspecifies attachment decisions until it is able or pressed to make a firm decision.
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Another example of globally ambiguous sentences are sentences containing MPs and their
counterparts, as already shown in Chapter 2, repeated for convenience in 4 (Bayer, 1991).
(4)

a. Iss nur von dem Kuchen!
eat only from the cake
‘Eat only from the cake!’
b. Iss nur von dem Kuchen!
eat part from the cake
‘Go ahead and eat from the cake!’

This sentence contains the particle nur that can be interpreted as a focus particle or as an
MP. If nur functions as a focus particle, it roughly means ‘Eat from the cake, and from nothing
else’. If nur functions as an MP, the sentence roughly means ‘Go ahead and eat from the cake’.
According to the literature on globally ambiguous sentences presented above, it is most likely
that this sentence is parsed shallowly until disambiguating information is available. There
are different disambiguating sources for sentences of this kind. First of all, the sentence
can be disambiguated by a preceding context. Second, the sentence can be disambiguated by
intonation. For instance, MPs are not stressed5 . Therefore, if the particle nur is stressed, it has
to be interpreted as a focus particle. Third, the disambiguation can be influences by another
item of information, namely by the frequency of the different meanings. As mentioned in
Section 4.2.3, even a strong context cannot override the unintended meaning, if it is very
frequent. That is, if the focus particle meaning of nur is very frequent, then this meaning
should always be activated, even if a context biases the interpretation of nur as an MP.

4.4 Summary and implications for the processing of
ambiguous sentences in the case of German modal
particles
In this section, I pointed out that there are some advantages related to ambiguous words and
structures. First of all, unambiguous language is often redundant, and it can be more efficient
to use ambiguous structures when the context provides enough disambiguating information.
Second, the use of ambiguous words allows for a reuse of short and frequent words that are
easy to process. This holds especially for MPs and their counterparts.
However, ambiguities per se can be costly. This suggests that MPs (but also their counterparts) induce processing costs. The claim that ambiguities are costly needs further evaluation. Regarding lexical ambiguities, one has to distinguish between homonyms (the different
5

Note that there are a few exceptions, like DOCH, JA, WOHL, and SCHON. However, it is questionable whether
the stressed versions are indeed analyzed as MPs.
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meanings are unrelated and stored in separate lexical entries) and polysems (the different
senses are related and share one lexical entry). It has been shown that polysemous words
have a processing advantage over homonymous words. If the meaning of MPs and their
counterparts are in a polysemous relation, then both meanings should not induce much processing costs.
Besides the relation between different meanings, there is another factor that influences
the processing of lexical ambiguities, namely whether the ambiguous word has one very
frequent meaning (in which case, it is a biased word), or whether the meanings are equally
frequent (in which case, it is a balanced word). It has been shown that biased words have a
processing advantage over balanced words. Furthermore, it has been shown that the more
frequent meaning of biased words (that is, the primary meaning) has a processing advantage
over the less frequent meaning (that is, the secondary meaning). Crucially, it is assumed
that the meaning frequency is a strong factor that cannot be overridden by the presence of
a context.
Finally, sentences containing MPs and their counterparts can be syntactically ambiguous. Again, one has to distinguish between different syntactic ambiguities. In the case of
temporarily ambiguous sentences, the meaning that is initially activated can result in ungrammaticality. In this case, the meaning of the sentence has to be reanalyzed, which leads
to processing costs. In the case of globally ambiguous sentences, the sentence is always
grammatical and a reanalysis is not necessary. Therefore, globally ambiguous sentences are
assumed to have a processing advantage over temporarily ambiguous sentences. However,
if a task requires an in-depth parsing of the sentence (e.g., because of the presence of comprehension questions), globally ambiguous sentences induce processing costs as well.
Most of the ambiguous sentences containing MPs and their counterparts are globally ambiguous. That is, if no context precedes these ambiguous sentences, they should be processed
very fast and shallowly. If, however, a context precedes the sentences, they have to be parsed
in-depth, leading to higher processing costs. Which meaning is activated first depends on
the frequency of the different meanings. It is assumed that the more frequent meaning is
activated first and processed faster than the less frequent meaning. How this applies to MPs
and their counterparts cannot be answered at this point in the thesis, since there are no frequency data available that distinguish between MPs and their counterparts. The next chapter
seeks to shed some light on this question.
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frequencies of modal particles and their
counterparts
In German corpora1 , which are commonly used in order to collect frequency data for psycholinguistic research, data for MPs are either not available, or they refer to the overall
usage of the particle. There is no distinction between the MP meaning and the counterpart
meaning. However, as propounded in the last chapter, frequency information regarding the
different meanings influences the processing of lexically ambiguous words. For that reason,
it is necessary to collect frequency data for German MPs and their counterparts that can
distinguish between the different meanings.
To the best of my knowledge, there are only two corpus studies on the frequencies of German MPs by Möllering (2001) and Gutzmann and Turgay (2016). However, neither of the
two studies collected meaning-frequency data for both MPs and their counterparts. Möllering (2001) used real language data in order to help language learners distinguish between
the different usages of MPs by unveiling structures, patterns, and predictable features related
to their usage. According to Möllering (2001, pg. 134), MPs occur more frequently in spoken than in written texts. Therefore, she used four corpora of spoken language, namely the
Freiburg Korpus (FKO), comprising 700,000 words, the Dialogstrukturenkorpus (DSK), comprising 200,000 words, and the PFEFFER-Korpus (PFE), comprising 650,000 words. These three
corpora are held at the German Language Institute (IDS) and were accessed via the data retrieval system COSMAS. The fourth corpus consisted of a collection of telephone conversations (BRO) published by Brons-Albert (1984), comprising of 44,000 words. Based on these
corpora, particle frequency was addressed in two steps: first, the overall frequency of 21
particles2 was established in order to determine how salient each particle is, whereby the
frequency of the single particles varied strongly, with ja being the most frequent, and ruhig
being the least frequent particle (see Figure 5.1).
1

The corpora, that are widely used, are the DWDS corpus (Klein and Geyken, 2010), COSMAS (http://www.idsmannheim.de/cosmas2), dlex.db (http://www.dlexdb.de), or Celex German lexical database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, and Rijn, 1993).
2
These were aber, auch, bloß, denn, doch, eben, eh, eigentlich, einfach, erst, etwa, halt, ja, mal, nur, ruhig, schon,
sowieso, überhaupt, vielleicht, and wohl.
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Second, a subset of the occurrences of the particle eben was analyzed qualitatively, providing a distinction between the frequency of the MP meaning and the counterpart meanings.
In 27 cases, eben occurred as an answering particle, in 25 cases it occurred as a temporal adverb, and in 32 cases, which is constituted the majority at 38%, it occurred as an MP. While
Möllering (2001) provides a distinction between the different meanings only for the particle
eben, I am interested in meaning-frequency data for a wider group of particles.
The corpus study by Gutzmann and Turgay (2016) is based on transcripts of 42 German
school lessons á 45 minutes (altogether 1,890 minutes) from 25 pupils and one teacher. The
goal of the corpus study was to make an empirical claim regarding the position MPs take
in a sentence in relation to adverbials. In their transcripts, Gutzmann and Turgay (2016)
found fifteen different MPs3 , whereby the frequency of the single MPs varied strongly, with
ja being the most frequent and ruhig being the least frequent MP (see Figure 5.2). Note
that Möllering (2001) collected overall frequency data for the particles, while Gutzmann and
Turgay (2016) collected relative frequency data for the MP occurrences of these particles.
They made no claim regarding the overall frequency of the particles, or the relative frequency
of the counterparts.
For the particles ja and ruhig, the different frequency measures yielded the same results,
with ja being the most frequent and ruhig being the least frequent particle. However, the
difference between the two measures becomes clear by looking at the particle halt. While
halt takes place seventeen in the study by Möllering (2001), it is the second most frequent MP
in the study by Gutzmann and Turgay (2016). Thus, while halt has a low overall frequency,
it is very frequent when it functions as an MP. This contrast illustrates that it is important to
distinguish between the two concepts of frequency: the overall frequency and the relative
frequency of the different meanings.
In the present corpus study, I collected (a) overall frequencies of twelve ambiguous particles, and (b) relative frequencies for the MP and the counterpart meanings of these twelve
particles. The first research question is whether the particles differ in their overall frequencies. To illustrate this using the particles auch and ruhig, the question is whether auch is
more/ less frequent than ruhig. In light of the frequency data presented above, I predict that
there are differences in the overall frequencies between the single particles.
The second research question is whether the MP or the counterpart meaning of one particle
is more frequent, and whether the individual particles differ in their relative frequencies. To
illustrate this by the particles auch and ruhig, the question is whether auch occurs more
frequently as an MP or as a counterpart (i.e., a focus particle), and whether ruhig occurs
more frequently as an MP or as a counterpart (i.e., an adjective). Furthermore, is the MP
meaning of auch more frequent than the MP meaning of ruhig? I predict that the particles
3

These were aber, denn, doch, eben, eigentlich, einfach, halt, ja, mal, ’n, ruhig, schon, überhaupt, vielleicht, wohl.
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Figure 5.1: Frequency data (overall frequency) for 21 particles (Möllering, 2001)

Figure 5.2: Frequency data (relative frequency) for fifteen MPs (Gutzmann and Turgay, 2016)
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differ in their relative frequencies, in that some particles occur more frequently as MPs, and
some particles occur more frequently as counterparts.

5.1 Method
I used the DWDS special corpus on spoken language (Klein and Geyken, 2010), which comprises transcriptions of speeches, parliament reports, and interviews drawn from the entire
20th century, and contains around 2,250,000 tokens. I searched for twelve different particles,
namely auch, bloß, doch, eben, einfach, erst, gleich, nur, ruhig, schon, vielleicht, and wohl (for
a literal translation, see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2). Whether a particle was selected for the purpose of this dissertation depended on the need to build an ambiguous minimal pair, such as
those presented in the previous chapters (e.g., Öffne nur das Fenster). Hence, the most representative German MP ja, and other very frequent MPs like denn were not included because
it was not possible to build natural minimal pairs with these particles.
Because the overall frequency of the particles auch, doch, nur, and schon was over 3,000,
I drew a sample of 1,000 hits for each of these four particles. The sample was drawn by
assigning every row of the data set a random number. Afterwards, the data set was sorted
by this random number and the first 1,000 rows constituted the sample. This procedure
ensured that the sample was representative for the whole data set.
Altogether, 13,352 sentences, which contained twelve different particles with an MP and a
counterpart meaning were examined. I classified the meanings manually, based on the classification by Helbig (1990), and with the help of the surrounding context. I used the context
option maximal. This option provided the full target sentence that contained the particle,
and furthermore the full preceding and following sentences. The counterparts were adverbs
(ADV), adjectives (ADJ), conjunctions (CONJ), response particles (RP), focus particles (FP),
and prepositions (P). The examples in 1 show the counterparts that occurred most frequently,
namely ADV (see 1a), ADJ (see 1b), CONJ (see 1c), and FP (see 1d).
(1)

a. Mir ist nicht wohl.
mine is not well
‘I don’t feel well.’
b. Die Aufgabe ist sehr einfach.
the task
is very easy
‘The task is quite easy.’
c. Ich mag Kuchen, bloß bin ich nicht hungrig.
I like cake
only am I not hungry
‘Actually, I like cake, but I am not hungry at the moment.’
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d. Ich möchte nur ein kleines Stück haben.
I want only a small piece have
‘I would only like to have a small piece.’
For 255 occurrences of the particles investigated in this corpus study, it was not possible to
classify the meaning, because the sentence either made no sense, or it was ambiguous. These
255 occurrences only accounted for 1.9% of the whole data set. The final data set comprised
of 13,097 sentences.

5.2 Results
Overall frequency

The particles differ strongly in their overall frequency. Auch has an

overall frequency of 13,254, bloß of 93, doch of 4,425, eben of 1,264, einfach of 1,158, erst of
2,927, gleich of 1,199, nur of 6,321, ruhig of 136, schon of 4,539, vielleicht of 1,645, and wohl
of 930. The mean overall frequency is 3,158 (range 93-13,254). Figure 5.3 depicts the overall
frequencies of all twelve particles, ordered with increasing frequency.
Relative frequency

By means of a chi-square (χ2 ) test, I analyzed for each particle whether

the different meanings of that particle differ significantly in their frequencies. All twelve
particles show significant differences between the frequencies of their meanings. Table 5.1
summarizes the data for all twelve particles. Besides information regarding how often each
particle occurred as an MP and as a counterpart, it contains the following information: the
most frequent meaning, the overall number of sentences analyzed (n), the results of the statistical analyses (χ2 - and p-value), the ratio of the MP meaning (described below), and the
overall frequency. The results indicate that, for each particle, the MP and the counterpart
meanings differ in their frequencies. Looking at auch, for instance, of 994 overall occurrences
that were examined in this study, it occurred 282 times as an MP (28%). That means that auch
has a low-frequent MP meaning and thus a primary counterpart meaning. Furthermore, the
results indicate that the individual particles differ in their relative frequencies. While auch
has, with 28%, a low-frequent MP meaning, eben has, with 74%, a high-frequent MP meaning.
There are several ways to deal with the relative frequency data from the corpus study. One
option is to divide the particles into different frequency groups, that is, into words with a
biased MP meaning, a biased counterpart meaning, and a balanced meaning.
The first problem that arises here is the question of where to draw the line between a
biased and a balanced meaning (see Section 4.2.2). One possibility is to draw the line at 60%,
an arbitrary value over 50% that is appropriate in covering most of the particles of the corpus
study: If a particle has a meaning with a relative frequency of at least 60%, the particle has a
biased meaning; otherwise, it has a balanced meaning. According to this classification, eben
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would have a biased MP meaning (occurred in 74% of cases as an MP), vielleicht a biased
counterpart meaning (occurred in 98% of cases as an ADV), and ruhig a balanced meaning
(occurred in 33% of cases as an MP, in 46% as an ADJ, and in 21% as an ADV). However, the
particles differ in their number of word classes4 . While vielleicht can function as MP and
ADV, the particle bloß can function as MP, FP, ADJ, and CONJ. That is, a 60% criterion (or
another value near the threshold of 50%) would be suitable for vielleicht, which only has two
functions, but not for bloß, which has four functions, and where the threshold should lie at
around 25%.
To bypass this classification, a meaning-frequency ratio was calculated for each particle,
which can be integrated as a continuous variable into statistical models5 . This frequency
ratio describes the ratio of the MP meaning to the counterpart meanings, and is calculated
for each particle by dividing the number of occurrences as an MP by the overall number of
occurrences of that particle (n). In the case of auch, for instance, this yields the following:
the MP meaning of auch was been counted 282 times, while altogether 994 cases of auch
were examined. Dividing the number of MP occurrences (282) by the number of overall
occurrences (994), leads to a value of 0.2837, which reflects the ratio of the MP meaning to
the counterpart meanings of auch. Figure 5.4 depicts the data for all twelve particles, ordered
by increasing frequency of the MP meaning, and shows that there is a fairly even distribution
of values.

4
5

Thanks to an anonymous reviewer of the journal Linguistische Berichte for pointing that out to me.
Thanks to Harald Baayen and Emmanuel Keuleers for this suggestion.
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auch
bloß
doch
eben
einfach
erst
gleich
nur
ruhig
schon
vielleicht
wohl

MP

FP

ADV

ADJ

CONJ

AP

P

282
7
685
922
766
134
11
80
43
346
31
742

699
63
–
–
–
469
20
645
–
65
–
–

–
–
205
246
56
355
545
–
28
585
1531
183

–
20
–
–
332
1965
594
–
61
–
–
–

13
3
21
–
–
–
–
238
–
–
–
–

–
–
23
73
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
2

–
–
–
–
–
–
8
–
–
–
–
–

Frequent
meaning
FP
FP
MP
MP
MP
ADJ
ADJ
FP
ADJ
ADV
ADV
MP

n

χ2

p

994
93
934
1,241
1,154
2,923
1,178
963
132
996
1,562
927

721.2
97.4
1259.7
973.2
666.1
2859.0
1582.8
529.4
12.4
408.1
1440.5
963.2

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.01
<.001
<.001
<.001

Ratio MP
meaning
0.2837
0.0752
0.7334
0.7429
0.6638
0.0458
0.0093
0.0830
0.3258
0.3474
0.0198
0.8004

Overall
frequency
13,254
93
4,425
1,264
1,158
2,927
1,199
6,321
136
4,539
1,645
930

Table 5.1: Number of occurrences as modal particle (MP), focus particle (FP), adverb (ADV), adjective (ADJ), conjunction (CONJ), answer
particle (AP), and preposition (P) (raw data); the most frequent meaning; frequency after drawing a sample and sorting out
ambiguous cases (N); χ2 -value and p-value for the distribution of word classes for each particle; frequency ratio of the MP meaning
(number of occurrence as an MP divided by N); and overall frequency based on the DWDS corpus of spoken language.

5.3 Discussion

5.3 Discussion
The goal of the corpus study was to collect overall frequency data for twelve particles as well
as relative frequency data for the different meanings of these particles. The first research
question was whether the particles differ in their overall frequencies. As predicted and also
shown in the corpus study by Möllering (2001), there are differences in the overall frequencies
between the single particles. When we look at the results of Möllering (2001) and pick out
the particles that were investigated in the present study, we see that the results are in line
with each other. The most frequent particles in the study by Möllering are auch > doch >
schon > nur. The most frequent particles in the present corpus study are auch > nur > schon
> doch. That is, the same particles belong to the class of the most frequent ones, except that
the exact ordering differs. The same is true for the two least frequent particles, which are
bloß > ruhig in the study by Möllering and ruhig > bloß in the present study.
The second research question was whether the MP meaning or the counterpart meaning of
one particle is more frequent, and whether the individual particles differ in that respect. The
results of the corpus study show that there is no particle for which the MP meaning and the
counterpart meanings are equally frequent. That is, every particle has a primary meaning,
which is either the MP meaning, or the counterpart meaning6 .
As expected, the particles differ in their most frequent meaning, in that some particles
occur more frequently as MPs, and some particles occur more frequently as counterparts. In
fact, the twelve particles can be ordered with increasing frequency towards the MP meaning, whereby wohl occurs most frequently as an MP, and gleich occurs most frequently as
a counterpart. Seven of the twelve particles were also investigated in the corpus study by
Gutzmann and Turgay (2016). Of these seven MPs, the most frequent ones are doch > eben
> einfach. In the present study, the most frequent MPs are (wohl >) eben > doch > einfach.
Therefore, the results for the most frequent particles, except for wohl, are in line with each
other. The other particles differ. While, for instance, ruhig is the least frequent MP in the
study by Gutzmann and Turgay (2016), it is ranked in the middle range in the present corpus
study. Possible reasons for the different results might lie in the settings. While the setting in
the corpus study by Gutzmann and Turgay (2016) is strongly restricted to a classroom and
to German lessons, it is much broader in the present study, including debates, speeches, and
interviews. Furthermore, Gutzmann and Turgay (2016) used speech data of a limited number
6

However, looking at the raw data of the particle ruhig, one can see that the meaning of the MP (43 occurrences),
the meaning of the adverb (28 occurrences), and the meaning of the adjective (61 occurrences) do not differ
strongly in their frequency. In Section 2.2.2, I mentioned that the ambiguity between ruhig as a manner
adverb and as an MP resembles the ambiguity of adverbs like sicher, which can function as manner adverbs
and as speaker-oriented adverbs. Stolterfoht (2015) did a corpus search for adverbs like sicher, and found
no difference between the frequency of the manner reading, and the speaker-oriented reading. This shows,
again, that ruhig and adverbs like sicher show some similarities.
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of speakers, meaning that social and dialectal influences, as well as individual preferences
for single MPs, cannot be excluded.
Two small excursions into the domain of language acquisition underpin the validity of the
results of the present corpus study. First, I analyzed fourteen books for children around the
age of two with an overall word count of 13,361 (see Appendix A for a table of the results
and the references for these books). Of these 13,361 words, 236 words were occurrences of
the particles investigated in this dissertation. Of these 236 words, 41% occurred with the MP
meaning (in the corpus study, 31% of the words investigated occurred with the MP meaning).
This shows that MPs are frequent, even in books for very young children. Crucially, the
most frequent particles are auch > doch > nur > schon (auch > nur > schon > doch are the
most frequent particles in the corpus study). Furthermore, the particles that occurred most
frequently as MPs are einfach > wohl > eben > doch (wohl > eben > doch > einfach are the
most frequent MPs in the corpus study). This shows that the results can be replicated by
analyzing texts of a completely different genre. Furthermore, it is interesting to see that the
composition of texts that are read to children mirrors the composition of language produced
by adults in different settings.
Second, the first particles produced by my two year old daughter were auch, schon, doch,
and gleich (all with their counterpart meaning). As shown above, auch, schon, and doch are
the particles with the highest overall frequency in the corpus study (besides nur). At 2,2
years, she produced the first MP, namely doch. Three months later, having a productive
lexicon of around 700 words, she produced ten of the twelve particles investigated in the
present corpus study, and four of these particles were also used with their MP meaning.
Besides doch, these are eben, einfach, and ruhig. Strikingly, besides wohl and schon, these are
the MPs with the highest frequency in the corpus study. Example 2 is a small conversation
with my daughter, where she used eben as an MP. Interestingly, although her mean length
of utterance is very short, she nevertheless produces MPs, and the use of the particle in 2 is
perfectly appropriate.
(2)

A: Nein Lätzchen!
no bib
‘No bib!’
B: Warum nicht?
why not
‘Why not?’
A: Weil
eben ohne.
because part without
‘Because (I wanna eat) without (a bib)–and that’s the way it is.’
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5.3 Discussion
This study presents frequency data for twelve different particles that distinguish between
the MP and the different counterpart meanings. The frequency data are based on a huge data
set of over 13,000 sentences, and are in line with the overall frequency data by Möllering
(2001), the frequency data for the MP meanings by Gutzmann and Turgay (2016) (at least for
the most frequent MPs), and the overall and relative frequency data based on a small search
of children’s books. The results illustrate that every particle has a primary meaning. For
some particles it is the MP meaning. An example is the particle eben. For others it is the
counterpart meaning. An example is the particle nur 7 . In order to integrate these frequency
data into further psycholinguistic research, I calculated a meaning-frequency ratio for each
particle. In the next section, I present two reading-comprehension experiments that shed
some light on the question of how German MPs and their counterparts are processed, under
consideration of the influence of meaning frequency.

7

One reason why eben, compared to nur, occurred less frequently as a counterpart might be that the counterpart
of eben is an open-class word (the adjective ‘flat’), while the counterpart of nur is a closed-class word (the
focus particle ‘only’). Indeed, when we look at the twelve words investigated in the corpus study, four of these
words have counterparts that are closed-class words (erst, bloß, nur, and auch), and these four words tend to
have a high-frequent counterpart meaning. However, two of these four words, namely erst and bloß, have
further counterparts that are open-class words (bloß as the adjective ‘bare’, and erst as the temporal adverb
‘just’). Furthermore, the two particles that occurred most frequently as counterparts have counterparts that
are open-class words (gleich and vielleicht). This illustrates that the distinction between open-class words and
closed-class words can be ruled out as the sole source for the frequency differences observed in the present
corpus study.
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their counterparts
The previous corpus study revealed that particles differ with respect to their most frequent
meaning: While some particles occur most frequently as an MP (e.g., eben), others occur
most frequently as a counterpart (e.g., bloß). In the previous chapters, I pointed out that
MPs and their counterparts differ in many respects, whereby the present thesis focuses on
their different meaning contributions: Having a multi-dimensional meaning representation
of sentences containing MPs and their counterparts, the counterpart conveys its meaning at
the first dimension (together with the sentence which hosts the counterpart). By contrast,
the MP conveys its meaning at the second meaning dimension (in addition to the sentence
which hosts the MP).
The following questions arise: (a) Is there a processing difference between the secondary
meaning of the MP and the primary meaning of the counterparts; (b) how are these meanings
related to each other, and (c) can the difference between both meanings be explained by the
presence of different meaning dimensions? Furthermore, how is the ambiguity between the
MP and the counterpart meaning resolved upon encountering the ambiguous particle? And
what role play the presence of a disambiguating context and the relative frequency of both
meanings? This chapter is devoted to these questions by presenting results of two self-paced
reading (SPR) experiments.
The SPR paradigm is a common technique in the study of syntactic and semantic processing (e.g., Ferreira and Henderson, 1990; Frazier and Clifton, 2005; Swets et al., 2008; Christianson, Hollingworth, et al., 2001; Stolterfoht, Frazier, and Clifton, 2007; Stolterfoht, Gese,
and Maienborn, 2010; Störzer and Stolterfoht, 2013; Schwarz, 2007; Schwarz and Tiemann,
2017; Tiemann et al., 2011). It has the advantage of measuring the online-processing of each
single word in a very economical and inexpensive fashion (see Jegerski, 2014). In the two
SPR experiments, participants were presented with ambiguous target sentences containing
a particle with a possible MP or counterpart interpretation. The target sentences were disambiguated by a short context which triggered either the MP or the counterpart meaning.
Based on studies outlined in Chapter 4, I assume that a disambiguating context is crucial
in the ambiguity resolution and that contextual information incrementally affect sentence
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processing (see, e.g., Berkum, Hagoort, and Brown, 1999). In light of this, I predict that if the
MP meaning and the counterpart meaning of a particle are processed differently, processing times for the two meanings differ between conditions where a context triggers the MP
meaning and where a context triggers the counterpart meaning.
The particles investigated in the two reading experiments are lexically ambiguous, and
they differ in their most frequent meaning: while some particles occur most frequently as an
MP, others occur most frequently as a counterpart. In light of the studies presented in Chapter 4, I predict that although a preceding context has a strong influence on the processing of
the target sentence, the influence of meaning frequency cannot be overridden. Let me illustrate this by means of the particle eben, which occurs most frequently as an MP (frequency
ratio towards the MP meaning 0.74), and for the particle ruhig, which has a rather balanced
frequency (frequency ratio towards the MP meaning 0.33).
If there is no context given, it is assumed (e.g., by exhaustive access models) that all meanings are activated, but that meaning frequency determines the meaning that is activated first.
Therefore, the MP meaning of eben, as the most frequent meaning, becomes activated and
has a processing advantage over the less frequent counterpart meaning of eben. In the case
of ruhig, where the meanings do not differ in terms of frequency, all meanings are activated
in the same window of time, inducing processing costs.
If a context precedes the sentence containing eben and triggers the MP meaning, then this
meaning becomes activated first (because of meaning-frequency and contextual information), and is processed fast. If a context precedes the sentence containing eben and triggers
the counterpart meaning, both meanings become activated in the same window of time (the
MP meaning because of meaning-frequency, and the counterpart meaning because of contextual information), inducing processing costs.
If a context precedes the sentence containing ruhig and triggers the MP meaning, then this
meaning becomes activated (because of contextual information), and is processed fast. If the
context triggers the counterpart meaning, then this meaning becomes activated (because of
contextual information), and is processed equally fast. To conclude, I predict that context
together with meaning frequency influence the processing of the ambiguous particles.
The sentences investigated in the present experiments are globally ambiguous. According to the studies on temporarily ambiguous sentences presented in Chapter 4, readers are
committed to a single interpretation of the sentence, and an alternative interpretation only
becomes available when disambiguating information forces the reader to reparse the sentence. In this study, the disambiguating information is the context. Therefore, I predict that
one meaning is initially activated (e.g., the primary meaning of the counterpart). However,
if a preceding context triggers another meaning (e.g., the meaning of the MP), the sentence
is reparsed, leading to higher processing costs.
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According to studies on globally ambiguous sentences, readers are either committed to a
single interpretation, which is never overturned at a later stage, or the final interpretation is
agnostic between possible meanings. Therefore, I predict that if no context is given, the reading times for the ambiguous sentence are shorter than if a context precedes the ambiguous
target sentence.
There are hardly any psycholinguistic studies investigating the processing of MPs and
their counterparts thus far. There is one neurolinguistic study using the visual half field
technique by Bayer (1991). The question was whether MPs are processed in the left or right
hemisphere, and whether they differ from their counterparts in that respect. Bayer used
short contexts, followed by an ambiguous sentence containing a particle (both presented
auditorily). The appropriate particle was deleted and the missing part was filled with a hum.
After the context and the target sentence were presented, the particle (target word) was
presented tachistoscopically either to the right or to the left visual field of the participants.
Bayer distinguished semantic and modal target words. Besides these target words, semantic
and modal distractor items were used. The participants had to decide as fast as possible,
whether the presented target word/distractor matched the previous target sentence. The
results show that while both hemispheres were equally fast in the processing of semantic
and modal target words and of modal distractors, there was a clear superiority of the left
hemisphere with respect to the processing of semantic distractors. The results therefore point
to a processing difference between utterances containing MPs and sentences containing their
counterparts. Based on the study by Bayer (1991), I predict to find differences between the
processing of the MP meaning and the processing of the counterpart meaning.
As pointed out in Chapter 2 and 3, MPs differ from their counterparts in conveying their
meaning at an additional, use-conditional meaning dimension. If this is the case, then the
activation of this secondary meaning (due to the additional meaning dimension) should be
more time consuming than the activation of the primary meaning of their counterparts.
However, as also pointed out, MPs and other kinds of use-conditional items tend to be
short (compared to their descriptive equivalents), and their function is to signal the addressee
how to interpret an utterance, rendering the comprehension process more efficient. If this
is the case, then the processing of the MPs should be less costly than the processing of their
counterparts. In other words: I assume that although the activation of the MP meaning
occurs in an additional and subsequent processing step, the parser catches up, so that the
processing of the MP meaning, once activated, is faster than the processing of the counterpart
meaning. The two reading experiments presented in the next sections seek to test these
predictions.
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6.1 Reading experiment 1
6.1.1 Method
Participants
Sixty students of the University of Konstanz (17 male, 41 female, mean age 23 years) participated in the experiment for the payment of eight Euros. All were monolingual native
speakers of German who had not been exposed to another language before the age of six.
They were not dyslexic, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Particles

From the twelve ambiguous particles of the corpus study presented in Chapter 5,

ten particles were chosen, namely auch, bloß, doch, eben, einfach, gleich, nur, ruhig, schon,
and vielleicht. The particles erst and wohl had to be excluded because it was not possible
to build ambiguous minimal pairs that were natural in both interpretations (see below). All
ten particles differed in their frequency ratio of the MP meaning (mean 0.3; range 0.01-0.8),
their length (mean 5.0 letters; range 3-10), their number of syllables (mean 1.3; range 1-2),
and their overall frequency (mean 3,158; range 93-13,254) (see Table 5.1 for the frequency
information). It has to be condoned that the particles differ in these criteria, since MPs are
closed-class words, and therefore limited in its size. However, as described below, I compared
the processing of the same words, concluding that the differences hold for both experimental
conditions.
Target sentences

For each particle, a set of five ambiguous target sentences was con-

structed. An exception was the particle vielleicht, for which two sets of target sentences
were constructed: one set with sentences in a declarative mood, and one set with sentences
in an interrogative mood. A closer look at the corpus data shows that vielleicht as an adverb
occurs most frequently in declarative sentences, while vielleicht as an MP occurs most frequently in interrogative sentences. In order to control for this discrepancy, I included two
different sets of target sentences for the particle vielleicht. The same pertained to the particle
bloß, which occurs with the same frequency in imperative and interrogative sentences. Thus,
two sets of target sentences were constructed for the particle bloß. To summarize, the target
sentences comprised of five sentences for each of the ten particles, plus five extra sentences
for the particles vielleicht, and bloß, leading to 60 target sentences. The mean length of the
target sentences was 6.1 words (range 5-8). An example target sentence for the particle bloß
is Wer hat bloß den Flur gewischt?, ‘Who wiped only/part the hall?’
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6.1 Reading experiment 1
Context sentences

For each target sentence, two context sentences were constructed,

with one triggering the MP meaning of the ambiguous target sentence, and one triggering
the counterpart meaning. The contexts were kept short in order to keep them as uniform as
possible. The mean length of the contexts was 7.6 words (range 6-10), whereby the length
did not differ between the two conditions. In the end, the language material consisted of a
sequence of two clauses. One clause provided the target sentence, containing an ambiguous
particle (e.g., bloß). The other clause provided the context that disambiguated between the
MP and the counterpart meaning. I will refer to this sequence as bi-clausal discourses. Example 1 is a bi-clausal discourse comprising an ambiguous target sentence (italic) with the
particle bloß, which is preceded by a context that triggers the counterpart meaning of bloß.
In 2, the context triggers the MP meaning of bloß.
(1) Die anderen Zimmer sind ebenfalls schmutzig, wer hat bloß den Flur gewischt?
the other rooms are also
dirty
who has only the hall wiped
‘The other rooms are also dirty, who wiped only the hall?’
(2) Hier ist noch Schneematsch von draußen, wer hat bloß den Flur gewischt?
here is still mud
from outside who has part the hall wiped
‘Here is still mud from outside, who on earth wiped the hall?’
Pretests In two web-based gap-filling tests, I examined whether the context and target
sentences were constructed in such a way that they licensed the intended particle. To that
end, all sixty target sentences were paired with the two preceding contexts. The resulting
bi-clausal discourses were divided into two lists by means of a Latin square design, so that
every participant saw both conditions, but each target sentence only once. Forty-two German native speakers participated in the first web-based pretest. The link to this test was sent
by email so that participants were able to execute the test on their own computer. After
a short introduction, in which the task was explained, the bi-clausal discourses were presented visually in randomized order. Each bi-clausal discourse appeared separately on the
screen. For every target sentence, the particle was substituted by a gap. The task was to
read the bi-clausal discourse and to fill the gap with one of the ten particles. In order to do
this, participants had to klick in the gap and a field appeared, comprising all ten particles in
alphabetical order. An answer was correct if participants choose the intended particle. The
correct answers for each sentence were counted. If in at least 50%1 of the cases the intended

1

One could argue that 50% is a low threshold. However, considering that participants had to choose out of a
large set of different MPs, the 50% criteria seems to be realistic. Furthermore, meanings of different MPs can
sometimes overlap (see for instance nur and bloß in general, and nur and ruhig in imperative sentences),
what further complicated this task.
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particle was correctly chosen, it was concluded that the bi-clausal discourse licenses this
particle, and the sentence was included in the reading experiment.
Of the 120 bi-clausal discourses, 30 had to be revised, because the correct target word
was not chosen in at least 50% of the cases. The revised bi-clausal discourses were tested
in a second pretest. Forty-eight German native speakers participated in the second pretest.
The procedure was the same as in the first pretest. Again, the correct answers for each
sentence were counted. Sixteen of the 30 revised sentences passed the pretest (see criteria
above). After the two pretests, a whole particle was removed, if less than 50% of the biclausal discourses containing that particle passed the pretests. This was the case for bloß in
imperative sentences, leaving 110 of the initial 120 bi-clausal discourses (and therefore, 55
target sentences). Based on the pretests, it can be assumed that the target sentences together
with the context sentences licensed the intended particles2 .
Finally, the position of the context was manipulated, whereby it either preceded or followed the ambiguous target sentence. This lead to four experimental conditions (see Table
6.1), and 55 experimental sentence quartets (220 sentences) (see Appendix B for the conditions where the contexts precede the target sentences).

Condition 1
Condition 2
Condition 3
Condition 4

Context
counterpart meaning
MP meaning
-

Target Sentence
ambiguous
ambiguous
ambiguous
ambiguous

Context
counterpart meaning
MP meaning

Table 6.1: Experiment 1. The four conditions
To the 220 experimental sentences, 220 sentences from an unrelated experiment were
added. The 440 sentences were allocated to four lists by a Latin square design, yielding
55 experimental sentences and 55 sentences from the unrelated experiment on each list. To
each list, 65 filler sentences were added, leading to a total of 175 sentences on each of the
four experimental lists. One fifth of all sentences were combined with a yes/no question in
order to control for the participants’ sustained attention. The questions were equally distributed over experimental sentences, unrelated sentences and filler sentences, and over the
experimental conditions.

2

Interestingly, a further analyses of the remaining 55 target sentences shows that particles with a strong bias
towards the MP meaning (e.g. eben), or a strong bias towards the counterpart meaning (e.g. bloß) were
chosen significantly more reliably than particles with no strong bias towards one meaning (e.g. ruhig). This
underpins the assumption that biased and nonbiased words behave differently, and that it is worth to control
for differences in meaning frequency.
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6.1 Reading experiment 1
Procedure
Stimuli were presented on a 17” cathode ray tube monitor (Sony Trinitron Multiscan G400),
connected to a Fujitsu personal computer. Response latencies were recorded via a key press
on a Razor Deathstalker essential gaming keyboard with a 1000 Hz ultra polling rate. Stimuli
were presented and reading times were measured using Linger (Rohde, 2003). Participants
were tested individually in the University of Konstanz Psycholinguistics Lab, with a viewing
distance of about 60 cm from the screen. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the
four lists. Each list was further subdivided into five blocks of 35 trials each. The ordering of
the sentences was randomized for each participant. There were four practice trials, resembling the experimental and the unrelated sentences. The SPR experiment was executed in
a word-by-word fashion3 with the moving window technique: Each trial started with black
underscores in central horizontal alignment on a white screen, whereby each underscore
corresponded to a word of the sentence. After pressing the space bar, the first underscore
turned into the first word of the sentence. After pressing the space bar again, the first word
turned back into the underscore and the second underscore turned into the second word of
the sentence. This procedure continued until the last word of the sentence was reached. As
soon as the last word turned back into an underscore, either the next sentence appeared,
again represented by underscores, or participants had to answer a question related to the
last sentence they had read. The question was answered by pressing the key ‘y’ for yes or
the key ‘n’ for no. Participants were given feedback whether they answered the questions
correctly or incorrectly. All sentences were presented in Sans Serif letters. Participants were
asked to read the sentences and to answer the questions as fast and as correct as possible.
The experiment lasted about 25 minutes. Breaks between the blocks were self-paced by the
participants.

6.1.2 Results
Of the comprehension questions following one fifth of all experimental sentences, 2.4% were
answered incorrectly. The corresponding sentences were removed from the analysis. Furthermore, the data of one participant were excluded from the analysis, since this participant
grew up bilingually. For the reading times (RTs), a cutoff was defined, according to which
data points beyond 2,000 ms were excluded. This affected 0.1% of the whole data set. The
mean RT was 367 ms (sd 155).
Linear mixed effects analysis were performed on the log-normalized RTs by using R (R
Development Core Team, 2015), and lme4 (Bates, Maechler, and Bolker, 2013). The fixed3

Sentences of an SPR experiment can be presented in a word-by-word mode, or in a phrase-by-phrase mode.
While the phrase-by-phrase presentation might be closer to natural reading, the word-by-word presentation
is more precise because more data point are collected (see Jegerski, 2014).
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effects factors were meaning (MP vs. counterpart) and context (preceding vs. following).
The random effects were intercepts for participants and items, and by-participants and byitems random slopes for the factor meaning. The models further included control predictors referring to the particle, namely meaning freqency (the frequency ratio towards the
MP meaning), and number of meanings (the number of possible meanings the particle can
have). Interactions were included if they contributed to model fit (obtained by comparing the
Akaike Information Criteroin, AIC, between models). Furthermore, a model criticism was
performed by excluding absolute standardized residuals exceeding 3.5 standard deviations.
The results are reported for four regions of interest separately, namely for the particle
(e.g., bloß) and the three following words (e.g., +1 region: den, +2 region: Flur, +3 region:
gewischt). All p-values (also those of the linear mixed effects models presented in the following experiments) were calculated on the basis of Satterthwaite approximation by using
the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, and Christiensen, 2017).
Particle region There was a marginally significant effect of the control predictor meaning
freqency (β = 0.05, SE = 0.03, t = 1.82, p = .069), indicating that particles with a highfrequent MP meaning induced longer RTs than particles with a low-frequent MP meaning.
+1 region There was a significant main effect of context (β = 0.05, SE = 0.01, t = 3.49, p
< .001), indicating that if the context preceded the target sentence, RTs were longer (397 ms)
than if it followed the target sentence (364 ms). Furthermore, there was an interaction of
meaning freqency × context (β = 0.08, SE = 0.04, t = 2.37, p < .05): In the presence of
a context, RTs were longer if the preceding particle had a high-frequent MP meaning, than
if it had a low-frequent MP meaning. This corresponds with the effect found in the particle
region and indicates that the effect of meaning freqency spills over to the next region.
However, this effect did only arise if the contexts preceded the target sentences.
+2 region There was a significant main effect of context (β = 0.06, SE = 0.02, t = 3.80, p
< .001), indicating that if the context preceded the target sentence, RTs were longer (403 ms)
than if it followed the target sentence (368 ms). Furthermore, there was an interaction of
meaning × context (β = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t = 1.97, p = .05), indicating that if the context
preceded the target sentence and triggered a respective meaning, the MP meaning (414 ms)
induced longer RTs than the counterpart meaning (392 ms). No difference was observed if
the context followed the target sentence (368 ms and 369 ms, respectively). Finally, what is
worth mentioning is that the control predictor number of meanings shows a tendency of
faster RTs for particles with more meanings compared to particles with fewer meanings.
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+3 region There was again a significant main effect of context (β = 0.18, SE = 0.01, t =
12.88, p < .001), indicating that if the context preceded the target sentence, RTs were longer
(457 ms) than if it followed the target sentence (354 ms). Furthermore, there was a significant
main effect of meaning (β = -0.03, SE = 0.02, t = -1.90, p = .057), indicating that the MP
meaning (383 ms) was processed faster than the counterpart meaning (386 ms).
Table 6.2 depicts the RT data for all regions of interest. Figure 6.1 illustrates the results
for all four regions for the factors context and meaning. Appendix C provides the model
output for all regions.

meaning

particle

counterpart
MP

358 (135)
353 (132)

position
+1 region +2 region
context precedes
399 (194) 392 (175)
395 (195) 414 (222)

358 (152)
357 (129)

context follows
364 (158) 369 (149)
365 (151) 368 (161)

counterpart
MP

+3 region
455 (204)
454 (201)

375 (177)
364 (148)

Table 6.2: Experiment 1. Mean reading times in ms (sd in parentheses)
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Figure 6.1: Experiment 1. Results for all four critical regions, including the factors context
and meaning, error bars represent a 95% confidence interval
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6.1.3 Discussion
MPs and their counterparts behave differently in many respects. One difference that always
applies targets the meaning representation, in that it is assumed that the counterparts convey their meaning at the propositional meaning dimension (therefore, primary meaning),
and MPs convey their meaning at an additional meaning dimension (therefore, secondary
meaning). The goal of the present reading experiment was to shed light on the question of
whether this difference is reflected in sentence processing. Since the particles investigated
in this thesis are ambiguous, I further controlled for two factors that are known to influence
the processing of ambiguous words and sentences, namely the meaning frequency and the
presence of a disambiguating context.
First of all, I predicted that a disambiguating context is crucial in the ambiguity resolution and that the contextual information incrementally affects sentence processing (see, e.g.,
Berkum, Hagoort, and Brown, 1999). This prediction is borne out by the results of the reading experiment, since in the three regions following the particle, RTs were longer if a context
preceded the target sentence than when it followed the target sentence. This indicates that
the parsing of the sentence was more in-depth when a context guided the interpretation.
However, this effect can also be explained by sentence wrap-up effects, in that RTs at the
end of the sentence are generally longer than RTs in the middle of a sentence. The crucial
result is that the factor context interacted with the factor meaning in a way that in the
presence of a preceding context, the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning were processed differently. This effect was not observed when the context followed the ambiguous
target sentence. In fact, when it followed, processing times for the target sentence were
very short. This suggests a shallow parsing of the ambiguous sentence until enough information is available in order to resolve the ambiguity (see Bayer and Marslen-Wilson, 1992;
Townsend and Bever, 2001; Swets et al., 2008; Ferreira, Bailey, and Ferraro, 2002; Ferreira,
2003; Ferreira and Patson, 2007; Kuperberg, 2007; Christianson, Hollingworth, et al., 2001;
Christianson, Williams, et al., 2006; Sanford and Sturt, 2002; Sanford, 2002), and shows that
preceding contextual information is necessary in order to initiate an in-depth parsing of an
ambiguous sentence. Furthermore, that the processing of the MP and counterpart meaning
differed in the presence of a preceding context shows that the contextual sentences were
appropriate to trigger the respective meanings.
I further predicted that although a preceding context has a strong influence on the processing of the target sentence, the influence of meaning frequency cannot be overridden.
Indeed, meaning frequency had a marginal effect in the particle region, in that particles with
a higher frequency bias towards the MP meaning (e.g., eben) tended to be processed more
slowly than particles with a lower frequency bias towards the MP meaning (e.g., bloß). This
is an interesting result which has not yet been reported, and which further shows that mean-
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ing frequency influences the processing very early and immediately. A spill-over effect of
meaning frequency was also observed in the +1 region, but this time, meaning frequency
only had an effect if a context preceded the target sentence. Against predictions, meaning
frequency did not interact with meaning: it was not the case that sentences containing particles with a high MP frequency (e.g., eben) were processed faster when the context triggered
the MP meaning than when it triggered the counterpart meaning (and the other way around
for particles with a low MP frequency). This indicates that meaning frequency is not a very
strong cue when it comes to the resolution of ambiguities in the case of German particles.
Regarding the processing of the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning, I predicted
to find a discrepancy between meaning activation and meaning processing. On the one
hand, MPs are assumed to convey their meaning at an additional, use-conditional meaning
dimension. I predicted that the activation of this secondary meaning (due to the additional
meaning dimension) is time consuming, because it occurs in a subsequent processing step
in addition to the meaning of the sentence, and probably also in addition to the activation of
the counterpart meaning. The results of the +2 region underpin this assumption, since the
MP meaning led to higher processing costs if the context preceded the target sentence.
However, MPs are assumed to render the comprehension process as more efficient by guiding the interpretation of the sentence. For instance, if the addressee is confronted with the
particle schon in a question, s/he can conclude that the question has to be interpreted as a
rhetorical question, and not as an information seeking question. Based on this function of
MPs, I predicted that MPs, once activated, are processed fast. Again, this prediction is borne
out by the result in the +3 region, where the MP meaning has a processing advantage over
the counterpart meaning. It is surprising to see that there are no effects related to the different meanings in the particle region. However, this can be explained by the fact that it is
often oberserved that reading time effects spill over into the subsequent regions (Swets et al.,
2008, see also Ferreira and Henderson, 1990, Binder and Rayner, 1998).
The processing costs for the MP meaning are also in line with the serial processing model
(see Section 4.3): The parser initially pursues just a single analysis of the sentence (see Frazier
and Rayner, 1982). This would be the primary meaning of the counterparts. If this analysis
happens to prove incompatible with the disambiguating context, the sentence has to be reanalyzed, inducing processing costs. However, this does not explain the processing advantage
of the MP meaning in the +3 region.
Figure 6.1 well illustrates that the RTs for the counterpart meaning rise strongly at the end
of the sentence. This might be due to the fact that the counterparts influence the propositional meaning of the sentence. Why this might lead to higher processing costs at the end of
the sentence can be illustrated by the particle bloß, which is an equivalent of English only.
As pointed out in Bayer (2018), focus particles like bloß and MPs have so much in common
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that they can be integrated in a unified syntactic account4 . This is not surprising as some
MPs developed out of focus particles. However, one difference pointed out by Bayer (2018)
is that focus particles create an operator/variable relation when they associate with a focus
domain, which is not found in MPs (see also Section 2.2). By associating with the focus,
the focus particle bloß influences the truth-conditions of a sentence. Crucially, there are
different possible focus domains that the particle can associate with, which is known under
the term focus ambiguities. An example was presented in Section 2.2, where I distinguished
between object focus and VP focus. This can be transferred to the experimental sentence,
which can have object focus (Wer hat bloß [F den FLUR] gewischt?, Who wiped what?), or VP
focus (Wer hat bloß [F den FLUR gewischt]?, Who did what?). Thus, when participants read
the sentence containing the particle bloß, they have different options for constructing the
meaning based on the different focus domains. Therefore, RTs rise at the end of the sentence
when enough information is present in order to fully interpret the sentence.
Furthermore, the focus particle bloß quantifies over a set of alternatives to the value of the
focused expression (e.g., the hall) and excludes these alternatives as possible values for the
open sentence in its scope (see König, 1991; Rooth, 1992). Therefore, preceding information
which suggests the existence of such alternatives has to be recalled, hampering processing.
Although the MP meaning has a quasi anaphoric relation to preceding information, a recall
of a particular set need not to be performed for the MP meaning. Besides activating a set of
alternatives that is provided by contextual information (Rooth, 1992), focus particles like bloß
can further activate a set of alternatives that is not contextually enumerated (e.g., Gotzner,
Wartenburger, and Spalek, 2016), and even a set of alternatives that is not contextually enumerated and that is unrelated to the target word. Gotzner, Wartenburger, and Spalek (2016)
found evidence for the claim that listeners activate a broad set of alternatives in a lexical
decision experiment. In a first step, they found activation of unmentioned alternatives, belonging to the same semantic taxonomy as the target. Unrelated items of another semantic
taxonomy were not activated. In a second step Gotzner (2014) divided these unrelated items
into two classes: One class, in which the unrelated items could be possible alternatives, and
one class, in which the unrelated items could not be possible alternatives. Gotzner (2014)
found that the unrelated items that could be possible alternatives show the same activation
as the items that share a semantic taxonomy with the target words. Hence, the activation of
alternatives is context-independent and the set of alternatives is rather broad. Taken these
data into account, it is possible that a broad set of alternatives was activated as soon as bloß
was encountered in the reading study, independently of the presence of a preceding context.
4

Similarities are, for instance, that both are functional heads, and that both project so called Particle Phrases
(‘big’ and ‘small’ PrtPs). Furthermore, small PrtPs move to the specifier of a big PrtP in which their scope is
frozen. See Bayer (2018) for an elaboration on the similarities listed here and on others.
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A further processing step is that focus particles may induce a ranking into the set of alternatives (see König, 1991). Bloß, for instance, can open a scale where alternatives are ranked
regarding the size of the set (e.g., [the hall], [the hall, the kitchen], [the hall, the kitchen, the
living room]). Bloß can also open a pragmatic scale5 where it invites an evaluative interpretation, as shown in Section 2.2 (see Bayer, 1996). These scales differ qualitatively and as soon
as bloß and its focused constituent are encountered, the hearer has to figure out which kind
of scale is involved. According to J. Jacobs (1983, pg. 171) whether alternatives invite evaluative or nonevaluative interpretations is often vague, leading to two possible interpretations
of the same sentence (see also König, 1991, pg. 100).
Importantly, although the counterparts investigated in the present study differ, there are
similarities regarding the involvement of scales and the relation to the elements of a set.
Schon, for instance, has in its core meaning a temporal interpretation (see Chapter 2). As
pointed out by Bayer and Obenauer (2011, pg. 469 f.), it requires a scale on which already
(p) denotes a state p right after ¬ p. The temporal scale can be transposed to other scales,
like a local scale (We are already in Paris) or an evaluative scale (John is already associate
professor). The latter case illustrates the strong resemblance to the evaluative interpretation
of the alternatives activated by bloß. Another resemblance can be found between bloß and
the focus particle auch, with bloß excluding all the other elements of a set, and auch including all elements of the set (see Loureda et al., 2015). The processing steps for the different
counterparts are not fundamentally different. This may explain the higher processing costs
found at the end of the sentence in this reading experiment for the counterpart meanings as
a whole.
Generally speaking, the processing differences between the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning, independent of which meaning leads to higher processing costs, speak in
favor of differences in meaning representation of MPs and their counterparts. The counterpart meaning is processed fast over the course of the sentence, indicating that this meaning
is the primary meaning that is activated first. However, at the end of the sentence, processing costs rise steeply. Contrary to that, the processing costs for the MP meaning rise
steadily. Over the course of the sentence, the MP meaning leads to higher processing costs
compared to the counterpart meaning. However, the parser catches up and the MP meaning
has a processing advantage at the end of the sentence. This indicates that as soon as the useconditional meaning of the MP is activated, no further processing steps emerge that might
induce processing costs.
5

Pragmatic scales can be further divided into open and closed classes. Loureda et al. (2015) showed that processing a closed class of alternatives, ordered on a pragmatic, or evaluative scale, is less costly than processing an
open class of alternatives, ordered on a pragmatic, or evaluative scale, and that the role of the focus particle
differs with respect to the two different classes.
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A further point I would like to address is the notion of polysemy. To recap, in a polysemous
relation, different meanings of an ambiguous word share one core meaning, and are stored
in one lexical entry. As pointed out in Chapter 4, I defend the view that MPs and their
counterparts are in a polysemous relation. The reasons are the following: First, it is more
parsimonious to assume one lexical entry instead of several lexical entries (especially in light
of the fact that the meaning of MPs differs from sentence type to sentence type). Second,
MPs have developed out of their counterparts, and third, the MPs and their counterparts
often share one core meaning. The question is, whether the results of the reading experiment
indicate a polysemous relation between MPs and their counterparts. In Chapter 4, I outlined
that studies found a processing advantage of polysemous over homonymous words (e.g.,
Rodd, Gaskell, and Marslen-Wilson, 2002). In the present reading experiment, I included the
number of meanings an ambiguous particle has as a control predictor. Although it did not
reach significance, there was a strong tendency that particles with more different meanings
were processed faster than particles with less different meanings. That more meanings lead
to a processing advantage speaks in favor of a polysemous relation between these meanings.
To summarize, the results of this reading experiment show that context and meaning frequency are two factors that influence the resolution of ambiguities in the case of sentences
with a possible MP and counterpart meaning. Crucially, the results point to processing differences between MPs and their counterparts, in that the activation of the MP meaning is
more costly than the activation of the counterpart meaning, but as soon as the MP meaning
is activated, it exhibits a processing advantage. This speaks in favor of a multi-dimensional
meaning representation: The secondary meaning of an MP is activated in a subsequent step.
However, since the meaning of the MP does not further interact with the meaning of the host
sentence, and since the function of MPs is to guide the comprehension process, the meaning
is processed very fast at the end of the sentence. Furthermore, the results subtly underpin
the assumption that the relation between the MPs and their counterparts is polysemous.
What is important to stress is that the counterparts, but also the MPs investigated in this
study, were very diverse. This diversity might blur the distinction between the MP and the
counterpart meaning. However, including a set of particles that is large enough, like the set
of ten words in this study, should ensure that the general claim made here is valid. Nevertheless, I conducted a second reading experiment that included less particles and more items
per particle in order to analyze the results separately for each particle. Furthermore, in Experiment 1 the length of the target sentences and the number of words following the particle
differed. Although the use of minimal pair sentences ensured that sentences were always
identical in the critical conditions, an unequal number of data points in the regions of interest could have affected the analysis. In order to control for that, Experiment 2 comprised
sentences with an equal number of words per sentence and an equal number of words fol-
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lowing the particle. Finally, the particles chosen for Experiment 2 differed in their meaningfrequency biases in order to take a closer look at the influence of meaning frequency on the
processing of ambiguous particles.

6.2 Reading experiment 2
6.2.1 Method
Participants
59 students of the University of Konstanz (14 male, 45 female, mean age 22 years) participated
in the experiment for the payment of eight Euros. All were monolingual native speakers of
German who had not been exposed to another language before the age of six. They were not
dyslexic, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Particles

Four different particles were investigated in this experiment, namely auch, bloß,

doch, and eben. The particles either had a high-frequent MP meaning (doch, eben), or a lowfrequent MP meaning (auch, bloß). The experimental material was constructed in a way
that each particle can be analyzed separately. The particle auch has an overall frequency of
13,254 and a meaning-frequency bias towards the MP meaning of 28.4%, bloß has an overall
frequency of 93 and a meaning-frequency bias of 7.5%, doch has an overall frequency of
4,425 and a meaning-frequency bias of 73.3%, and eben has an overall frequency of 1,264 and
a meaning-frequency bias of 74.3%.
Target sentences

For each particle, twenty ambiguous target sentences were constructed.

Each target sentence had a length of six words. An example of a target sentence containing
the particle bloß is provided in 3. This is a declarative sentence where a modal verb is used
performatively and which therefore resembles an imperative sentence. If bloß is a focus
particle, it can be translated by only. The sentence can be interpreted as a command or as
a permission that the addressee should buy the dress, and nothing else. If bloß is an MP,
the sentence has to be interpreted as a command. Here, the addressee has to buy the dress,
otherwise s/he has to face consequences (e.g., a punishment).
(3)

Sie soll
bloß
das Kleid kaufen!
she should only/part the dress buy
‘She should only buy the dress./
She should really buy the dress (otherwise she get punished).’
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An example of a target sentence containing the particle eben is provided in 4. If eben is a
temporal adverb, it specifies the time where the action took place and can be translated by
just. If eben is an MP, it can be paraphrased as ‘that’s the way it is’. The MP eben signals that
it is not worth to discuss the topic any further. It expresses ‘unchangeability’, or undeniable
facts (Möllering, 2001).
(4) Ihr ist eben
die Flasche runtergefallen.
her is just/part the bottle came off
‘She just dropped the bottle./
She dropped the bottle (and that’s the way it is).’
Compared to the target sentences of Experiment 1, all target sentences of Experiment 2
were constructed in a way that they yielded similar structures. Furthermore, the words of
the target sentences containing auch, bloß, doch, and eben were matched for the number of
syllables, length, and frequency as precisely as possible (see Appendix D.1).
Context sentences

For each target sentence, two context sentences were constructed that

triggered either the MP or the counterpart meaning, leading to sentence pairs. The context
sentences had a length of seven words. All context sentences preceded the target sentences6 .
Both sentences were connected by a conjunction, leading to bi-clausal discourses with a
length of fourteen words.
Contrary to Experiment 1, the words of the contexts that triggered the counterpart meaning and the MP meaning were matched for number of syllables, length, and frequency as
precisely as possible. This was to ensure that prolonged RTs of the target sentence cannot
be ascribed to confounding factors related to the different contexts (see Appendix D.2).
The final experimental sentences comprised of 80 sentence pairs, with twenty sentence
pairs for each of the four particles (see Appendix E). 80 sentence pairs, similar to the experimental sentences, but of an unrelated experiment, were added, yielding 80 sentence quartets.
50 sentence quartets were added from a further unrelated experiment. The resulting 130 sentence quartets were allocated to four lists by means of the Latin square design. To each list,
72 filler sentences were added, leading to a total of 202 sentences on each of the four lists.
One fifth of all sentences were combined with a yes/no question in order to control for the
participants’ sustained attention. The questions were equally distributed over experimental
sentences, unrelated sentences and filler sentences, and over the experimental conditions.
Pretest Besides gaining reading time data by means of the SPR study presented below, the
acceptability of all sentences was tested in an acceptability judgment experiment using the
6

Since there were no differences between the processing of the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning when
the context followed the target sentence in Experiment 1, this condition was excluded in Experiment 2.
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method of unspeeded magnitude estimation. To that end, 49 German native speakers (12
male, 37 female, mean age 23 years) took part in this study (one participant was excluded
from the analysis because she reported having misunderstood the task) for the payment of
two Euros. The experiment was run in the Psycholinguistics Lab of the University of Konstanz. All sentences were rated relative to the reference sentence Die Mitarbeiter haben dass
der Chef Probleme hat wohl nicht sofort bemerkt (‘Apparently, the coworkers did not notice
right away that the boss was having problems’). The acceptability for this reference sentence was set to 50. Participants were instructed to rate sentences with higher acceptability
with higher values, and sentences with lower acceptability with lower values. Stimuli were
presented and ratings were recorded in Linger, on the same computer as in Experiment 1.
The rating values were normalized by dividing each rating by 50 (the reference value) and
subsequent logarithmizing (see Bader, 2012). For the experimental sentences, outliers were
defined as values that deviated more than two standard deviations from a participant’s mean
per condition, and were removed before the final data analysis (1.4%). Ratings were analyzed using a linear mixed effects model in R, with meaning (MP vs. counterpart) as fixed
effects, and participants and items as random effects with random slopes. There was a significant main effect of meaning (β = -0.08, SE = 0.03, t = -2.59, p < .01), indicating that the biclausal discourses with the intended counterpart meaning were more acceptable (normalized
acceptability rating of 0.27) than with the intended MP meaning (normalized acceptability
rating of 0.20). Looking at the particles separately, this difference is due to the particles bloß
and eben (auch: counterpart meaning 0.19, MP meaning 0.20; bloß counterpart 0.20, MP 0.06;
doch counterpart 0.32, MP 0.35; eben counterpart 0.38, MP 0.19). It is possible that matching
the words of the contexts for number of syllables, length and frequency led to the unpleasant
consequence of reduced plausibility7 . In order to control for the difference in acceptability
between the MP and the counterpart meaning, the data of the rating study were included in
the statistical analysis of the following reading experiment.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

7

It is an open question how people judge the acceptability of a sentence in acceptability judgment tasks. While
some people might pay attention to the grammaticality of a sentence, others might pay attention to the
plausibility, the naturalness, or the complexity of a sentence. Importantly, participants of the acceptability
judgment task presented here somehow recognized a difference between the conditions in the case of bloß
and eben–whatever the precise nature of this difference might be.
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6.2.2 Results
Of the comprehension questions following one fifth of all experimental sentences, 6.5% were
answered incorrectly. The corresponding sentences were removed from the analysis. Furthermore, the data of two participants were excluded from the analysis, since it took very
long for them to complete the experiment (one hour instead of 30 minutes). For the RTs,
a cutoff was defined, according to which data points beyond 2,000 ms were excluded. This
affected 0.04% of the whole data set. The mean RT was 353 ms (sd 147).
Linear mixed effects analysis were performed on the log-normalized RTs. The fixed-effects
factor was meaning (MP vs. counterpart). The random effects were intercepts for participants and items, and by-participants and by-items random slopes. The models further
included one control predictor referring to the particle, namely meaning freqency (the
frequency ratio towards the MP meaning), and one control predictor referring to the sentence, namely acceptability (mean acceptability rating for each sentence). Interactions
were included if they contributed to model fit. A model criticism was performed by excluding absolute standardized residuals exceeding 3.5 standard deviations.
A first model was performed for all particles and regions of interest, with position (particle, +1 region, +2 region, +3 region) as further factor. Only the factors position and meaning
freqency reached significance. The effect of position (β = 0.11, SE = 0.002, t = 47.05, p <
.001) shows that RTs increased as the sentence unfolded. Table 6.3 depicts the RT data for all
regions of interest. The effect of meaning freqency (β = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -2.06, p < .05)
indicates that words with a high-frequent MP meaning were processed faster than words
with a low-frequent MP meaning.

meaning
counterpart
MP

particle
326 (113)
324 (116)

position
+1 region +2 region
328 (110) 358 (128)
329 (113) 356 (133)

+3 region
485 (241)
483 (221)

Table 6.3: Experiment 2. Mean reading times in ms (sd in parentheses), all particles and all
regions
Further models were performed for each particle separately. Since the effects found here
did not vary between the single regions (as it was the case in Experiment 1), I analyzed the
whole region following the particle by means of summed RTs as a dependent variable8 (see
also Swets et al., 2008 for a cumulation of words into one region following the disambigua8

As pointed out by Jegerski (2014), self-paced reading data collected in a word-by-word fashion can be easily
converted to phrase-by-phrase mode by summing RTs across multiple words or regions (the reverse is not
possible for data collected in a phrase-by-phrase fashion).
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tion). In the following, I present the results for the four particles separately.
Particle auch There was a non-significant tendency of longer RTs for the counterpart
meaning (394 ms) compared to the MP meaning (384 ms) (t = -1.55).
Particle bloß There was a non-significant tendency of longer RTs for the counterpart
meaning (402 ms) compared to the MP meaning (391 ms) (t = -1.38).
Particle doch

There was a main effect of meaning (β = -0.03, SE = 0.01, t = -2.03, p < .05),

indicating that the counterpart meaning (392 ms) led to higher processing costs than the MP
meaning (387 ms). Furthermore, there was an effect of acceptability (β = 0.08 SE = 0.04,
t = 2.39, p < .05). Surprisingly, this effect indicates that sentences with a high acceptability
were processed more slowly than sentences with a low acceptability.
Particle eben

There was a main effect of meaning (β = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t = 2.72, p < .01),

indicating that the MP meaning (396 ms) led to higher processing costs than the counterpart
meaning (376 ms).
Table 6.4 depicts the RT data for the four particles separately (mean over the three words
following the particle). Figure 6.2 shows the results for all four particles. Appendix F provides
the output of all models.

meaning
counterpart
MP

bloß
402 (191)
391 (172)

particle
auch
doch
394 (183) 392 (201)
384 (166) 387 (172)

eben
376 (162)
396 (192)

Table 6.4: Experiment 2. Mean reading times in ms (sd in parentheses) of the three words
following the particle, particles separately
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0.16

meaning

0.12

counterpart
MP

0.08

bloß (7.5)

auch (28.4)

doch (73.3)

eben (74.3)

Figure 6.2: Experiment 2. Results for all four particles (summed RTs for the three words following the particle), particles are ordered with increasing frequency bias towards
the MP meaning (meaning frequency ratio in brackets), error bars represent a 95%
confidence interval
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6.2.3 Discussion
In this reading experiment, four different particles were analyzed. Contrary to the findings
of Experiment 1, the analysis of all particles shows no processing difference between the MP
and the counterpart meaning. However, this is not surprising when we look at the results
for the particles separately. For two of the four particles (auch and bloß), there was no significant difference between the processing of the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning,
although there was a tendency of higher processing costs related to the counterpart meaning.
For the other two particles (eben and doch), there was a significant difference, though this
difference went into opposite directions. While eben was related to higher processing costs
for the MP meaning, doch was related to higher processing costs for the counterpart meaning. Nevertheless, with three particles, the majority shows (at least a tendency of) faster
processing of the MP meaning compared to the counterpart meaning.
But why does the pattern of results found for eben differ from that found for the other
particles? Looking at the experimental sentences containing the particle eben, it is likely
that the contexts did not trigger the MP meaning reliably. As a consequence, the sentences
of this condition were still ambiguous, leading to higher processing costs.
However, looking at Figure 6.2, it becomes obvious that the processing costs related to the
MP meaning are not higher than the processing costs related to the counterpart meanings
of the particles bloß, auch, and doch. Thus, it is not the case that the MP meaning of eben
led to outstandingly high processing costs, but that the counterpart meaning of eben was
processed extremely fast. A reason for the fast processing of the counterpart meaning of eben
might be the high acceptability of the sentences of this condition. In fact, as indicated by the
pretest, the counterpart meaning of eben has a higher acceptability than the MP meaning of
eben. Strictly speaking, of all conditions, the counterpart meaning of eben has the highest
acceptability. However, the counterpart meaning of bloß also has a higher acceptability score
than the MP meaning of bloß, but nevertheless, the counterpart meaning was processed more
slowly. This shows that the factor acceptability cannot fully explain the results obtained by
Experiment 2.
The four particles differ in terms of meaning frequency, in that bloß and auch have a highfrequent counterpart meaning, and doch and eben have a high-frequent MP meaning. I predicted that meaning frequency has an influence, in that a high-frequent meaning is activated
first. Therefore, bloß and auch–particles with a high-frequent counterpart meaning–should
have been processed fast if the context triggered the counterpart meaning. This was not the
case, since both words show a tendency of faster processing when the context triggered the
MP meaning. Furthermore, eben and doch - particles with a high-frequent MP meaning should have been processed fast if the context triggered the MP meaning. This was the case
for doch, but, as discussed above, not for eben.
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The results of Experiment 1 show an effect of meaning frequency, in that words with a
high-frequent MP meaning (e.g., eben) were processed more slowly. This effect was reversed
in Experiment 2, in that words with a high-frequent MP meaning (e.g., eben) were processed
faster. However, although eben was generally processed faster, Figure 6.2 illustrates that
this processing advantage diminishes for the MP meaning of eben. Thus, the most frequent
meaning of eben, i.e. the MP meaning, is processed more slowly than the less frequent meaning, i.e. the counterpart meaning. Thus, the results show that the high-frequent meaning is
processed more slowly than the less frequent meaning.
Inhibitory effects of high-frequent instances of language can also be found in the case
of syllables. Perea and Carreiras (1998) found an inhibitory effect of syllable frequency in
the lexical decision task for both high- and low-frequent words in Spanish. Conrad and
A. Jacobs (2004) found the same effect for German. Regarding the particles investigated
in the present experiment, a search of the dlex.db-corpus shows that bloß has the lowest
absolute cumulated syllable-frequency (14,486), and eben has the highest cumulated syllablefrequency (1,568,019). According to the syllable-frequency effect, eben should have been
processed more slowly than bloß. While this was the case for the MP meaning of both words,
this was not the case for the words per se: The results of Experiment 2 show that eben was
generally processed faster than bloß. This shows that the syllable-frequency effect cannot
explain the results of the reading experiment.

6.3 General Discussion
In the two reading experiments presented in this chapter, I investigated the processing of
the different meanings of ambiguous particles, namely the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning. The question was, whether one can find processing differences between both
meanings by using psycholinguistic methods. Using the SPR technique, ten, respectively
four, particles embedded in ambiguous sentences were examined. While the first reading
study probed into the processing of particles as a whole class, the second experiment aimed
at investigating single particles separately. Furthermore, while in Experiment 1 ambiguous
target sentences were paired either with a preceding or following context, in Experiment 2
the context sentences only preceded the target sentences.
Due to the high number of particles investigated in Experiment 1, I presented the results
for four critical regions separately, showing that the processing of MPs and their counterparts takes place serially: While the activation of the MP meaning takes more time compared
to the activation of the counterpart meaning, the MP meaning is processed faster than the
counterpart meaning at the end of the sentence. I argued that this result is compatible with
a multi-dimensional meaning representation. As pointed out in Chapter 3, the MP meaning
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is conveyed in an additional meaning dimension, and therefore activated in a second step.
However, since MPs have the function of guiding the comprehension process, the meaning,
once activated, is processed fast. At the same time, the processing of the counterpart meaning is hampered due to processing steps that do not emerge as soon as the MP meaning is
activated. An example I mentioned was the resolution of focus ambiguities in the case of
focus particles like bloß.
In Experiment 2, the data were analyzed for the whole region, or phrase, following the
particle. This is the advantage of using a SPR technique where the sentences are presented
in a word-by-word fashion–the RTs can be summed and the results are similar to a phraseby-phrase presentation (see Jegerski, 2014). Furthermore, results were obtained for the four
particles separately. While the counterpart meaning of eben was processed faster than the
MP meaning of eben, the other three particles show (at least a tendency of) a processing
advantage of the MP meaning over the counterpart meaning.
Regarding the influence of meaning frequency on the processing of ambiguous particles,
the results of Experiment 1 and 2 show that the predicted effect is reversed: It is not the
case that the most frequent meaning is processed faster than the less frequent meaning. Furthermore, words that differ in their meaning frequency (e.g., auch and doch) show a similar
pattern of results when it comes to their processing, in that both words are related to a faster
processing of the MP meaning.
There are two open questions. First, the influence of meaning frequency needs further
inspection. It would be interesting to see how two words that do not differ in meaning
frequency are processed. Ideal candidates are the particles bloß and nur. Both words are
mutually exchangeable in several contexts, both have a high-frequent counterpart meaning,
and both have counterparts that are functional words (and therefore belong to a closed-word
class, see Footnote 7 , Chapter 5). If meaning frequency has an influence on the processing,
bloß and nur should not differ in the processing of their different meanings. This prediction
is tested in the next chapter, where I present a case study on the two particles bloß and nur. A
further advantage of comparing the processing of bloß with the processing of nur is to learn
more about the lexical representation of particles and the representation of their different
meanings, especially of particles that are used nearly synonymously.
Second, so far I used the SPR technique, where the target sentences were disambiguated
by the presence of a context. A question that arises is whether the results obtained by the
reading-comprehension experiments can be replicated by other experimental methods. Besides using context sentences to trigger a respective meaning, intonational information can
be used to disambiguate sentences. In the next chapter, I will present a third reading experiment and an auditory comprehension experiment in order to see whether the different
methods lead to similar results.
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This chapter presents a case study on the two particles bloß and nur. Besides their function
as MPs, they can function as focus particle (for convenience, abbreviated with FP). Crucially,
according to the corpus study, the two particles do not differ in terms of meaning frequency,
in that they mostly occur as FPs. In Chapter 2, I went through the general properties of
FPs, and of the exclusive FPs only and nur in more detail. Most of the points presented for
nur also hold for bloß, since they are assumed to be mutually exchangeable (see, e.g., Kwon,
2005). As FPs, both particles function as eliminative operators with the semantic impact of
English only. Example 1 is the example presented in Chapter 2 on page 21, followed by a
formalization of the meaning of only/nur in this sentence (see König, 1991).
(1) Maria öffnete bloß/nur das Fenster.
Maria opened only
the window
‘Maria only opened the window.’
¬(∃x) [(x ̸= the window) & Maria has opened (x)]
As FPs, nur and bloß exclude alternatives to the focused constituents (e.g., das Fenster) as
possible values for the open sentence in its scope (see König, 1991; Rooth, 1992). By this
exclusion, they restrict the value for x to the focused constituent. However, if both particles
function as MPs, interesting differences can be observed. These differences are presented
in the next section. After that, I will elaborate on the question of how the MP and the FP
meaning of nur and bloß might be related, followed by two comprehension experiments
that investigated the processing of both particles and both meanings by using two different
experimental methods. The first experiment is a SPR experiment, and the second experiment
is an auditory comprehension experiment.

7.1 Nur and bloß as modal particles
When functioning as MPs, bloß and nur do not influence the truth-conditional, i.e. primary,
meaning of the host sentence, but convey a use-conditional, i.e. secondary, meaning. This
can be illustrated by the wh-interrogative sentences in 2 and 3. Without the MPs, 2 is a plain
information-seeking question without any additional use restrictions. The speaker simply
tries to find a value for the wh-element (i.e., wer).

7 Case study - Processing bloß and nur
(2)

Wer hat Hanna begrüßt?
who has Hanna welcomed
‘Who welcomed Hanna?’

In the presence of the MPs bloß or nur, however, 3 is more than an information-seeking
question. The extra meaning contributed by the MPs is often translated as a ‘wh-on-earth’
component and has been argued to form a special question called ‘Can’t-Find-the-Value-of-x
Question’ (see Bayer and Obenauer, 2011). In other words, the MPs signal that the speaker
has tried a number of times to find a value for the wh-variable, but without success1 .
(3)

Wer hat bloß/nur Hanna begrüßt?
who has part
Hanna welcomed
‘Who on earth welcomed Hanna?’

The expression ‘wh-on-earth’ belongs to the more general class of ‘wh-the-hell’ phrases
(see den Dikken and Giannakidou, 2002 for a semantic account). Without going into detail
here, questions containing a ‘wh-the-hell’ expression (e.g., Who the hell welcomed Hanna?)
presuppose that if there is any person x who welcomed Hanna, then x should not have welcomed Hanna. This leads to a negative rhetorical reading. This negative rhetorical reading
will play a role in the course of this section.
The meaning of MPs in questions like 3 has informally been described as conveying a
certain ‘strengthening effect’, insofar as the use of bloß/nur as MPs in such configurations
indicates that the speaker is highly engaged in finding, if not desperately looking for an
answer. Thurmair (1989) describes this by the feature <strengthening> (German original:
‘Verstärkung’, my translation). Evidence for this ‘strengthening effect’ of bloß/nur is the fact
that they cannot occur in questions that serve phatic communication, that is, are part of
casual small talk (see 4, adapted from Thurmair, 1989, pg. 180). It is clear that when asking
questions such as 4, the speaker has usually low interest in receiving an answer.
(4)

a. Wie geht’s dir?/ Wie geht’s Ihrer Familie?
how goes it you/ how goes it your family
‘How are you?/ How is your family doing?’
b. ⁇Wie geht’s dir bloß/nur?/ ⁇Wie geht’s bloß/nur Ihrer Familie?
how goes it you part/
how goes it part
your family
‘How on earth are you?/ How on earth is your family doing?’

1

In 3, bloß and nur can also be interpreted as FPs. In that case, they do their usual job of restricting the value of
the wh-element in question, either to a specific action (the action greeting Hanna, VP focus), or to a specific
person (the person Hanna, object focus).
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Although it is assumed that the speaker is interested in finding an answer when uttering
a wh-question containing bloß/nur, the MPs can also occur in self-oriented questions that
have a rhetorical flavor, as shown in 5.
(5) Was will die bloß/nur mit diesem Kerl?
what wants she part
with this
fellow
‘What on earth does she want from that fellow? I don’t see the point (of her dating
him)!’
However, bloß and nur are not obligatory here, and the question without the presence
of the MPs can lead to a rhetorical reading as well. Such rhetorical readings rather arise in
combination with other rhetorical cues in a sentence, like the pejorative that fellow in 5. Furthermore, the question is not necessarily rhetorical, since it is also possible that the speaker
is really interested in receiving an answer. Accordingly, bloß and nur are not particles that
yield a rhetorical reading in the strict sense (see also Thurmair, 1989). This tears the MPs bloß
and nur apart from their English translation wh-on-earth, which, as argued above, yields as
a wh-the-hell-element a negative rhetorical reading2 .
Another situation where it is obvious that bloß/nur differ from particles that render questions rhetorical (such as schon) is the following. A father plays hide and go seek with his
daughter, and the daughter hides in a place that is obvious to the father (e.g., behind the
couch). The father does not want to frustrate the daughter and pretends that he does not
know where she is hiding (i.e., that he does not know the answer). The goal of playing hide
and go seek is to find the one who is hiding (i.e., to have a high interest in finding an answer). In this situation, it is perfectly fine to utter 6 but not 7, simply because 7 signals that
the speaker already has an answer to the question. Notice that, although 6 is self-directed,
the father utters the question with the intention that the daughter hears it and is pleased
because she can still assume that the father does not know where she is hiding.
(6) Na wo
kann sie bloß/nur sein?
well where could she part
be
‘Where on earth could she be?’
(7) Na wo
kann sie schon sein?
well where could she part be
‘Where could she be? (Obviously behind the couch!)’
The fact that the speaker is really interested in finding an answer by using bloß/nur is
crucial when it comes to the core meaning of the MPs and FPs bloß/nur. To recall, the FPs
bloß/nur restrict the value of x (e.g., the wh-element) to the focused constituent. The MPs
2

Thanks to Andreas Trotzke for pointing that out to me.
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bloß/nur signal that the speaker has desperately tried to find a value for the wh-element, but
without success (Bayer and Obenauer, 2011).
Let me illustrate the meaning of bloß/nur as MPs by example 3, repeated for convenience
in 8.
(8)

Wer hat bloß/nur Hanna begrüßt?
who has part
Hanna welcomed
‘Who on earth welcomed Hanna?’

Imagine that Tom and Hanna were at a party. Afterwards, Hanna told Tom that someone
greeted her at the party, that this person was wearing a black sweater, and that this person
was very good-looking. Tom is jealous, and wants to find out, who that person was. Together
with a friend he thinks of all persons that attended the party, and that were wearing a black
sweater. However, he cannot come up with someone who was good-looking. Desperately,
Tom asks ‘Wer hat bloß/nur Hanna begrüßt?’.
In this wh-question, bloß/nur signals that Tom has thought of different persons who could
have greeted Hanna, namely all persons that were at the party, and that were wearing a black
sweater. However, he did not come up with the right person.
Two processes are crucial. First of all, Tom assumes that there was someone who greeted
Hanna (because Hanna told him so), indicating that the question is no rhetorical question.
Therefore, Tom restricts himself to the fact that there is such a person. In other words, he
restricts himself to the value of x.
Second, because he already searched for possible values for x without success (e.g., by
thinking of all the persons that were at the party, and that were wearing a black sweater), he
has to extend his search domain in order to find the right person (e.g., to people who might
have left the party earlier, to people who might have taken their sweater off, or to people
who might have changed their outfit during the party).
To summarize, two processes are involved, namely a restriction (there is a person), and an
extension (in order to find that person, I have to extend my search domain). When we compare the MP and the FP meaning of bloß/nur now, we see that there is one common semantic
denominator, namely the restrictive component. The existence of such a core meaning also
underpins the assumption that there is a polysemous relation between the MP and FP meaning of bloß and nur (see Chapter 4).
So far, by comparing the MP and FP meaning, I described what both meanings have in
common. Now, I will turn to a comparison of bloß and nur in order to describe what both
particles have in common. First of all, bloß and nur as FPs evolved in different centuries, and
via different processes. While nur arose in the 13th century, going back to late High German
ni wâri, ne wâri, ne wâre (‘would it not be that’), and the subsequently evolving contamination
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niwâri, newâri, bloß arose in the 15th century, having its origin in the adjective bloß with the
meaning ‘bare’ (Pfeifer, 1995). This difference will be of importance for the discussion later
on.
Theoretical studies assume that bloß and nur do not differ when they function as FPs and
when they function as MPs in wh-questions. Interestingly, however, it is assumed that the
meaning of the MPs bloß and nur differs in imperative sentences. The MP nur in imperative
sentences leads to a permission reading, as has been shown in Chapter 1, example 3, repeated
here for convenience in 9.
(9) Mach nur das Fenster auf!
make part the window open
‘Go ahead and open the window!’
If nur is replaced by bloß, the sentence is interpreted differently. Imperative sentences
containing the MP bloß are interpreted as a command, as shown in 10. According to Thurmair
(1989), the strengthening meaning of bloß can be so strong that it sometimes even turns into
a threat.
(10) Mach bloß das Fenster auf!
make part the window open
‘Open the window! Or otherwise you will be punished’
While the imperative sentence without the MP is ambiguous between the command and
the permission reading, the particles bloß and nur disambiguate this sentence.
Besides the different meaning contributions in imperative sentences, which have been
attested in the theoretical literature (see, e.g., Thurmair, 1989, Bayer and Obenauer, 2011), the
meaning contribution of bloß/nur as MPs in wh-questions needs some further inspection. In
light of the principle of economy, it is rather unlikely that two MPs have exactly the same
meaning–that is, it is reasonable to assume that there are differences between bloß and nur as
MPs, also in wh-questions. These differences might be subtle, so that they have not yet been
unveiled by introspective judgments. In the two experiments presented below, I investigated
whether bloß and nur as MPs are processed differently in wh-questions. This question is
accompanied by the general question of how the MP meaning is processed compared to the
counterpart meaning, i.e. the FP meaning.

7.2 Reading experiment 3
In a word-by-word SPR experiment, I measured RTs for ambiguous target sentences with a
possible MP and FP meaning. As in Experiment 1 and 2, a preceding context disambiguated
the sentences by triggering either the MP or the FP meaning. The results of Experiment 2
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suggest that the MP meaning is processed fast in the case of bloß. The question is, whether
this also holds for the particle nur, and for wh-questions. I hypothesized that if the MP
meaning is stronger in the case of bloß than in the case of nur, sentences containing bloß
should be processed faster when a preceding context triggers the MP meaning than if it
triggers the FP meaning, and vice versa for nur. In this case, I expect to find an interaction
of particle (nur vs. bloß) and meaning (context triggers MP vs. FP meaning). If there is no
difference between bloß and nur in wh-questions, both particles should be processed equally
fast if the context triggers the respective meanings. In this case, I expect to find a main effect
of meaning, or no effect at all. The latter case is also in line with the prediction related to
meaning frequency. Since both words do not differ in their most frequent meaning (both
having a low-frequent MP meaning), the processing of both words should not differ.

7.2.1 Method
Participants
60 students of the University of Konstanz (17 male, 43 female, mean age 22 years) participated
in the experiment for the payment of eight Euros. All were monolingual native speakers of
German who had not been exposed to another language before the age of six. They were not
dyslexic, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Particles

The two particles bloß and nur were investigated in this experiment. Both par-

ticles have a low-frequent MP meaning. The particle bloß has an overall frequency of 93 and
a meaning-frequency bias towards the MP meaning of 7.5%. The particle nur has an overall
frequency of 6,321 and a meaning-frequency bias towards the MP meaning of 8.3%. The two
particles differ in their number of meanings: Both can function as an MP, as an FP, and as a
conjunction, while bloß can further function as an adjective.
Target sentences Twenty ambiguous target sentences containing the particle bloß were
constructed (see 11a). A further set of target sentences was constructed by replacing the
particle bloß with the particle nur (see 11b), leading to pairs of target sentences. All target
sentences comprised seven words.
(11)

a. Warum hat sie bloß
das Kleid gekauft?
why did she only/part the dress buy
‘Why did she only buy the dress?/ Why on earth did she buy the dress?’
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b. Warum hat sie nur
das Kleid gekauft?
why did she only/part the dress buy
‘Why did she only buy the dress?/ Why on earth did she buy the dress?’
Context sentences

For every target sentence pair, two context sentences were constructed

that triggered either the counterpart meaning (see 12a and 12b, target sentence in italics), or
the MP meaning (see 12c and 12d, target sentence in italics). The combination of the target
sentence pairs and the preceding contexts led to sentence quartets. The context sentences
had a length of seven words, leading to bi-clausal discourses with a length of fourteen words.
(12)

a. Hanna hätte sich viel mehr leisten können, warum hat sie bloß das Kleid
Hanna had herself much more afford could why did she only the dress
gekauft?
buy
‘Hanna was able to afford much more, why did she only buy the dress?’
b. Hanna hätte sich viel mehr leisten können, warum hat sie nur das Kleid
Hanna had herself much more afford could why did she only the dress
gekauft?
buy
‘Hanna was able to afford much more, why did she only buy the dress?’
c. Jetzt ist Hanna mal wieder total pleite, warum hat sie bloß das Kleid gekauft?
now is Hanna once again totally broke why did she part the dress buy
‘Hanna is completely broke again, why on earth did she buy the dress?’
d. Jetzt ist Hanna mal wieder total pleite, warum hat sie nur das Kleid gekauft?
now is Hanna once again totally broke why did she part the dress buy
‘Hanna is completely broke again, why on earth did she buy the dress?’

The final experimental sentences comprised of 20 experimental sentence quartets, with
twenty sentence pairs for bloß, and twenty sentence pairs for nur (see Appendix G). 60 sentence quartets, similar to the experimental sentences, but of an unrelated experiment, were
added, yielding 80 sentence quartets. 50 sentence quartets were added from another unrelated experiment. The resulting 130 sentence quartets were allocated to four lists by means
of the Latin square design. To each list, 72 filler sentences were added, leading to a total of
202 sentences on each of the four experimental lists. One fifth of all sentences were combined with a yes/no question in order to control for the participants’ sustained attention.
The questions were equally distributed over experimental sentences, unrelated sentences
and filler sentences, and over the experimental conditions.
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Pretest

As in Experiment 2, the acceptability of all sentences was tested in an acceptability

judgment experiment using the method of unspeeded magnitude estimation. To that end, 48
German native speakers (10 male, 38 female, mean age 23 years) took part in this study (two
participants were excluded from the analysis because they reported being confused by the
rating scale) for the payment of two Euros. The procedure was the same as in the pretest of
Experiment 2.
For the experimental sentences, outliers were defined as values that deviated more than
two standard deviations from a participant’s mean per condition, and were removed before
the final data analysis (1.4%). Ratings were analyzed using a linear mixed effects model, with
meaning (MP vs. counterpart) and particle (bloß vs. nur) as fixed effects, and participants
and items as random effects with random slopes. There was a significant effect of meaning (β
= 0.14, SE = 0.04, t = 3.85, p < .001), indicating that sentences were more acceptable in the MP
condition (0.45) than in the counterpart condition (0.39). Furthermore, meaning interacted
with particle (β = -0.16, SE = 0.05, t = -3.06, p < .01), indicating that the difference between
the MP condition and the counterpart condition was only present if the sentence contained
the particle bloß (0.50, 0.36, respectively). If the sentence contained the particle nur, no
difference was observed (0.40, 0.42, respectively). It should be kept in mind that the bi-clausal
discourses were identical for nur and for bloß. Therefore, it is surprising that they have been
rated differently, dependent on the particle. That the sentences containing bloß were more
acceptable in the MP condition, and less acceptable in the counterpart condition, shows that
bloß might have a preferred MP meaning. This would square with the results of Experiment 2.
Crucially, that there was no difference when the target sentences contained nur indicates
that the experimental sentences were equally acceptable, both in the MP condition, and in
the counterpart condition.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 and 2.

7.2.2 Results
Of the comprehension questions following one fifth of all experimental sentences, 9.6% were
answered incorrectly. The corresponding sentences were removed from the analysis. Furthermore, the data of seven participants were excluded from the analysis. For the RTs, a
cutoff was defined, according to which data points beyond 2,000 ms were excluded. This
affected 0.07% of the whole data set. The mean RT was 348 ms (sd 152).
Linear mixed effects analysis were performed on the RTs. As in Experiment 2, I analyzed
the whole region following the particle by means of summed RTs, since the analysis for the
single regions did not reveal any significant differences. The fixed-effects factors were mean-
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ing (MP vs. counterpart) and particle (bloß vs. nur). The random effects were intercepts for
participants and items, and by-participants and by-items random slopes for the fixed factor
meaning. Interactions were included if they contributed to model fit (obtained by comparing
the AIC between models). Furthermore, a model criticism was performed by excluding absolute standardized residuals exceeding 3 standard deviations. All reported means correspond
to the raw data.
The results show no main effects, but an interaction of meaning × particle (β = 0.03,
SE = 0.01, t = 2.17, p < .05). After reading the context that triggered the FP meaning, RTs were
longer for bloß (365 ms) than for nur (360 ms). After reading the context that triggered the
MP meaning, RTs were longer for nur (367 ms) than for bloß (361 ms).
Table 7.1 depicts the RT data for the particles bloß and nur (mean over the three words
following the particle). Figure 7.1 depicts the interaction. Appendix H provides the model
output.

meaning
FP
MP

particle
bloß
nur
365 (178) 360 (169)
361 (157) 367 (148)

Table 7.1: Experiment 3. Mean reading times in ms (sd in parentheses) of the three words
following the particle
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summed reading times

1.12

particle

bloß

1.08

nur

1.04

FP

MP

Figure 7.1: Experiment 3. Results for bloß and nur (summed RTs for the words following the
particle), error bars represent a 95% confidence interval
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7.2.3 Discussion
In this reading experiment, I investigated the processing of the MP and the FP meaning
of bloß and nur - two particles that are assumed to be mutually exchangeable when they
function as FPs and as MPs in wh-questions. Generally, there was no difference between
the MP and the FP meaning, or between bloß and nur per se, indicating that participants
did not have a general preference for one meaning or one particle. However, the results of
the reading experiment reveal interesting differences that have not been reported thus far.
Bloß and nur behave differently when it comes to the processing of their meanings, even
in wh-questions. While sentences containing nur are processed faster if a context triggers
the FP meaning (compared to the MP meaning), it is the other way around for bloß. As
argued at the beginning, in light of the principle of economy, it is rather unlikely that two
MPs have the exact same meaning. The present reading experiment is the first study that
approaches this issue from a processing perspective and offers evidence for differences in
meaning representation of bloß and nur.
Note that the particles do not differ in terms of meaning frequency, in that both have a lowfrequent MP meaning. However, the general frequency of nur and bloß differed strongly
(6,321 versus 93). Due to the comparably small sample of sentences containing bloß, it is
possible that a specific usage of bloß as an MP was missing in the corpus. In this case, typical
occurrences of bloß as an MP were not represented, leading to the impression that bloß
has a low MP frequency. Additional corpus studies could shed more light on the difference
between the meaning frequencies of bloß and nur and their different usages.
In the reading experiment, the particles bloß and nur were included as a within-subject
factor. Thus, participants saw sentences containing bloß and sentences containing nur, leading to a competition between both particles. It is possible that, due to this competition, bloß
was chosen for the MP meaning, and nur was chosen for the FP meaning. The question is,
whether this difference also arises when there is no competition, that is, when participants
either see the particle bloß, or the particle nur. Furthermore, does the difference also arise
when another experimental method is used? Experiment 4 aims at addressing this question.

7.3 Experiment 4 – Auditory comprehension experiment
In order to see whether similar results can be obtained by using a different experimental
method, I conducted an auditory comprehension experiment with the method of a forcedchoice task. To that end, sentences containing the ambiguous particles were not presented
visually, but auditorily. To see whether the difference between bloß and nur also arises when
there is no competition between both particles, I included the factor particle as a betweensubject factor. As a result, participants saw sentences containing either the particle bloß, or
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the particle nur.

7.3.1 Method
Participants
30 students of the University of Konstanz (5 male, 25 female, mean age 24 years) participated
in the experiment for the payment of four Euros. All were monolingual native speakers of
German who had not been exposed to another language before the age of six. They were not
dyslexic, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Particles

The particles investigated in this experiment were the same as in Experiment 3,

namely bloß and nur.
Target sentences

The target sentences were the same as in Experiment 3, except for the

fact that they were presented auditorily, and not visually in written form. To that end, two
versions of each target sentence were recorded–one version triggering the MP meaning,
and one triggering the FP meaning. An informal questioning3 indicated that the preferred
intonation related to the MP meaning was a pitch accent on the finite verb (e.g., Warum
HAT Hanna bloß/nur das Kleid gekauft; capital letters indicate stress), and the preferred
intonation related to the FP meaning was a pitch accent on the focused constituent (e.g.,
Warum hat Hanna bloß/nur das KLEID gekauft). However, the questioning further pointed
to the possibility that the intonation for the FP meaning is still ambiguous between the MP
and the FP meaning. Therefore, with respect to Experiment 4, I predicted that participants
perform at chance level in the FP condition. In Section 4.3, I argued that a focus on the
particle itself would exclude the MP meaning, since MPs are usually not stressed. However,
I did not prefer a pitch accent on the particle in order to trigger the FP meaning in this
experiment, since such an accent would guide the participant’s attention to the particle. As
a consequence, there would have been a greater attention to the particle in the FP condition
than in the MP condition.
All sentences containing the particle bloß were recorded by a female speaker of German.
The speaker was instructed to read out the sentences with the respective pitch accents, trying
to keep the rest of the sentences as neutral as possible. The intonation contours for the FP and
MP conditions are depicted in Figure 7.2 and 7.3. The pitch range for the two conditions did
3

Colleagues were presented with one pair of bi-clausal discourses of Experiment 3, where one context triggered
the MP meaning, and one context triggered the FP meaning. They had to read the bi-clausal discourses aloud.
Since the target sentences were disambiguated by the preceding contexts, the speakers were able to read the
sentences with the specific intonations.
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not differ (β = -1.6, SE = 1.4, t = -1.09, p =.28). However, importantly, the two conditions exhibit significant differences between the critical pitch accent positions, with the critical pitch
accent occurring earlier in the MP condition than in the FP condition (β = -109.3, SE = 7.96,
t = -13.73, p <.001).
In order to keep the sentences for bloß and nur as uniform as possible, the recorded sentences containing the particle bloß were edited. To that end, one target sentence of the MP
condition and one target sentence of the FP condition were recorded with the particle nur
instead of bloß. Afterwards, in all audio files containing the particle bloß, bloß was replaced
by nur. This procedure did not lead to a decrease in naturalness, or to a disruption, since
participants did not report anything of this kind after performing the task.
Context sentences

The contexts were the same as in Experiment 3. Every target sentence

was paired with the two contexts triggering the MP or the FP meaning, leading to sentence
pairs. In contrast to Experiment 3, the contexts followed the target sentences and the target
sentences were disambiguated by intonation (as described above). Altogether, the experimental material comprised twenty sentence pairs for the particle bloß, and twenty sentence
pairs for the particle nur, leading to sentence quartets. These sentence quartets were divided
into two lists, so that the factor particle (bloß vs. nur) was included as a between-subjects
factor. 48 pairs of filler sentences4 were added to each list. The resulting 68 sentence pairs in
each list were further divided into two lists, so that the factor meaning (MP vs. FP meaning)
was included as a within-subject factor. In total, each participant saw 68 sentences.
Procedure
After reading a short lead-in text on a screen (e.g., Peter fragt:, ‘Peter asks:’), which was terminated by a button press, participants heard the recorded target sentence with one of the
two possible intonations via headphones (e.g., Warum hat Hanna nur das KLEID gekauft).
After the target sentence was presented, both context sentences (indicated by ‘A:’ and ‘B:’)
appeared simultaneously on a screen, one above the other and in randomized order. Participants hat to decide as fast as possible which context fits the auditorily presented target
sentence best. Participants gave their answer (A or B) by pressing one of two buttons on a
keyboard. Accuracy and reaction times of the responses were measured. One example trial
is depicted in Figure 7.4.

4

I added two types of filler sentences. Sentences taken from Czypionka (2014) included an animate-inanimate
contrast in order to see whether this method unveils an animacy effect. Sentences taken from Kentner (2012)
included a stress clash in order to see whether this methods unveils effects related to prosodic differences.
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Warum hat hanna bloß das Kleid gekauft?
warum

hat

hanna

bloß

das

kleid

gekauft
max

0

min
2.052

Time (s)

Figure 7.2: Experiment 4. Intonation FP condition

Warum hat hanna bloß das kleid gekauft?
warum

hat
max

0

hanna

bloß

das

kleid

gekauft

min

Time (s)

Figure 7.3: Experiment 4. Intonation MP condition
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Figure 7.4: Experiment 4. Example trial

7.3.2 Results
The data of two participants had to be excluded because they always chose the context for the
MP meaning and therefore had an error rate of 100% with the FP meaning (one participant
had a list containing the particle nur, and one participant had a list containing the particle
bloß).
The context sentences were presented simultaneously on a screen and participants had to
read a high number of words at once. For that reason, I analyzed the accuracy of the response, and not the reaction times. An answer was correct if participants, after hearing the
intonation that triggered the MP meaning, chose the context that matched the MP meaning, and, after hearing the intonation that triggered the FP meaning, chose the context that
matched the FP meaning. The mean correct answers were 59.8%. A general linear model was
performed on the correct answers in R. The fixed-effects factors were meaning (MP vs. FP)
and particle (bloß vs. nur).
The results show a significant main effect of meaning (β = 3.06, SE = 0.3, t = 9.93, p < .001),
indicating that the intonation related to the MP meaning led to more correct answers (85%)
than the intonation related to the FP meaning (35%). Furthermore, there was a significant
main effect of particle (β = 1.10, SE = 0.26, t = 4.2, p < .001), indicating that the particle nur
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led to more correct answers (65%) than the particle bloß (55%). Finally, there was an interaction of meaning × particle (β = -1.38, SE = 0.42, t = -3.24, p = .001). The two factors
interacted in the following way: After hearing the intonation related to the FP meaning,
participants gave more correct answers when the sentence contained the particle nur (48%
correct) than when it contained the particle bloß (23% correct). After hearing the intonation
related to the MP meaning, participants did not differ in reacting to the sentences containing
the particle bloß (87% correct) and the particle nur (83% correct).
Figure 7.5 depicts this interaction, where the dotted line at 50% (chance level) illustrates
the predicted results for the intonation related to the FP meaning5 . Appendix I provides the
model output.
To control for the possibility that dialectal influences are responsible for the results, information regarding the state where the participants grew up was collected. Although the
majority grew up in Baden-Wuerttemberg (53.5%), nearly half of the participants grew up
in other states of Germany (Bavaria: 18%, Lower Saxony: 11%, Rhineland-Palatinate: 7%,
Hessia: 3.5%, North Rhine-Westphalia: 3.5%, Saarland: 3.5%). The states represented cover
the whole south-western area up to the northern part of Germany. Crucially, there are no
differences between the participants of the nur and the bloß condition. Therefore, dialectal
influences cannot explain the difference between nur and bloß found in this experiment.

5

The results for the type of filler sentences that included a stress clash also show a significant difference (β = 0.6,
SE = 0.3, t = 1.9, p = .056), in that there were more correct answers when there was no stress clash (81%) then
when there was a stress clash (71%). This indicates that the method used in this experiment is able to detect
processing differences related to the prosodic makeup.
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Figure 7.5: Experiment 4. Interaction of meaning and particle for the correct responses,
error bars represent a 95% confidence interval
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7.3.3 Discussion
In Experiment 4, I used the same sentences as in Experiment 3. This time, however, the
sentences were not disambiguated by the presence of a preceding context, but by prosodic
information. Furthermore, the factor particle was not included as a within-subject factor,
but as a between-subject factor, so that participants saw either the particle bloß, or the particle nur. It is possible that in Experiment 3, where each participant saw the particles bloß
and nur, participants developed a strategy and assigned bloß the MP meaning and nur the FP
meaning. For that reason, there was no competition in Experiment 4, and participants saw
either bloß, or nur.
In contrast to the results of Experiment 3, there were two main effects. First, the MP meaning led to more correct answers than the FP meaning. However, this result is not necessarily
informative about the processing of the different meanings, but rather about the suitability
of the respective intonation. The result confirms the hypothesis that the pitch accent on
the focus constituent is still ambiguous between the FP and the MP meaning, and that the
pitch accent on the finite verb can reliably disambiguate the meaning of the sentences. It is
an interesting result that the FP meaning, although it is more frequent than the MP meaning, is hard to disambiguate. This might be due to a correlation between frequency and the
necessity to disambiguate. A meaning that has a higher frequency and therefore a higher
probability to arise does not have to be disambiguated to the same extent as a meaning that
emerges with a lower probability. Further studies should deal with the question of how the
FP meaning of such ambiguous sentences can be unambiguously triggered.
Second, the sentences containing the particle nur led to more correct answers than sentences containing the particle bloß. This difference can be explained by differences in the
overall frequency of the two particles. According to the corpus study presented in Chapter
5, nur is more frequent than bloß, and therefore the participants might have had a general
preference for the particle nur. Note that in the auditory experiment the sentences containing the particle bloß were the natural sentences, while the sentences containing the particle
nur were created by using the sentences containing bloß and replacing bloß by nur. Thus, it
appears that the editing of the sentences had no negative impact on the processing of these
sentences.
Crucially, there is a difference between nur and bloß that corresponds with the results of
Experiment 3: The factors meaning and particle interacted. In Experiment 3, the interaction revealed that bloß has a preference for the MP meaning and nur has a preference for
the FP meaning. The interaction in Experiment 4 reveals a slightly different pattern. This
time, nur and bloß do not differ with respect to the MP meaning, but with respect to the FP
meaning. I expected performance at chance level after hearing the intonation related to the
FP meaning – this was confirmed, but only for the particle nur (48% correct). Thus, while
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the particle nur was likely to be interpreted as an FP in the FP condition, bloß was less likely
to be interpreted as an FP in the FP condition (23% correct answers). Therefore, this study,
too, indicates that the particles bloß and nur differ in wh-questions.

7.4 General discussion
In two comprehension studies, using two different methods, I investigated how the MP and
the FP meaning of the particles bloß and nur are processed, and whether the particles bloß
and nur differ in their processing.
I started this chapter with theoretical considerations on similarities and differences between the FP and the MP meaning of bloß and nur in wh-questions. I argued that if bloß/nur
function as an MP in wh-questions, such as Wer hat bloß/nur Hanna begrüßt?, the speaker
already searched for possible values for x but without success. In this example, x would be
the person who greeted Hanna. In order to find that person, the speaker has to extend the
search domain. At the same time, the speaker restricts him-/herself to x by assuming that
such a value x exists. This restriction to the value of x sets wh-questions containing the MPs
bloß/nur apart from rhetorical questions. Comparing the meaning of bloß/nur as an MP with
the eliminative meaning of bloß/nur as an FP, I argued that there is one meaning component
that is shared by the MP and the FP, namely the restrictive meaning component. Such a core
meaning also underpins the assumption that there is a polysemous relation between the MP
and the FP meaning of bloß/nur.
The results of Experiment 3 do not show a difference between the processing of the MP
and the FP meaning per se. By contrast, Experiment 4 shows a difference, in that the MP
meaning led to more correct answers than the FP meaning. However, as argued above, this
difference can be attributed to differences in suitability of the two intonations that triggered
the respective meanings. My goal was to use intonations which differed as little as possible,
but which nevertheless triggered the respective meanings reliably. As a result, while the
pitch accent on the finite verb was able to trigger the MP meaning, the pitch accent on the
focused constituent did not disambiguate the meaning successfully. Further studies should
deal with the question as to how the two meanings can be successfully disambiguated with
the help of intonation.
Turning to the comparison of bloß versus nur, the results of Experiment 3 do not show a
general difference between the two particles bloß and nur, while in Experiment 4, nur has a
processing advantage over bloß. I argued that this difference might be attributed to differences in the overall frequency, since the particle nur has a higher frequency than the particle
bloß.
Crucially, the results of both experiments show that the factors meaning and particle
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strongly interact. Looking at the results for bloß, it becomes obvious that the MP meaning
has a processing advantage over the FP meaning. Looking at the results for nur, the FP
meaning has a processing advantage over the MP meaning (Experiment 3). Compared to
Experiment 3, however, Experiment 4 shows that nur is also acceptable with the MP meaning.
This indicates that both particles have a preference for one meaning, and that this preference
seems to be stronger in the case of bloß (found in Experiment 3 and 4) than in the case of
nur (found in Experiment 3). That the preference in the case of nur is less strong than in the
case of bloß might lie in the fact that nur is generally more frequent and therefore acceptable
with several meanings.
Importantly, both experiments, in which two different methods were executed, revealed
differences between nur and bloß. While the target (and context) sentences were presented
visually in Experiment 3, the target sentences were presented auditorily in Experiment 4.
Furthermore, while the target sentences were disambiguated by a preceding context in Experiment 3, they were disambiguated by intonation in Experiment 4.
Notably, the difference between bloß and nur holds for wh-questions–a sentence type for
which no difference has been observed thus far. Theoretical studies assume that bloß and nur
do not differ when they function as FPs and when they function as MPs in wh-questions. The
results of the present study prove the opposite. I argued that in light of the principle of economy, it is rather unlikely that two MPs have exactly the same meaning. Thus, it is reasonable
to assume that there is a difference between bloß and nur as MPs, also in wh-questions. I
predicted that this difference might be subtle, so that it has not yet been unveiled by introspective judgments. However, the results of the two experiments presented in this chapter
indicate that the difference between bloß and nur in wh-questions is clearly detectable by
means of the experimental methods executed here.
One established difference between the MPs bloß and nur refers to their occurrences in
imperative sentences, where bloß leads to a command reading, and nur to a permission reading (see, e.g., Thurmair, 1989; Bayer and Obenauer, 2011). It is possible that this difference
between bloß and nur is related to the difference found in wh-questions in these experiments.
Further studies are necessary to propose a full-fledged semantic analysis of the particles bloß
and nur as MPs and as FPs in wh-questions and imperative sentences.
A further point that should be addressed is the notion of competition. In Experiment 3, nur
and bloß were included as a within-subject factor. That is, every participant saw sentences
containing nur and sentences containing bloß. It is possible that the difference between the
MP and the FP meaning of nur and bloß was attributed to the competition, in a way that
participants had the strategy of activating the MP meaning when they read bloß, and the FP
meaning when they read nur. To control for this possibility, I included bloß and nur as a
between-subject factor in Experiment 4. Crucially, as it was the case for Experiment 3, this
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experiment revealed that the factors meaning and particle interact.
Besides the difference between bloß and nur as MPs, the results of Experiment 3 and 4
further reveal a difference between bloß and nur as FPs: While nur seems to be perfectly
acceptable as an FP, the FP meaning is strongly unfavored in the case of bloß. The present
studies are thus the first studies that uncovered differences between both particles as MPs
and as FPs in wh-questions.
This dissertation is concerned with the general question of how the secondary meaning
of MPs is processed compared to the primary meaning of their counterparts. According to
multi-dimensional approaches, it is assumed that the primary meaning of the counterpart
operates at the truth-conditional meaning dimension, while the secondary meaning of the
MPs is conveyed in an additional, use-conditional meaning dimension. I predicted that, due
to this additional meaning dimension, the MP meaning is activated in a second step, resulting
in higher processing costs related to the MP meaning.
According to studies on lexical ambiguities, one can distinguish between polysemous and
homonymous words. In the case of polysemous words, the different meanings of an ambiguous word have a core meaning and are stored in one lexical entry. I argued at several
points in this thesis that this is the preferred lexical representation for MPs and their counterparts. By means of the MP and FP meaning of bloß/nur, I further elaborated on this and
demonstrated that both meanings share one core meaning.
If we now combine the idea of a common lexical representation, and the multiple meaning
dimensions, a lexical representation for bloß and nur might look like the following: There
is one lexical entry, which comprises the FP and the MP meaning, and which is composed
of different dimensions. One dimension includes the restrictive meaning, which stems from
the FP, and which can also be found in the MP. A second dimension includes the meaning
that is specific to the MP. A third dimension includes information regarding the sentence
type. In this dimension, the specific meaning of the MP interacts with the meaning of the
sentence type, accounting for the sentence-type sensitivity of MPs (see property (k), Chapter
2). In the case of the MP bloß in wh-questions, the meaning would be roughly to focus on
the act of questioning, and to strengthen the wish of finding an answer to the question. In
the case of the MP bloß in imperative sentences, the meaning would be roughly to interpret
the sentence as a command.
Crucially, what bloß and nur distinguishes is the salience of the specific meaning dimensions. In the case of bloß, the use-conditional dimension of the MP meaning is more salient,
and in the case of nur, the truth-conditional dimension of the FP meaning is more salient.
That is, the lexical entry contains information regarding the ordering of the different dimensions. Evidence for this assumption comes from the experimental findings presented in this
chapter, according to which bloß as an MP has a processing advantage over the FP meaning
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(Experiment 3 and 4), and nur as an FP has a processing advantage over the MP meaning
(Experiment 3).
In Section 7.1, I claimed that the meaning of bloß and nur as MPs is usually translated as
a ‘wh-on-earth’ expression, which belongs to the more general class of ‘wh-the-hell’ phrases
(see den Dikken and Giannakidou, 2002). Returning to the example Wer hat bloß/nur Hanna
begrüßt?, discussed in Section 7.1, a translation would be Who on earth welcomed Hanna?,
and a stronger version would be Who the hell welcomed Hanna?. The ‘wh-the-hell’ phrase
signals that if there is any person x who welcomed Hanna, then x should not have welcomed Hanna. It leads to a negative rhetorical reading. I argued that this negative rhetorical
reading is not present in the case of the MPs bloß and nur. However, since the MP meaning
is stronger perceivable in the case of bloß than in the case of nur, there might be a stronger
resemblance between bloß and the ‘wh-the-hell’ phrase, than between nur and the ‘wh-thehell’ phrase. This would also be in line with the observed negative interpretation induced by
bloß in imperative sentences (the command reading), which is absent in the case of nur.
To summarize, contrary to nur, bloß as an MP can be related to a negative connotation
in wh-questions (see 13), and in imperative sentences (see 14). 14 is an imperative sentence
that is not negated. In negated imperative sentences, as in 15, bloß and nur can both lead
to a threatening meaning; however, as pointed out by Thurmair (1989), bloß is the stronger
version6 .
(13)

Wer hat bloß Hanna begrüßt?
who has part Hanna welcomed
‘Who the hell welcomed Hanna?’

(14)

Begrüße bloß Hanna!
welcome part Hanna
‘Welcome Hanna, or otherwise, she will be angry.’

6

In example i, the particles bloß and nur co-occur in a wh-question. Since neither nur, nor bloß function as
FPs in this example, there must be a difference between nur and bloß which has to be attributed to their
use as MPs. Such examples illustrate the need of different meanings related to the two particles–otherwise,
their meaning contributions would be redundant. In light of this example, it is reasonable to assume that
nur signals that the speaker is interested in finding an answer to the question (figuratively: why is he so
unmindful). Contrary to that, bloß signals that the person the speaker refers to shouldn’t have lost his head
(figuratively: he shouldn’t be so unmindful). This is the negative rhetorical reading that is also found in the
‘wh-the-hell’ expressions.
(i)

Wo
hat er nur heute bloß wieder seinen Kopf?
where has he part today part again his
head
‘Where the hell is his head again/ Why the hell is he so unmindful again?’

(http://www.toonsup.com/cartoons/feststellung+5, Aufrufdatum: 2018-04-26)
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(15) Begrüße bloß/nur nicht Hanna!
welcome part
not Hanna
‘Don’t welcome Hanna, or otherwise, you will be punished.’
The source for the negative meaning component in the case of bloß might be the fact that
bloß as an MP arose from the adjective bloß with the meaning ‘bare’. Future research should
investigate the role of the negative meaning component in the case of bloß, and the relation
between bloß as an MP in wh-questions and imperative sentences.
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In this thesis, I approached ambiguous particles in German, which can function as MPs and
as counterparts, from a psycholinguistic perspective. I referred to the counterpart meaning
as primary meaning, since it is the historical origin, and to the MP meaning as secondary
meaning, having developed from the primary meaning of the counterpart. The first goal was
to investigate experimentally how the secondary meaning of MPs and the primary meaning
of their counterparts are processed. A second goal was to investigate how the different
meanings are related to each other.
MPs and their counterparts show several different semantic and syntactic properties. One
crucial difference is the meaning contribution made by both particles: While the counterpart
usually influences the truth-conditional meaning of the sentence hosting the particle, the MP
never influences the truth-conditional meaning of the sentence. Rather, it adds an additional
use-conditional meaning to the host sentence.
This dissertation focused on the meaning contributions as described above. Theoretically,
these different meaning contributions are captured by multi-dimensional approaches, such
as the hybrid-semantics framework (see, e.g., Gutzmann, 2015b). According to this approach,
the different meanings are conveyed in different meaning dimensions, i.e. a truth-conditional
and a use-conditional, whereby the use-conditional dimension is an additional dimension,
independent from the truth-conditional dimension. The third goal of this thesis was to shed
light on the question as to whether one can find experimental evidence for the existence
of different meaning dimensions in the case of German particles. In light of the multidimensional approach, I predicted that the use-conditional meaning of the MPs would be
accessed in a second step, preceded by accessing the primary meaning of the counterpart
and the meaning of the host sentence. Thus, I predicted that the MP induces higher processing costs.
On the other hand, MPs have the function of guiding the comprehension process and
signaling to the speaker how an utterance should be interpreted. In light of this function, I
predicted that the utterance containing an MP would be processed fast and would exhibit a
processing advantage over the sentence containing the counterpart.
Returning to the terms primary and secondary meaning, I argued that the definition depends on perspective. From a psycholinguistic perspective, a primary meaning can be understood in terms of the most frequent meaning, and a secondary meaning in terms of a less
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frequent meaning. Psycholinguistic studies further show that the processing of ambiguous
words, such as the particles investigated here, can be influenced by meaning-frequency information, such that the more frequent meaning exhibits a processing advantage over the
less frequent meaning. In order to take this into account, I conducted a corpus study with
the goal of collecting meaning-frequency data for the particles of interest.
In the following, I will summarize the results of the corpus study presented in Chapter
5, and of the experiments presented in Chapters 6 and 7, and discuss them in light of the
theoretical background presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. After the summary, I highlight the
major findings and draw conclusions with respect to the overall questions of this dissertation.
I will close this chapter with an outlook for future research.

8.1 Summary of the results
The goal of the corpus study was to determine whether particles, such as nur and bloß, differ
with respect to their overall frequency, and whether the different meanings of each particle,
such as the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning of nur, differ with respect to their relative frequency. So far, no frequency data that distinguish between the different meanings are
available. In that sense, the results of the corpus study make an important contribution to the
research on German particles. The results of the twelve particles investigated in this corpus
study indicate the following: First, the particles differ in terms of their overall frequency, in
that some particles are more frequent than others. Second, each particle has meanings that
differ in terms of their relative frequencies, in that some particles have a high-frequent MP
meaning, and some have a high-frequent counterpart meaning. These frequency data are
included in the subsequent comprehension experiments.
In two reading-comprehension experiments, using the SPR paradigm, I investigated how
the secondary meaning of MPs is processed compared to the primary meaning of their counterparts. To that end, I used ambiguous target sentences containing an ambiguous particle,
alongside contexts that disambiguated the target sentences. In Experiment 1, the context
either preceded or followed the target sentence. In Experiment 2, the context preceded the
target sentence. In light of multi-dimensional approaches (see Chapter 3), which assume
that MPs convey their meaning in an additional meaning dimension, I expected to find processing differences between the meaning of the MPs and the meaning of their counterparts.
Specifically, I predicted to find a contrast between accessing the meaning of the MP and processing the meaning of the MP. Due to the additional dimension of meaning, I predicted that
the meaning of the MP is accessed in a second step (after the meaning of the counterpart
is accessed). However, due to the general function of MPs, I predicted that the meaning of
the MP, once activated, is processed faster than the meaning of the counterpart. I further
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investigated to what extent factors like context and meaning frequency influence processing.
The first experiment probed into the processing of ten different particles and revealed a
processing difference between the MP and the counterpart meaning: While the meaning
of the MP induced processing costs at a point two words after the particle, it gave rise to
a processing advantage over the counterpart meaning at the end of the sentence. I argued
that these processing costs are related to accessing the MP meaning, and that the processing
advantage is due to their general function of guiding the comprehension process. Furthermore, since the meaning of the MP does not further interact with the meaning of the host
sentence, the processing of the MP’s meaning, once activated, proceeds fast. As predicted,
the results provide evidence for a contrast between accessing and processing the secondary
meaning of MPs, which is compatible with a multi-dimensional approach towards the meaning of German particles (see Chapter 3). At the same time, the general semantic and syntactic properties that distinguish counterparts from MPs (see Chapter 2) are responsible for
the high processing costs related to the primary meaning of the counterparts that arise in
the sentence-final region. One example mentioned in the discussion of Experiment 1, on the
basis of the particles bloß and nur, involved focus ambiguities that arise when bloß and nur
function as counterparts, but not as MPs. Thus, the multi-dimensional approach, together
with the general properties of MPs and their counterparts, suffice to explain the pattern of
results found in Experiment 1.
In Experiment 1, the context either preceded or followed the ambiguous target sentence.
In light of processing accounts of globally ambiguous sentences (see Chapter 4), the pattern
of results found for the condition in which context preceded the target sentence is also in
line with the serial processing model: one meaning is activated, and only when this meaning
is found to be not consistent with the context, the second meaning becomes activated (see,
e.g., Frazier and Rayner, 1982). Thus, serial processing can explain the processing costs, but
not the sentence-final processing advantage, related to the meaning of the MPs.
The results found for the condition in which the context followed the target sentence provide evidence for a shallow parsing of the ambiguous sentence that persists until enough
information is available to guide the comprehension process.
Meaning frequency has an influence in the immediate area of the particle, which also spills
over into the adjacent region, showing that words with a high-frequent MP meaning are processed more slowly than words with a low-frequent MP meaning. This is an interesting result
that has not been observed thus far. Furthermore, based on studies presented in Chapter 4,
I predicted that words with a high-frequent MP meaning are processed faster when a context triggers the MP meaning than when it triggers the counterpart meaning (and vice versa
for words with a low-frequent MP meaning). However, this prediction has not been confirmed, indicating that meaning frequency is not an especially strong cue when it comes to
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the resolution of ambiguities in the case of German particles.
The results of Experiment 2, which probed into the processing of four different particles,
show that three of the four particles exhibit (at least a tendency of) a processing advantage of
the MP meaning over the counterpart meaning. The stimuli of Experiment 2 were controlled
as precisely as possible for factors like length and frequency, with the unpleasant side effect
of a decreased acceptability of some sentences. The results for the particles auch and doch–
particles, for which the sentences, under the different conditions, did not differ in terms of
acceptability–show that the MP meaning has (at least a tendency of) a processing advantage
over the counterpart meaning. Crucially, auch and doch differ in terms of meaning frequency
(auch has a high-frequent counterpart meaning and doch a high-frequent MP meaning), what
again indicates that meaning frequency does not have a strong influence on the processing
of ambiguous particles.
Finally, I presented a case study on the particles nur and bloß (two particles that are assumed to be mutually exchangeable) in wh-questions (a sentence type in which no difference
between the meanings has thus far been reported). Furthermore, the particles nur and bloß
do not differ in terms of meaning frequency, in that both have a high-frequent counterpart
meaning. This notwithstanding, the results of one reading and one auditory comprehension
experiment show that both particles behave differently when it comes to the processing of
their meanings, even in wh-questions. While nur shows a preference for the counterpart
meaning (a focus particle meaning) in Experiment 3, bloß shows a clear preference for the
MP meaning in Experiment 3 and 4. This result was observed cross-modally in the reading
and in the listening task. That bloß is reserved for the MP meaning and nur for the counterpart meaning suggests that the meaning representation of both particles differs. I argued that
this is reasonable in light of the principle of economy, according to which it is unlikely that
two particles have exactly the same meaning. Crucially, the present experiments are the first
that reveal a difference between nur and bloß as MPs and as counterparts in wh-questions.
I illustrated how these findings are compatible with a multi-dimensional approach to meaning, and what a representation of the meaning of bloß and nur might look like. I argued that
both meanings are incorporated into one lexical entry, thereby defending the view of a polysemous relation between the meanings of MPs and their counterparts. Within the lexical
entry, the different meanings–i.e. the truth-conditional meaning of the counterpart and the
use-conditional meaning of the MP–are related to different meaning dimensions. The results for bloß and nur suggest that the lexical entry further contains information regarding
the ordering of the meaning dimensions, in that one meaning dimension is more salient than
the other. In the case of bloß, the use-conditional meaning of the MP is more salient and is
therefore accessed first. In the case of nur, the truth-conditional meaning of the counterpart
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is more salient and is therefore accessed first. The results further suggest that this ordering does not depend on meaning-frequency information, since bloß and nur both have a
low-frequent MP meaning.
The studies presented in this dissertation are the first psycholinguistic studies that approached MPs and their counterparts experimentally. The semantic and syntactic properties
of MPs and their counterparts were taken into account, while factors that are known to influence the processing of ambiguous structures were controlled for as precisely as possible.
Thus, by building a bridge between theoretical work on particles and experimental work on
lexical and syntactic ambiguities, this dissertation fills a gap in the field of experimental work
on German particles.

8.2 Final conclusions
The final conclusions drawn from the findings of this thesis will be oriented towards the
three general questions presented in Chapter 1.
The processing of the primary and secondary meaning of German particles

Al-

though the meaning differences between MPs and their counterparts are subtle, especially
when using ambiguous sentences, this thesis illustrates that processing differences are clearly
detectable by means of experimental methods. After investigating a large set of MPs, this
study narrowed its focus to that of a case study on the two particles bloß and nur. The results of all experiments indicate that there is a difference between the primary meaning of
the counterparts and the secondary meaning of the MPs. Thus, the results of the present thesis are the first to reveal processing differences between the different meanings of German
particles. Interestingly, the results fit into two patterns. First, the secondary meaning of the
MP induces processing costs as the sentence is processed. This corresponds with the fact that
the secondary meaning of an MP is derived from the primary meaning of its counterpart, and
that the primary meaning thus has a preferred status. The result is also in line with findings
on the processing of syntactic ambiguities. These show that one meaning is activated first;
only if this meaning is not consistent with a preceding context will the secondary meaning of the sentence become activated. However, this does not explain the second pattern of
results found in the reading experiments for the sentence-final region, which indicate that
the secondary meaning of the MP has a processing advantage over the primary meaning of
the counterpart. This result can be explained by the general function of MPs: they guide
the comprehension process and signal to the speaker how to interpret an utterance. This
is especially useful if, as presented in Chapter 1, the literal meaning of a sentence leads to
different utterance meanings. The MP signals to the speaker which utterance meaning is
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preferred, thereby optimizing the comprehension process.
The relation between the secondary meaning of the MPs and the primary meaning
of their counterparts

In a polysemous relationship, the different meanings of an am-

biguous word share one core meaning, and are stored in one lexical entry. In this thesis, I
defended the view that there is a polysemous relation between the primary meaning of the
counterparts and the secondary meaning of the MPs. This is reasonable in light of the fact
that a) it is more parsimonious, b) the meaning of the MP has developed out of the meaning of the counterpart, and c) the MP and the counterpart often share one core meaning.
From a psycholinguistic point of view, it is assumed that the meanings of words that are in
a polysemous relation exhibit a processing advantage over those that are in a homonymous
relation (and thus do not share a lexical entry). In fact, the results of Experiments 1, 3 and
4 provide evidence for a polysemous relation. First, in Experiment 1, I included the number
of meanings an ambiguous particle has as a control predictor. There was a strong tendency
indicating that particles with a large number of different meanings are processed faster than
particles with fewer different meanings. That more meanings would lead to a processing
advantage speaks in favor of a polysemous relation between them.
Furthermore, the case studies on the particles bloß and nur (Experiment 3 and 4) show that
the MP meaning and the counterpart meaning of both particles share a common semantic
denominator. The processing differences between both meanings in interaction with both
particles indicate that each particle is reserved for a specific meaning: while bloß is reserved
for the MP meaning, nur is reserved for the counterpart meaning. This is reasonable in light
of a common lexical representation of both meanings, as discussed below.
The existence of different dimensions of meaning

The obtained results are best ex-

plained by the existence of different meaning dimensions. That the MP conveys its meaning in an additional meaning dimension explains the extra processing costs related to the
MP meaning that were found in Experiment 1. However, since this additional meaning dimension does not further interact with the meaning of the sentence that hosts the MP, the
MP meaning, once activated, is processed fast (see Experiment 1 and 2). Furthermore, the
hitherto undetected processing differences between the MP and the counterpart meaning of
bloß and nur can be explained by the existence of different meaning dimensions. Crucially,
both meanings are incorporated into one lexical item in the form of different dimensions,
whereby one meaning dimension is marked as more salient. The existence of a polysemous
relationship and a common lexical representation in the case of particles has been widely
neglected in the multi-dimensional approach. Rather, it has been assumed that MPs are
expletive use-conditional items, i.e. items that convey their meaning in a single meaning
dimension. However, if both meanings share one lexical entry, the primary meaning of the
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counterparts is activated as well. As a consequence, the particle itself conveys meanings in
both dimensions, i.e. the meaning of the counterpart in one dimension, and the meaning of
the MP in another dimension.
The results of the present thesis suggest that the primary and secondary meanings of German particles differ in many respects, but are nevertheless strongly connected–an observation of great importance for the study of primary and secondary meanings in general. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, secondary meanings can be found in the field of use-conditional
items like damn, or bloody. In 1a, the speaker has a negative attitude towards a specific person. As in the case of particles, these words have primary meanings. 1b illustrates that, if
bloody is used with the primary meaning, the speaker does not express a negative attitude
towards the specific person.
(1)

a. I can’t stand his bloody face.
b. After the fight, he had to wash his bloody face.

Other instances of secondary meaning can be found in the field of figurative language, such
as idioms. Every idiom arose from a primary, literal expression; however, idioms differ with
respect to the status of their literal counterpart. For some idioms, the words of the idiom can
be used literally, but the combination does not lead to a plausible, or possible literal meaning
(see 2a). For other idioms, the words of the idiom can be used literally, and the combination
does also lead to a plausible literal meaning (see 2b)1 . Thus, the primary, literal meaning of
idioms is more or less present when the secondary, figurative meaning is encountered.
(2)

a. Why don’t you just zip your lips!
b. The whole day, he is blowing smoke in her eyes.

It is an open question in how far the primary meanings are involved in the processing of
these instances of secondary meanings. The results of the experiments on German particles
presented here suggest that primary meanings play a substantial role in the processing of
secondary meanings.

1

Other ways to classify the meaning of idioms are as transparent (one can recognize the rational behind the
figuration) vs. opaque (one cannot recognize the rational behind the figuration), or as compositional (the
parts of the literal expression correspond to the parts involved in the figuration) vs. noncompositional (the
parts of the literal expression do not correspond to the parts involved in the figuration).
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Further findings

Beyond the three main research questions, I also asked whether factors

that are known to influence the processing of ambiguities influence the processing of German
particles. To that end, I investigated the role of meaning frequency and of the presence of a
context. The results of all studies indicate that a preceding context is crucial when it comes
to the resolution of ambiguities in the use of German particles, and that even a short context
of seven words suffices to trigger the meaning of ambiguous sentences. According to studies
on the role of meaning frequency in resolving lexical ambiguities, as presented in Chapter 4,
the effect of meaning frequency is strong and cannot be overridden by the presence of a
context. However, this was not the result of the experiments presented here. Crucially,
words that differed in their most frequent meaning (e.g. auch and doch, Experiment 2) were
not processed differently, while words that did not differ in their most frequent meaning (e.g.
bloß and nur) were. This indicates that meaning-frequency information is not as critical for
the processing of German particles as was expected in light of studies on lexical ambiguities.
Nevertheless, the early effect found in Experiment 1, i.e. that words with a high-frequent
MP meaning are processed more slowly than words with a low-frequent MP meaning, is an
interesting result that has not yet been observed.

8.3 Outlook for future research
Some questions and observations remain that deserve further investigation in the scope of
future work.
First of all, this is the first study that approached the meaning contribution of MPs and
their counterparts experimentally. Although the results of the separate experiments are in
line with each other, further studies will be necessary in order to replicate the findings.
This replication should target ambiguous sentences, as investigated in this work, but should
also extend to unambiguous sentences. In addition, further case studies are necessary in
order to account for individual differences between the single particles and their counterparts. Additional methods like brain imaging should also be employed in order to gain a
better understanding of the neurological processes underlying the processing of the different meaning contributions of German particles, and of primary and secondary meanings in
general. Finally, priming-studies can be employed in order to investigate as to what extent
the primary meaning of the particles is activated in the processing of sentences with a clear
and unambiguous MP meaning.
Furthermore, the results of Experiment 4 indicate that the intonation that was supposed to
trigger the focus particle meaning of nur and bloß was not optimal and did not disambiguate
the sentences reliably. Further studies should focus on finding a suitable intonation that
renders such sentences unambiguous.
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8.3 Outlook for future research
Regarding the two particles bloß and nur, I argued that bloß, in contrast to nur, is related
to a negative meaning component. This meaning component becomes obvious in imperative
sentences, which can be interpreted as commands, or even as threats. The open question is
whether this negative component is also present in the case of wh-questions. I introduced
the English ‘wh-the-hell’ expression, which is used to translate the meaning contribution of
the MPs bloß and nur in wh-questions. Although I argued that the ‘wh-the-hell’ expression
is related to a negative rhetorical reading, which is not the case in the German MPs, it is
possible that such a negative reading is indeed present in the case of bloß. Further studies
should elaborate on the negative meaning component of the particle bloß, and on the relation
between the MP meaning of bloß and nur in wh-questions and imperative sentences.
The relation of the MP meaning to the counterpart meanings has thus far not been addressed by multi-dimensional approaches. The results of the present study speak in favor
of a relation between the meanings of MPs and the meanings of their counterparts, and an
incorporation of both meanings into one lexical representation. As a consequence, all the
meanings of an ambiguous particle are accessed as soon as the speaker or hearer is confronted with the particle. This calls into question the analysis of MPs as expletive UCIs by
Gutzmann (2015b). According to Gutzmann, expletive UCIs contribute use-conditional, but
no truth-conditional content. However, if MPs and their counterparts share one lexical entry, and if both meanings are always activated, it is questionable as to whether they only
contribute use-conditional content. Further studies should award counterparts a greater significance when dealing with German MPs.
I argued that a lexical entry might include information regarding the ordering of the meaning dimensions. This needs to be further elaborated. It remains an open question as to how
a derivation would look if information regarding the ordering of dimensions was included.
The particles bloß and nur differ in their preference for a specific meaning, although both
particles do not differ in terms of meaning frequency. This suggests that meaning-frequency
information is not the source for the ordering constraint. I claimed that an ordering occurs
with regard to the salience of one meaning. According to Giora (1997), a salient meaning
is a conventional, frequent, and familiar meaning, or a meaning that is enhanced by prior
context. Admittedly, this definition does not render the term salience clearer. Thus, it is an
open question as to which factors exactly influence the ordering of the different meaning
dimensions.
Finally, in Chapter 2, I presented an ambiguity in the case of adverbs like sicher, which
can lead to a manner reading and a speaker-oriented reading. I argued that this ambiguity
strongly resembles the ambiguity of the particle ruhig, which can lead to a manner reading
and an MP reading. The speaker-oriented reading of sicher and the MP meaning of ruhig
show similarities. For instance, both have wide scope, and both convey an attitude on the
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8 Conclusions
part of the speaker. It remains to be determined whether speaker-oriented adverbials and
MPs differ with respect to their processing, and whether multi-dimensional approaches can
be applied to speaker-oriented adverbials as well.
Taken together, the present thesis yielded novel results regarding the processing of the
different meaning contributions of German particles. It therefore laid the foundation for
experimental work on the meaning contributions of German particles, and on primary and
secondary meaning in general. Future studies should continue from here in order to gain a
deeper understanding of the processing and representation of primary and secondary meanings.
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Appendices

A Frequency information based on a
search of children’s books
A.1 Results
Particle
auch
bloß
doch
eben
einfach
erst
gleich
nur
ruhig
schon
vielleicht
wohl

MP
6
2
36
5
17
0
0
20
2
0
0
9

Counterpart
52
1
17
0
0
3
9
23
3
29
2
0

n
58
3
53
5
17
3
9
43
5
29
2
9

MP-ratio
0.10
0.67
0.68
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.40
0.00
0.00
1.00

Table A.1: Raw frequency data based on the search of children’s books

A.2 References
Tolle Vorlesegeschichten mit Peppa. Hamburg: Nelson, 2003.
Der kleine Igel und der Weihnachtsschlitten. Maxi Pixi-Serie 62, Nr. 239. Hamburg: Carlsen,
2017.
Leo Lausemaus - Lili geht aufs Töpfchen. Pixie-Serie 219, Nr. 1991. Hamburg: Carlsen, 2013.
Leo Lausemaus - Will nicht teilen. Pixie-Serie 219, Nr. 1987. Hamburg: Carlsen, 2013.
Ganz, ganz langsam, sagte das Faultier. Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 2002.
Butz und Rosi ziehen um. München: Susanna Rieder, 2017.
Ein Tag voller Abenteuer. Hamburg: Carlsen, 2017.
Pippi Langstrumpf feiert Weihnachten. Hamburg: Friedrich Oetinger, 2014.
Und dann? Meine Tiergeschichten mit Überraschungen. Hamburg: Carlsen, 2013.

A Frequency information based on a search of children’s books
Alles Abenteuer mit dem kleinen Raben Socke, Stuttgart: Thienemann-Esslinger, 2015.
Bobo Siebenschläfer - Bobo sagt: Tut nicht weh!. Pixie-Serie 214, Nr. 1943. Hamburg: Carlsen,
2013.
Der kunterbunte Zauberesel. Oldenburg: Lappan, 2017.
Wo ist mein Kuschelbär, Bath: Parragon, 2008.
Hasenbauch kitzeln. Münster: Coppenrath, 2017.
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The following sentences are bi-clausal discourses, whereby the context sentence always precedes the target sentence. (a) is always the condition where the context triggers the counterpart meaning, and (b) is the condition where the context triggers the MP meaning. The
target sentences contain the ambiguous particles, highlighted by bold face letters.
(1)

a. Tom macht es dieses Mal seinem Freund gleich, er hat auch die Prüfung bestanden.
Tom makes it this time his
friend equal he has also the exam passed
‘This time, Tom joins his friends - he has also passed the exam.’
b. Toms Freunde gehen
heute mit ihm feiern, aber er hat auch die Prüfung
Tom’s friends are going today with him celebrate but he has part the exam
bestanden.
passed
‘Tom’s friends are going to celebrate with him, but this is hardly surprising because
he passed the exam.’

(2)

a. Peter wird schon zehn Jahre alt und das Mädchen hat heute auch Geburtstag.
Peter will already ten years old and the girl
has today also birthday
‘Peter turns ten and today is also the girl’s birthday.’
b. Sie hat ganz viele Geschenke bekommen, aber das Mädchen hat heute auch
she has very lot presents gotten
but the girl
has today part
Geburtstag.
birthday
‘She has got a lot of presents, but this is hardly surprising because today is the
girl’s birthday. ’

(3)

a. Der Mann feiert
seinen 90. Geburstag und die Frau ist auch schon sehr
the man celebrates his
90. birthday and the women is also already very
alt.
old
‘The man celebrates his 90th birthday and the woman is also very old.’
b. Ihr wurde freundlich ein Sitzplatz angeboten, aber die Frau ist auch schon
her was kindly
a seat
offered
but the women is part already
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sehr alt.
very old
‘Someone offered her kindly a seat, but this is hardly surprising because the woman
is very old.’
(4)

a. Ben hat bei den Vorbereitungen viel mitgeholfen und das Mädchen ist auch
Ben has with the arrangements a lot helped
and the girl
is also
sehr fleißig.
very diligent
‘Ben helped a lot with the arrangements and the girl is also very diligent.’
b. Sie hat bisher nur gute Noten bekommen, aber das Mädchen ist auch sehr
she has so far only good grades received
but the girl
is part very
fleißig.
diligent
‘So far, she received good grades, but this is hardly surprising because the girl is
very diligent.’

(5)

a. Steffi ist im
Handball- und im
Leichtathletikverein und Michael macht
Steffi is with the handbal and with the athletic club
and Michael makes
auch viel
Sport.
also a lot of sport
‘Steffi is with the handbal and with the athletic club and Michael also makes a lot
of sport.’
b. Er ist dünn und gleichzeitig
sehr muskulös, aber Michael macht auch
he is skinny and at the same time very buff
but Michael makes part
viel
Sport.
a lot of sport
‘He is skinny and at the same time very buff, but this is hardly surprising because
he does a lot of sport.’

(6)

a. Ich brauch doch
auch einen rechten, was mach ich bloß mit dem linken
I need you know also a
right one what do I only with the left
Schuh?
shoe
‘I also need the right one, as you know. What shall I only do with the left shoe?’
b. Der Absatz bricht immer wieder ab, was mach ich bloß mit dem linken Schuh?
the heel break always again off what do I part with the left shoe

‘The heel breaks over and over, what on earth shall I do with the left shoe?’
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(7)

a. Die restlichen Zimmer sind auch schmutzig, wer hat bloß den Boden im
Flur
the other
rooms are also dirty
who has only the floor in the hall
gewischt?
wiped
‘The other rooms are also dirty, who wiped only the floor in the hall?’
b. Hier ist noch Schneematsch von Draußen, wer hat bloß den Boden im
Flur
here is still mud
from outside who has part the floor in the hall
gewischt?
wiped
‘Here is still mud from outside, who on earth wiped the floor in the hall?’

(8)

a. Die Blumen im
Garten sind ganz vertrocknet, wer hat bloß die Hecke
the flowers in the garden are totally withered
who has only the hedge
gegossen?
watered
‘The flowers in the garden are totally withered, who watered only the hedge?’
b. Alle Blätter sind ganz welk und vertrocknet, wer hat bloß die Hecke gegossen?
all leaves are totally limp and withered
who has part the hedge watered
‘All leaves are totally limp and withered, who on earth watered the hedge?’

(9)

a. Ich brauche auch noch Tinte und Papier, was soll ich bloß mit dem Federhalter
I need also still ink and paper what shall I only with a dip pen
machen?
do
‘I also need ink and paper - a dip pen alone is fairly futile.’
b. Ich benutze nur noch Computer zum Schreiben, was soll ich bloß mit dem
I am using only still computer for writing what shall I part with a
Federhalter machen?
dip pen
do
‘I am using nothing but a computer to write, what on earth shall I do with the dip
pen?’

(10)

a. Man braucht doch
auch einen Videorekorder, was soll man bloß mit
one needs you know also a
video recorder what shall one only with
einer Videokassette anfangen?
a
video cassette do
‘One also needs a video recorder, as you know. A video cassette alone is fairly
futile.’
b. Heutzutage gibt es nur noch DVDs, was soll man bloß mit einer Videokassette
nowadays exist it only still DVDs what shall one part with a
video cassette
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anfangen?
do
‘Nowadays, you can only buy DVDs, what on earth shall I do with a video cassette?’
(11)

a. Ich hatte es eigentlich nicht vor aber ich habe es ihr doch
erzählt.
I had it actually not before but I have it her nevertheless told
‘Actually, I did not intend to, but nevertheless I told her.’
b. Merkwürdig, aber sie müsste
es eigentlich wissen, ich habe es ihr doch
strange
but she would have to it actually know I have it her part
erzählt.
told
‘It is really strange. Actually she should know that, because I told her (as you
know).’

(12)

a. Auch wenn du mir davon abgeraten
hast aber ich habe den Film doch
also if
you me from it advised against have but I have the movie still
gesehen.
seen
‘You advised me against it, but I nevertheless watched the movie.’
b. Du musst mir die Handlung nicht erneut erzählen, ich habe den Film doch
you must me the plot
not again tell
I have the movie part
gesehen.
seen
‘You don’t have to tell the plot once again, because I watched the movie (as you
know).’

(13)

a. Ich wollte eigentlich schon ins Bett gehen aber ich habe doch
noch
I would actually already into bed go
but I have nevertheless still
gelernt.
learned
‘Actually I wanted to go to bed early, but nevertheless I learned instead.’
b. Warum habe ich so eine schlechte Note bekommen, ich habe doch noch gelernt.
why have I so a bad
grade received
I have part still learned
‘Why did I receive such a bad grade? It shouldn’t be that way, because I learned
(as you know).’

(14)

a. Sie war zwar
nicht dreckig aber ich habe die Wäsche doch
noch
it was admittedly not dirty but I have the clothes nevertheless still
gewaschen.
washed
‘Admittedly, it was not dirty but nevertheless I washed the clothes.’
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b. Ich wundere
mich über die Flecken, ich habe die Wäsche doch noch
I am wondering myself about the spots I have the clothes part in addition
gewaschen.
washed
‘I am wondering about the spots. They shouldn’t be there, because I washed the
clothes (as you know).’
(15)

a. Eigentlich wollte ich es nicht tun aber ich habe doch den Müll
rausgebracht.
actually would I it not do but I have still the garbage put out
‘Actually I didn’t want to, but nevertheless I put out the garbage.’
b. Warum stinkt
es in der Küche so, ich habe doch den Müll
rausgebracht.
why is smelling it in the kitchen so I have part the garbage put out
‘Why is it smelling so bad in the kitchen? It shouldn’t, because I put out the
garbage (as you know).’

(16)

a. Der Schlüssel liegt noch auf dem Tisch, er hat das Tagebuch eben gelesen.
the key
is lying still on the table he has the diary
just read
‘The key is still lying on the table, he read the diary just now.’
b. Man kann an der Sache nichts ändern, er hat das Tagebuch eben gelesen.
one can at the thing nothing change he has the diary
part read
‘You can’t change the situation, he read the diary (and that’s the way it is).’

(17)

a. Das Kissen und die Decke sind noch ganz warm, der Junge ist eben aufgestanden.
the pillow and the cover are still very warm the boy is just arose
‘The pillow and the cover are still warm, the boy just arose.’
b. Man kann Kinder nun mal nicht ans Bett binden, der Junge ist eben aufgestanden.
one can kids now once not to bed bind the boy is part arose
‘You can’t bind kids to the bed, the boy arose (and that’s the way it is).’

(18)

a. Hättest du mich nur eine Minute früher gefragt, ich habe mich eben mit
would you me only one minute earlier asked I have myself just with
Tom verabredet.
Tom appointed
‘Why didn’t you ask me one minute earlier, I just made a date with Tom.’
b. Ich weiss, dass dir das nicht passt aber ich habe mich eben mit Tom verabredet.
I know that you that not fit but I have myself part with Tom appointed
‘I know that you are not okay with that, but I made a date with Tom (and that’s
the way it is).’
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(19)

a. Kannst du mich wieder vom
Bahnhof abholen, ich habe eben den Zug
can
you me again from the station fetch
I have just the train
verpasst.
missed
‘Could you fetch me from the station again, I just missed the train.’
b. Ich ärgere mich ja selbst darüber aber ich habe eben den Zug verpasst.
I anger me yes self about it but I have part the train missed
‘I am angry about it myself, but I missed the train (and that’s the way it is).’

(20)

a. Es liegen noch Scherben auf dem Boden, ihr ist eben die Flasche runtergefallen.
it lie
still shards on the floor her is just the bottle came off
‘There are still shards on the floor, she just came off the bottle.’
b. Ich weiss, dass es ärgerlich ist, aber ihr ist eben die Flasche runtergefallen.
I know that it annoying is but her is part the bottle came off
‘I know that it is annoying but she came off the bottle (and that’s the way it is).’

(21)

a. Damit auch jeder Leser ihre Bücher gut versteht,
schreibt die junge
so that also every reader her books well comprehends writes the young
Autorin einfach.
author simple
‘With the goal in mind that every reader should well comprehend her books, the
young author writes unpretentiously.’
b. Ohne sich
Gedanken über die Handlung zu machen, schreibt die junge
without herself thoughts about the plot
to make
writes the young
Autorin einfach.
author part
‘Without thinking about the plot, the young author simply writes.’

(22)

a. Ich treibe ungerne
großen Aufwand in der Küche, ich koche am liebsten
I do
relunctantly huge effort
in the kitchen I cook at best
einfach.
simple
‘I like to keep the effort minimal in the kitchen, I love to cook simple.’
b. Meine Freunde gehen abends gerne
in Restaurants aber ich koche am
my
friends go
evenings with pleasure in restaurants but I cook at
liebsten einfach.
best
part
‘My friends enjoy going out for dinner, but I simply love to cook.’

(23)

a. Da die beiden noch keine komplizierten Schritte beherrschen, tanzen Ina und
since the two still no complicated steps master
dance Ina and
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Hannes einfach.
Hannes simple
‘Since they do not master complicated steps yet, Ina and Hannes dance unpretentiously.’
b. Ohne auf die anderen Paare Acht
zu geben, tanzen Ina und Hannes
without to the other
couples attention to pay
dance Ina and Hannes
einfach.
part
‘Without paying attention to the other couples, Ina and Hannes simply dance.’
(24)

a. Damit so wenig Schüler wie möglich durchfallen, entwirft der Lehrer die Klausur
so that so few pupils as possible fail
designs the teacher the exam
einfach.
simple
‘With the goal in mind that as few pupils as possible should fail the exam, the
teacher designs the exam in a way that it is simple.’
b. Ohne die strengen Vorgaben
überhaupt zu beachten, entwirft der Lehrer
without the strict
requirements at all
to respect desins the teacher
die Klausur einfach.
the exam part
‘Without respecting the strict requirements at all, the teacher simply designs the
exam.’

(25)

a. Ohne viel aufwendige Dekoration zu nutzen, gestaltet der berühmte Designer
without much elaborate decoration to use
designs the famous designer
das Zimmer einfach.
the room simple
‘Without using much elaborate decoration, the famous designer designs the room
unpretentiously.’
b. Ohne einen genauen Plan zu haben, gestaltet der berühmte Designer das
without an
exact
plan to have designs the famous designer the
Zimmer einfach.
room part
‘Without having developed an exact plan, the famous designer simply designs the
room.’

(26)

a. Wie viele möchten sie später holen und wie viele Stücke Kuchen wollen sie
how many would you later fetch and how many pieces cake
would you
gleich
kaufen?
immediately buy
‘How many would you like to fetch later, and how many pieces of cake would you
like to buy immediately?’
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b. Ich habe ihre Bestellung schon wieder vergessen, wie viele Stücke Kuchen
I have your order
already again forgot
how many pieces cake
wollen sie gleich kaufen?
would you part buy
‘I already forgot your order, how many pieces of cake would you like to buy (please
remind me quickly)?’
(27)

a. Wie viel Dollar wollen sie später abheben und wie viel Euro wollen sie
how many dollars would you later draw
and how many euros would you
gleich
umtauschen?
immediately change
‘How many dollars would you like to draw later and how many euros would you
like to change immediately?’
b. Das ging ein wenig zu schnell für mich, wie viel Euro wollen sie gleich
that went a little to fast
for me how many euros would you part
umtauschen?
change
‘This was a little too fast for me, how many euros would you like to change (please
remind me quickly)?’

(28)

a. Wohin wollen sie später fahren und in welches Museum wollen sie gleich
where would you later drive and in which museum would you immediately
gehen?
go
‘Where would you like to go later, and in which museum would you like to go
immediately?’
b. Ich habe es schon wieder vergessen, in welches Museum wollen sie gleich
I have it already again forgot
in which museum would you part
gehen?
go
‘I have already forgot it, in which museum would you like to go (please remind me
quickly)?’

(29)

a. An welcher Kreuzung muss ich später geradeaus
fahren und wo
muss ich
at which crossroads must I later straight ahead drive and where must I
gleich
abbiegen?
immediately turn
‘At which crossroads do I have to go straight ahead later on, and where do I have
to turn immediately?’
b. Ich habe die Wegbeschreibung von ihnen schon wieder vergessen, wo
muss
I have the directions
from you already again forgot
where must
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ich gleich abbiegen?
I part turn
‘I have lost your direction again, where do I have to turn (please remind me quickly)?’
(30)

a. Wie viel Mehl muss später hinzu und wie viel Zucker kommt gleich
how much flour must later added and how much sugar comes immediately
an den Kuchen?
to the cake
‘How much flour do I have to add later on and how much sugar do I have to add
immediately?’
b. Du hast die Zutaten
zu schnell aufgezählt, wie viel Zucker kommt gleich
you have the ingredients to fast
enumerated how much sugar comes part
an den Kuchen?
to the cake
‘You enumerated the ingredients to fast, how much sugar do I have to add (please
remind me quickly)?’

(31)

a. Ich bleibe meinem Geschäft für immer treu, ich
geh nur zur Bäckerei
I remain with
my
shop for
ever faithful I
go only to
Müller.
bakery Müller
‘I will remain faithful with my shop, I will only go to bakery Müller.’
b. Ich bin in fünf Minuten wieder da, ich geh nur zur Bäckerei Müller.
In am in five minutes again back I go part to bakery Müller
‘I am back in five minutes, I just go to bakery Müller real quick.’

(32)

a. Morgens
und Abends habe ich keinen Hunger, ich esse nur etwas
in the morning and evenings have I no
hunger I eat only something
zum Mittag.
for lunch
‘In the morning and evenings I am not hungry, I only eat something for lunch.’
b. Ich bin ebenfalls gleich in der Stadt, ich esse nur etwas
zum Mittag.
I am also
soon in the city I eat part something for lunch
‘I am also in the city very soon, I just eat something for lunch real quick.’

(33)

a. Mein Papa und Luise haben nichts dagegen, das bringt mich nur mit Mama
my father and Luise have nothing against that puts me only with mother
in Schwierigkeiten.
in difficulties
‘It is fine with my dad and Luise, it puts me only into difficulties with my mom.’
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b. Ich habe keine Lust auf Schule schwänzen, das bringt mich nur mit Mama
I have no desire to school skipping that puts me part with mother
in Schwierigkeiten.
in difficulties
‘I don’t have the desire to skip school, this will just put me into difficulties with
my mom.’
(34)

a. Ich benutze generell nie den Bus, ich fahre nur mit dem Auto einkaufen.
I use
generally never the bus I drive only with the car shopping
‘Generally, I never use the bus, I only take the car to do the shopping.’
b. Ich werde doch
keine Weltreise machen, ich fahre nur mit dem Auto
I will you know no
world trip do
I drive part with the car
einkaufen.
shopping
‘I obviously won’t make a world trip, I will just take the car real quick to do the
shopping.’

(35)

a. Wenn man langsam ist, verbrennt man keine Kalorien, ich laufe nur schnell
when one slowly is burns
one no
calories I run only fast
meine Runden.
my rounds
‘When you run slowly you won’t burn any calories. I am running my rounds only
in a fast manner.’
b. Du kannst deine neuen Sportschuhe gleich zurück haben, ich laufe nur schnell
you can
your new sports shoes soon back have I run part fastly
meine Runden.
my rounds
‘You can have your new sports shoes back in a second, I will just run my rounds
real quick.’

(36)

a. Du wirst von den Reparaturen fast
nichts hören, ich kann das ruhig
you will of the repair works nearly nothing hear I can that quietly
machen.
make
‘You won’t hear anything of the repair works, because I can do it quietly.’
b. Ich habe wirklich nichts dagegen, wie bereits gesagt, ich kann das ruhig
I have really
nothing against it as already said
I can that part
machen.
make
‘It is really fine with me, as I already said, I can do it, no worries.’
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(37)

a. Viele Lehrer unterrichten viel zu hektisch, aber ich kann dir die Sache ruhig
many teachers teach
much to hectically but I kann you the thing calmly
erklären.
explain
‘A lot of teachers teach way too hectically, but I can explain it to you calmly.’
b. Ich habe gerade noch ein bisschen Zeit, ich kann dir die Sache ruhig erklären.
I have right now still a little bit time I can you the ting part explain
‘I have some spare time at the moment, I can really explain it to you, no worries.’

(38)

a. Ich gehe schlafen und brauche Stille, aber du kannst den Film ruhig weitersehen.
I go sleeping and need silence but you can the movie quietly watch
‘I will go to bed and I need some silence, but you can go ahead and watch the movie
quietly.’
b. Du brauchst mich nicht ständig
zu fragen, du kannst den Film ruhig
you need
me not constantly to ask
you can
the movie part
weitersehen.
watch
‘You don’t have to constantly ask me, just go ahead and watch the movie.’

(39)

a. Wenn du nicht gestört werden willst, kann ich auch ruhig mit Petra telefonieren.
when you not disturbed will
want can I also quietly with Petra telephone
‘If you don’t want to be disturbed, I can call Petra quietly.’
b. Wenn du eh
keine Zeit hast, kann ich auch ruhig mit Petra telefonieren.
when you anyway no time have can I also part with Petra telephone
‘Since you don’t have time anyway, I will go ahead and call Petra.’

(40)

a. Sie hat zu schnell gezogen und jetzt ist ihr schwindelig, das Mädchen soll
she has to fast
inhaled and now is her dizzy
the girl
should
ruhig weiterrauchen.
calmly smoke
‘She inhaled to fast and no she feels dizzy, the girl should continue to smoke calmly.’
b. Sie muss schließlich selbst erfahren, was sie davon
haben wird, das Mädchen
she must finally
self experience what she from that have will the girl
soll
ruhig weiterrauchen.
should part smoke
‘Finally, she has to find out on her own what she makes of it, the girl should go
ahead and continue to smoke.’

(41)

a. Es liegt sogar noch viel Schnee draußen aber die roten Rosen blühen schon
it lies even still much snow outside but the red roses flourish already
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prächtig.
magnificently
‘There is still a lot of snow outside, but the red roses are already flourishing magnificently.’
b. Du hast sie nur nicht richtig gesehen aber die roten Rosen blühen
you have them only not properly seen
but the red roses flourishpart
schon
prächtig.
magnificently.
‘You just didn’t see them properly, but certainly the red roses are flourishing magnificently.’
(42)

a. Es hat noch gar nicht viel geregnet aber die Pilze
wachsen schon
it has yet even not much rained but the mushrooms grow
already
reichlich.
plentifully
‘There was not a lot of rain yet, but the mushrooms are already growing plentifully.’
b. Du hast nur nicht sorgfältig genug gesucht aber die Pilze
wachsen
you have only not carefully enough looked for but the mushrooms grow
schon reichlich.
part plentifully
‘You just didn’t look carefully enough, but certainly the mushrooms are growing
plentifully’

(43)

a. Ich habe sie vor knapp einer Stunde erst rausgehangen aber die Wäsche ist
I have them before barely one hour just hung out
but the clothes are
schon trocken.
already dry
‘I hung them out barely an hour ago, but the clothes are already dry.’
b. Ich habe sie nur nicht von der Leine genommen aber die Wäsche ist schon
I have them only not from the line taken
but the clothes are part
trocken.
dry
‘I just forgot to take them from the line, but certainly the clothes are dry.’

(44)

a. Ich habe ihn vorhin erst
in den Ofen geschoben aber der Kuchen ist schon
I have it a short while ago in the oven slid
but the cake is already
fertig.
done
‘I slid it into the oven just a short while ago, but the cake is already done.’
b. Er ist nur noch nicht mit weißem Zuckerguss verziert aber der Kuchen ist
it is only yet not with white sugar icing decorated but the cake
is
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schon fertig.
part done
‘It is just not decorated with white sugar icing yet, but certainly the cake is done.’
(45)

a. Es ist noch gar nicht hell draußen aber die Vögel singen
schon ihr
it is yet at all not bright outside but the birds are singing already their
Lied.
song
‘It is not bright outside yet, but the birds are already singing their song.’
b. Du musst leise sein und gut zuhören aber die Vögel singen
schon ihr
you must quiet be and good listen but the birds are singing part their
Lied.
song
‘You must be quiet and you must listen well, but certainly, the birds are singing
their song.’

(46)

a. Ich kann es nicht ganz
sicher
sagen aber das ist vielleicht ein
I can it not completely confidentially say but this is probably a
Zauberer.
magician
‘I am not definitely sure, but this is probably a magician.’
b. Ich bin gerade so enttäuscht von der Vorführung, das ist vielleicht ein
I am currently so disappointed with the performance this is part
a
Zauberer.
magician
‘I am so disappointed with the performance–what a poor magician that is!’

(47)

a. Der Fremde wusste beim Unfall sofort,
wie man hilft, der Mann ist
the stranger knew at the accident immediately how one helps the man is
vielleicht ein Arzt.
probably a doctor
‘The stranger knew immediately how to help when the accident happened, the
man is probably a doctor.’
b. Er kannte sich
nicht mal richtig mit Medikamenten aus, der Mann ist
he knew himself not even properly with medication
out the mean is
vielleicht ein Arzt.
part
a doctor
‘He wasn’t even very familiar with medication–what a poor doctor that is!’

(48)

a. Er trägt
schwarz-weiß karierte Hosen und eine Schürze, der ist vielleicht
he is wearing black-white squared trousers and an apron he is probably
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ein Koch.
a cook
‘He is wearing black-white squared trousers and an apron, he is probably a cook.’
b. Die Pasta war versalzen und das Fleisch angebrannt, der ist vielleicht ein Koch.
the pasta was oversalted and the meat burned
he is part
a cook
‘The pasta was oversalted and the meat was burned–what a poor cook that is!’
(49)

a. Es sieht aus, als ob er nach Geld fragt,
das ist vielleicht ein Obdachloser.
it looks out as if he for money is asking this is probably a homeless person
‘It looks like as if he is asking for money, this is probably a homeless person.
b. Der bettelt um Geld aber trägt teure,
neue Klamotten, das ist vielleicht
he begs for money but wears expensive new clothes
this is part
ein Obdachloser.
a homeless
person
‘He begs for money while wearing expensive new clothes–what an implausible
homeless person that is!’

(50)

a. Der Mann macht Fotos von der Frau
dort,
das ist vielleicht ein
the man is taking pictures of the woman over there this is probably a
Fotograf.
photographer
‘The man is taking pictures of the woman there, this is probably a photographer.’
b. Gerade
die schönsten
Bilder der Feier sind verwackelt, das
ist
especially the most beautiful pictures of the party are
blurred this
vielleicht ein Fotograf.
is
part a
photographer
‘Especially the most beautiful pictures of the party are blurred–what a poor photographer that is!’

(51)

a. Ich habe versehentlich eine Kinokarte zu viel gekauft, hast du vielleicht
I have accidentally one ticket
to much bought have you maybe
Lust
auf den Film?
interest in the movie
‘I accidentally bought one ticket too much, would you maybe fancy going to the
movie?’
b. Du müsstest verstehen, dass ich nicht möchte oder hast du vielleicht Lust
you should understand that I not want or have you part
interest
auf den Film?
in the movie
‘You should understand that I don’t want to go, or are you interested in the movie
by any chance? (I don’t think so!)’
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(52)

a. Ich habe heute noch soviel zu tun, möchtest du vielleicht das Badezimmer
I have today still much to do would
you maybe
the bathroom
putzen?
clean
‘I have a full schedule today, could you maybe clean the bathroom?’
b. Ich bin doch
nicht eure Putzfrau
oder möchtest du vielleicht das
I am you know not your cleaning woman or would you part
the
Badezimmer putzen?
bathroom clean
‘I am obviously not your cleaning woman, or are you interested in cleaning the
bath room by any chance? (I don’t think so!)’

(53)

a. Wir haben spontan
noch einen Platz nach Spanien frei, möchtest du
we have spontaneously still a
seat to
Spain spare would
you
vielleicht mit uns kommen?
maybe
with us come
‘Spontaneously, we have a spare seat to Spain, would you maybe like to join us?’
b. Es ist doch
klar,
dass sie nicht will oder möchtest du vielleicht mit
it is you know obvious that she not wants or would you part
with
uns kommen?
us come
‘It is obvious that she doesn’t want to, or would you like to join us by any chance?
(I don’t think so!)’

(54)

a. Du hast wenig gearbeitet und musst viel nachholen, willst du vielleicht
you have few worked and must much catch up would you maybe
Überstunden machen?
extra hours make
‘You only worked few hours and you have a lot to catch up, would you maybe be
interested in extra hours?’
b. Ich möchte auch am liebsten weniger arbeiten oder willst du vielleicht Überstunden
I like
also at best
less
work or would you part
extra hours
machen?
make
‘I also would like to work less, or would you like to make extra hours by any
chance? (I don’t think so!)’

(55)

a. Alle deine neuen Freunde gehen in die 8b, möchtest du vielleicht die Klasse
all your new friends go
in the 8b want
you maybe
the class
wechseln?
change
‘All of your friends are in class 8b, would you maybe like to change the class?’
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b. Sei nicht so frech zu deiner Lehrerin oder möchtest du vielleicht die Klasse
be not so cheeky to your teacher or want
you part
the class
wechseln?
change
‘Don’t be so cheeky to your teacher, or would you like to change the class by any
chance? (I don’t think so!)’
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C Results of Experiment 1
context precede = contextprec; meaning modal particle = meaningM; meaning freqency
= frequratio; number of meanings = nmeanings

(Intercept)
frequratio

Estimate
5.80
0.05

Std. Error
0.03
0.03

t-value
193.7
1.82

p-value
0.00
0.07

***

Table C.1: Experiment 1. Results for the particle region

(Intercept)
contextprec
frequratio
contextprec:frequratio

Estimate
5.80
0.05
0.06
0.08

Std. Error
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.04

t-value
166.38
3.49
1.15
2.37

p-value
0.00
0.0005
0.25
0.02

***
***
*

Table C.2: Experiment 1. Results for the +1 region

(Intercept)
contextprec
meaningM
nmeanings
contextprec:meaningM

Estimate
5.90
0.06
-0.01
-0.02
0.04

Std. Error
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02

t-value
104.58
3.80
-0.68
-1.24
1.97

p-value
0.00
0.0001
0.50
0.21
0.05

***
***

*

Table C.3: Experiment 1. Results for the +2 region

(Intercept)
contextprec
meaningM
frequratio
meaningM:frequratio

Estimate
5.85
0.18
-0.03
-0.03
0.06

Std. Error
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.04

t-value
167.09
12.88
-1.90
-0.80
1.57

p-value
0.00
0.00
0.057
0.42
0.12

Table C.4: Experiment 1. Results for the +3 region

***
***
*

D Controlled factors of the stimuli of
Experiment 2
Words of the target and context sentences, controlled for number of syllables, length, and frequency; frequency refers to the log-normalized absolute frequency, gained from the dlex.db
database (Heister et al., 2011); values refer to the mean (sd in parentheses).

D.1 Target sentences
pronoun
1.0
(0.0)

finite verb
1.0
(0.0)

particle
1.0
(0.0)

+1 region
1.3
(0.5)

+2 region
1.8
(0.7)

+3 region
2.8
(0.5)

Length

2.4
(0.5)

3.0
(0.0)

4.0
(0.0)

3.4
(0.7)

6.3
(2.1)

8.6
(1.4)

Frequency
(log-normalized)

6.0
(0.0)

6.0
(0.0)

5.7
(0.0)

6.8
(0.3)

3.2
(0.7)

3.6
(1.0)

Syllables

Table D.1: Words of the target sentences containing the particle auch

pronoun
1.0
(0.0)

finite verb
1.1
(0.2)

particle
1.0
(0.0)

+1 region
1.4
(0.5)

+2 region
2.1
(0.8)

+3 region
2.6
(0.7)

Length

2.5
(0.5)

4.8
(1.2)

4.0
(0.0)

3.8
(1.0)

6.5
(2.2)

7.8
(2.4)

Frequency
(log-normalized)

5.7
(0.4)

5.2
(0.0)

4.3
(0.0)

6.6
(0.6)

2.9
(1.2)

3.6
(1.1)

Syllables

Table D.2: Words of the target sentences containing the particle bloß

D Controlled factors of the stimuli of Experiment 2
pronoun
1.0
(0.0)

finite verb
1.5
(0.5)

particle
1.0
(0.0)

+1 region
1.2
(0.4)

+2 region
2.0
(0.7)

+3 region
2.6
(0.6)

Length

2.9
(0.4)

3.7
(0.8)

4.0
(0.0)

3.4
(0.7)

6.0
(1.9)

8.3
(2.0)

Frequency
(log-normalized)

6.0
(0.1)

6.0
(0.0)

5.2
(0.0)

6.8
(0.3)

3.5
(0.6)

3.5
(1.0)

Syllables

Table D.3: Words of the target sentences containing the particle doch

pronoun
1.0
(0.0)

finite verb
1.4
(0.5)

particle
2.0
(0.0)

+1 region
1.1
(0.3)

+2 region
1.9
(0.9)

+3 region
2.9
(0.8)

Length

2.6
(0.5)

3.6
(0.9)

4.0
(0.0)

3.2
(0.5)

6.2
(2.4)

8.6
(2.0)

Frequency
(log-normalized)

5.9
(0.1)

6.0
(0.2)

4.5
(0.0)

6.9
(0.2)

3.3
(0.9)

3.5
(1.2)

Syllables

Table D.4: Words of the target sentences containing the particle eben
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D.2 Context sentences
Syllables

C
M

Length

C
M

Frequency
(log-normalized)

C
M

1
1.4
(0.5)
1.2
(0.4)

2
1.5
(0.5)
1.5
0.5

3
1.7
(0.7)
1.6
(0.5)

4
1.6
(0.6)
1.6
(0.8)

5
1.4
(0.6)
1.4
(0.5)

6
2.2
(1.0)
2.0
(0.8)

7
3.0
(0.9)
2.6
(0.6)

8
1.0
(0.0)
2.0
(0.0)

3.1
(0.8)
3.2
(0.8)

4.2
(1.1)
4.2
(1.3)

4.8
(0.7)
1.6
(0.5)

5.1
(2.3)
5.7
(3.5)

3.5
(1.4)
3.8
(1.4)

6.7
(2.3)
5.7
(2.5)

8.6
(1.9)
7.4
(1.5)

3.4
(0.5)
4.0
(0.0)

4.8
(1.6)
4.1
(1.5)

5.9
(0.3)
5.8
(0.5)

4.8
(0.8)
4.7
(0.9)

4.4
(1.3)
4.9
(0.9)

5.8
(0.9)
5.6
(0.8)

3.8
(0.5)
3.8
(0.7)

3.9
(1.1)
4.6
(1.0)

5.9
(0.7)
5.6
(0.0)

Table D.5: Words of the context sentences containing the particle auch; contexts that triggered the counterpart meaning indicated by C, contexts that triggered the MP
meaning indicated by M

Syllables

C
M

Length

C
M

Frequency
(log-normalized)

C
M

1
1.2
(0.5)
1.3
(0.6)

2
1.5
(0.5)
1.4
0.5

3
1.8
(0.8)
1.3
(0.6)

4
1.7
(0.8)
1.6
(0.7)

5
1.7
(0.8)
1.7
(1.0)

6
2.0
(1.0)
2.1
(0.8)

7
2.5
(0.8)
2.5
(0.7)

8
1.1
(0.3)
1.1
(0.3)

2.9
(0.7)
3.0
(0.9)

4.7
(1.0)
5.1
(1.0)

6.2
(2.8)
5.6
(2.3)

4.8
(2.4)
5.1
(1.9)

4.8
(1.7)
4.5
(2.3)

6.3
(2.8)
6.5
(2.7)

7.5
(2.3)
6.8
(1.8)

4.0
(0.0)
4.0
(0.0)

5.3
(1.1)
4.9
(1.4)

5.6
(0.4)
5.5
(0.5)

4.7
(0.9)
4.9
(0.6)

5.0
(1.0)
4.9
(1.1)

5.3
(1.1)
5.3
(1.0)

3.3
(1.4)
3.5
(1.0)

4.0
(1.1)
4.3
(1.2)

5.1
(0.2)
5.0
(0.0)

Table D.6: Words of the context sentences containing the particle bloß; contexts that triggered the counterpart meaning indicated by C, contexts that triggered the MP
meaning indicated by M
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Syllables

C
M

Length

C
M

Frequency
(log-normalized)

C
M

1
1.3
(0.5)
1.4
(0.5)

2
1.8
(0.4)
1.6
0.5

3
1.8
(1.0)
2.1
(0.9)

4
1.6
(0.8)
1.4
(0.6)

5
1.7
(0.6)
1.6
(0.6)

6
2.0
(1.0)
2.0
(0.8)

7
2.6
(0.8)
2.4
(0.9)

8
2.0
(0.0)
1.1
(0.2)

3.3
(0.8)
3.2
(0.9)

5.5
(1.4)
5.1
(1.2)

6.3
(2.8)
7.1
(2.5)

5.2
(2.6)
4.5
(1.8)

4.4
(1.3)
4.5
(1.5)

6.4
(2.8)
6.4
(2.3)

7.9
(2.3)
7.5
(2.5)

4.0
(0.0)
4.0
(0.0)

4.6
(1.8)
4.5
(1.9)

5.4
(0.4)
5.6
(0.4)

4.7
(0.3)
4.7
(0.6)

5.0
(1.4)
5.3
(0.7)

5.6
(0.8)
5.6
(0.7)

3.6
(1.2)
3.6
(1.0)

4.0
(1.2)
4.2
(1.0)

5.6
(0.0)
5.0
(0.1)

Table D.7: Words of the context sentences containing the particle doch; contexts that triggered the counterpart meaning indicated by C, contexts that triggered the MP
meaning indicated by M

Syllables

C
M

Length

C
M

Frequency
(log-normalized)

C
M

1
1.2
(0.5)
1.2
(0.4)

2
1.5
(0.5)
1.6
0.5

3
1.5
(0.8)
1.3
(0.7)

4
2.0
(0.6)
1.7
(0.6)

5
1.7
(0.8)
1.8
(1.0)

6
2.3
(1.0)
2.3
(1.0)

7
2.5
(0.7)
2.3
(0.6)

8
1.1
(0.2)
1.8
(0.4)

3.1
(1.3)
2.8
(1.0)

5.0
(1.3)
5.3
(1.5)

5.2
(1.2)
5.1
(2.1)

6.2
(2.0)
4.7
(1.4)

5.1
(2.3)
4.9
(2.6)

6.9
(2.6)
6.7
(2.9)

6.7
(1.8)
6.4
(1.4)

4.0
(0.0)
4.0
(0.0)

5.5
(0.8)
5.3
(0.9)

5.5
(0.6)
5.7
(0.4)

4.9
(0.5)
4.8
(0.5)

4.7
(1.2)
5.2
(1.2)

4.8
(1.5)
5.4
(1.2)

3.6
(0.9)
3.7
(0.9)

4.5
(1.0)
4.2
(0.9)

5.0
(0.1)
5.4
(0.2)

Table D.8: Words of the context sentences containing the particle eben; contexts that triggered the counterpart meaning indicated by C, contexts that triggered the MP
meaning indicated by M
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E Stimuli of Experiment 2
The following sentences are bi-clausal discourses, whereby the context sentence always precedes the target sentence. (a) is always the condition where the context triggers the counterpart meaning, and (b) is the condition where the context triggers the MP meaning. The
target sentences contain the ambiguous particles, highlighted by bold face letters.
(1)

a. Er sollte genauso glücklich wie Maria sein, denn er hat auch die Prüfung
he should similarly happy
as Maria be because he has also the exam
bestanden.
passed
‘He should be as happy has Maria, because he also passed the exam.’
b. Sie geht heute ordentlich mit Tom feiern, aber er hat auch die Prüfung
she goes today properly with him celebrate but he has part the exam
bestanden.
passed
‘She is going to party hard with Tom, but this is not surprising because he passed
the exam.’

(2)

a. Er wurde heute reichlich zum Geburtstag beschenkt und sie hat auch eine
he was today plenty to the birthday endowed and she had also a
Puppe bekommen.
doll received
‘Today, he received a lot of presents for his birthday, and she also received a doll.’
b. Sie wollte heute ausschließlich im
Zimmer spielen, aber sie hat auch eine
she wanted today solely
in the room play
but she had part a
Puppe bekommen.
doll received
‘Today, she wanted to play exclusively in her room, but it is no wonder, because
she received a doll.’

(3)

a. Jule muss wie Peter im
Bett bleiben, denn
sie hat auch eine Erkältung
Jule must like Peter in the bed stay
because she has also a
cold
bekommen.
got
‘Like Peter, Jule has to stay in bed, because she also caught a cold.’

E Stimuli of Experiment 2
b. Jule wird seit langem im Bett sein, aber sie hat auch eine Erkältung bekommen.
Jule will since long in the bed be but she has part a cold
got

‘Jule will be in bed for a long time, but this is not surprising, because she caught a
cold.’
(4)

a. Er hat neulich bei seinen Kollegen angegeben, denn er hat auch einen
he had recently upon his
colleagues bragged
because he has also a
Preis gewonnen.
price won
‘He has recently bragged upon his colleagues, because he also won a price.’
b. Er möchte heute Abend eine Party geben, aber er hat auch einen Preis gewonnen.
he wants today night a party throw but he has part a
price won
‘He wants to throw a party tonight, but this is not surprising in light of the fact
that he won a price.’

(5)

a. Er war ausreichend für die Prüfung vorbereitet und sie hat auch die Vokabeln
he was sufficiently for the exam prepared and she has also the vocabulary
gelernt.
studied
‘He was sufficiently prepared for the exam, and she also studied the vocabulary.’
b. Nina hat bisher ausschließlich gute Noten bekommen, aber sie hat auch die
Nina has so far exclusively
good grades got
but she has part the
Vokabeln gelernt.
vocabulary studied
‘So far, Nina only got good grates, but it is no wonder, because she studied the
vocabulary.’

(6)

a. Ina wollte wieder mit ihrem Freund mithalten, denn sie hat auch eine Party
Ina wanted again with her friend to keep up because she has also a party
geschmissen.
thrown
‘Ina tried to keep up with her friend again, because she has also thrown a party.’
b. Ina hat letztens sehr viel Geld ausgegeben, aber
sie hat auch eine Party
Ina has recently very much money spent
because she has part a party
geschmissen.
thrown
‘Ina spent a lot of money recently, but it is no wonder, because she has thrown a
party.’
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(7)

a. Sie ist zu spät zur Arbeit gekommen und er hat auch den Bus verpasst.
she is too late to the work arrived
and he has also the bus missed
‘She came too late to work, and he also missed the bus.’
b. Er ist gestern spät zur Arbeit gekommen, aber er hat auch den Bus verpasst.
he is yesterday late to the work came
but he has part the bus missed

‘Yesterday, he came too late to work, but it is no wonder, because he missed the
bus.’
(8)

a. Susi hat genauso gut wie Paul abgeschnitten, denn sie hat auch das Spiel
Susi has equally well like Paul performed
because she has also the game
gewonnen.
won
‘Susi performed well, just like Paul, because she also won the game.’
b. Sie war heute besonders
guter Laune gewesen, aber sie hat auch das Spiel
she was today exceptionally good mood been
but she has part the game
gewonnen.
won
‘Today, she was in an exceptionally good mood, but this is hardly surprising in
light of the fact that she won the game.’

(9)

a. Max hat wie Maja einen Schreck bekommen, denn
er hat auch die Gestalt
Max has like Maja a
shock got
because he has also the guise
gesehen.
seen
‘Max was properly scared, just like Maja, because he also saw the guise.’
b. Max wollte nicht mehr
ins
Zimmer gehen, aber er hat auch die Gestalt
Max wanted not anymore into the room go
but he has part the guise
gesehen.
seen
‘Max didn’t want to enter the room anymore, but this is hardly surprising in light
of the fact that he saw the guise.’

(10)

a. Tim hat gestern Abend dem Gastgeber geholfen, denn
er hat auch den
Tim has yesterday night the host
helped because he has also the
Grill
bedient.
barbecue operated
‘Yesterday night, Tim helped the host, because he also operated the barbecue.’
b. Tim hat fast die ganze Party verpasst, aber er hat auch den Grill
bedient.
Tim has almost the entire party missed but he has part the barbecue operated
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‘Tim almost missed the entire party, but it is no wonder, because he operated the
barbecue.’
(11)

a. Sie hat für den Urlaub Vorbereitungen getroffen und er hat auch den Stadtplan
she had for the holiday preparations made
and he had also the city map
gelesen.
read
‘She made preparations for the holiday, and he also read the city map.’
b. Tom hatte jeden Weg in Paris gekannt, aber er hat auch den Stadtplan gelesen.
Tom had every way in Paris known but he has part the city map read
‘Tom knew every route in Paris, but it is no wonder, because he read the city map.’

(12)

er hat auch die Zwiebeln
a. Jan hat viel in der Küche mitgeholfen, denn
Jan has much in the kitchen helped
because he has also the onions
geschnitten.
chopped
‘Jan helped a lot in the kitchen, because he also chopped the onions.’
b. Jan konnte nicht mit dem Weinen aufhören, aber er hat auch die Zwiebeln
Jan could not with the crying stop
but he has part the onions
geschnitten.
chopped
‘Jan couldn’t sop crying, but it is no wonder, because he chopped the onions.’

(13)

a. Alle
haben heute kräftig
ihre Wohnung geheizt und er hat auch den
everyone has today enormously their apartment heated and he has also the
Kamin angemacht.
fireplace turned on
‘Today, everyone heated their apartments enormously, and he also turned on the
fireplace.’
b. Es ist sehr heiß im
Haus gewesen, aber er hat auch den Kamin
it was very hot inside the house been
but he has part the fireplace
angemacht.
turned on
‘It was very hot inside the house, but it is no wonder, because he turned on the
fireplace.’

(14)

a. Alle
waren im
Sommer im Gebirge wandern und er hat auch
everyone were during the summer in the
mountains hiking and he has
einen Berg bestiegen.
also a
mountain climbed
‘Everyone was hiking in the mountains during the summer, and he was also climb-
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ing a mountain.’
b. Hans möchte viel von seinen Ferien erzählen, aber er hat auch einen Berg
Hans wants much from his
holiday tell
but he has part a
mountain
bestiegen.
climbed
‘Hans wants to tell a lot of stories from his holidays, but it is no wonder, because
he was climbing a mountain.’
(15)

a. Es hat viel Alkohol am
Abend gegeben und sie hat auch den Wein
it has much alcohol during the evening gave
and she has also the wine
getrunken.
drank
‘A lot of alcohol was served during the evening, and she also drank the wine.’
b. Maja hatte gestern von starken Kopfschmerzen gesprochen, aber sie hat auch
Maja had yesterday from strong headache
talked
but she has part
den Wein getrunken.
the wine drank
‘Yesterday, Maja reported having a strong headache, but this is hardly surprising
in light of the fact that she drank the wine.’

(16)

a. Sie haben zur
Geburt des Kindes angestoßen
und er hat auch eine
she had for the birth of the child clicked glasses and he has also a
Flasche geöffnet.
bottle opened
‘They drank a toast to the birth of the child, and he also opened a bottle.’
b. Karl hat von seinen Eltern Ärger bekommen, aber er hat auch eine Flasche
Karl has from his
parents trouble received
but he has part a
bottle
geöffnet.
opened
‘Karl got into trouble with his parents, but it is no wonder, because he opened a
bottle.’

(17)

a. Alle
haben beim
Schmücken des Saals geholfen und er hat auch die
everyone have during the decorating of the hall helped and he has also the
Luftballons aufgeblasen.
balloons blown up
‘Everyone helped with decorating the hall, and he also blew up the balloons.’
b. Max wäre
fast
schwarz vor
Augen geworden, aber er hat auch die
Max would have almost black before eyes become but he has part the
Luftballons aufgeblasen.
balloons blown up
‘Max almost passed out, but it is no wonder, because he blew up the balloons.’
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(18)

a. Es haben nur noch wenige Läden geöffnet und er hat auch das Geschäft geschlossen.
it have only still few
shops open and he has also the shop
closed
‘Only a few shops are still open, and he has also closed his shop.’
b. Hans hat bereits länger kein Geld bekommen, aber er hat auch das Geschäft
Hans has already longer no money received
but he has part the shop
geschlossen.
closed
‘Hans hasn’t received any money for a long time, but this is not surprising, because
he has closed his shop.’

(19)

a. Alle
haben heute mal im Haushalt geholfen und sie hat auch den Müll
everyone have today once in the household helped and she has also the trash
entsorgt.
disposed
‘Today, everyone helped now and then with the housework, and she also disposed
the trash.’
b. Es hatte gut in der Küche gerochen, aber sie hat auch den Müll entsorgt.
it had good in the kitchen smelled but she has part the trash disposed
‘It smelled nice in the kitchen, but it is no wonder, because she disposed the trash.’

(20)

a. Alle
haben heute draußen im
Freien gearbeitet und er hat auch das
Everyone has today outside in the outside worked and he has also the
Fahrrad geputzt.
bike
cleaned
‘Today, everyone was working outside, and she also cleaned the bike.’
b. Klaus hat heute früh eine Überraschung bekommen, aber er hat auch das
Klaus has today early a
surprise
received
but he has part the
Fahrrad geputzt.
bike
cleaned
‘Klaus received a surprise this morning, but it is wonder, because he cleaned the
bike.’

(21)

a. Moni dürfte zwar immernoch kein Geld haben, aber sie hat doch
das
Moni might indeed still
no money have but she has nevertheless the
Kleid gekauft.
dress bought
‘Actually, Moni might still be out of money, but nevertheless, she bought the dress.’
b. Moni wird heute etwas sehr Schönes anziehen, denn sie hat doch das Kleid
Moni will today some very beautiful wear
because she has part the dress
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gekauft.
bought
‘Today, Moni will be wearing something really nice, because she bought the dress
(as you should know).’
(22)

a. Du hast zwar ausdrücklich meine Schwester gewarnt, aber sie hat doch
you have indeed explicitly
my sister
warned but she has nevertheless
den Film gesehen.
the movie watched
‘Actually, you explicitly warned my sister, but nevertheless, she watched the movie.’
b. Sie wird sicherlich bereits die Handlung kennen, denn
sie hat doch den
she will certainly already the plot
know because she has part the
Film gesehen.
movie watched
‘Certainly, she will know the plot already, because she watched the film (as you
should know).’

(23)

a. Sie hat zwar
noch keine Flecken gehabt, aber ich habe doch
die
she has admittedly not yet no
stains had
but I have however the
Wäsche gewaschen.
laundry washed
‘Admittedly, it hadn’t had any stains yet, but nevertheless I washed the laundry.’
b. Sie kann unmöglich noch nach Rauch riechen, denn ich habe doch die Wäsche
she can impossibly still after smoke smell because I have part the laundry
gewaschen.
washed
‘It is impossible that it still smells of smoke, because I washed the laundry (as you
should know).’

(24)

a. Ich wollte nicht in dieser Angelegenheit nachgeben, aber ich habe doch
den
I would not in this matter
indulge
but I have however the
Mülleimer entleert.
dustbin emptied
‘Actually, I didn’t want to indulge in this matter, however, I emptied the dustbin.’
b. Es sollte jetzt nicht im Zimmer stinken, denn ich habe doch den Mülleimer
it should now not in the room smell because I have part the dustbin
entleert.
emptied
‘Actually, it shouldn’t smell in the room, because I emptied the dustbin (as you
should know).’
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(25)

a. Tom hat zwar
nichts von Mathe verstanden, aber er hat doch
Tom has admittedly nothing about maths understand but he has nevertheless
die Aufgabe gelöst.
the task
solved
‘Actually, Tom didn’t understand anything about maths, but nevertheless, he solved
the task.’
b. Tom hat natürlich eine gute Note bekommen, denn er hat doch die Aufgabe
Tom has certainly a good grade received
because he has part the task
gelöst.
solved
‘Certainly, Tom got a good grade, because he solved the task (as you should know).’

(26)

a. Linda war zwar nach dem Essen gesättigt, aber sie hat doch einen Nachtisch
Linda was indeed after the food satisfied but she has still a
dessert
gegessen.
eaten
‘Actually, Linda was fully satisfied after the meal, but nevertheless, she ate a dessert.’
b. Linda sollte jetzt keinen großen Appetit haben, denn
sie hat doch einen
Linda should now no
big
appetite have because she has part a
Nachtisch gegessen.
dessert eaten
‘Linda shouldn’t have a big appetite, because she ate a dessert (as you should
know).’

(27)

a. Jule ist zwar mit vielen Dingen beschäftigt, aber sie hat doch
die
Jule is indeed with many things busy
but she has nevertheless the
Erzählung gelesen.
tale
read
‘Actually, Jule is busy with many things, but nevertheless, she read the tale.’
b. Jule wird bereits die ganze Geschichte kennen, denn sie hat doch die Erzählung
Jule will already the whole story
now
because she has part the tale
gelesen.
read
‘Jule will already know the whole story, because she read the tale (as you should
know).’

(28)

a. Ich wollte zwar
nicht meine Eltern wecken, aber ich habe doch
I wanted admittedly not my
parents awaken but I have nevertheless
die Lampe angemacht.
the lamp lit
‘Actually, I didn’t want to wake my parents, but nevertheless, I lit the lamp.’
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b. Es müsste jetzt heller im
Haus sein, denn
ich habe doch die Lampe
it should now brighter in the house be because I have part the lamp
angemacht.
lit
‘It should be brighter in the house now, because I lit the lamp (as you should know).’
(29)

a. Peter wollte eigentlich diesmal kein Geld ausgeben, aber er hat doch
Peter would actually this time no money spend
but he has nevertheless
das Essen bezahlt.
the food paid
‘This time, Peter didn’t want to spend any money, but nevertheless, he paid for the
food.’
b. Peter wird scheinbar als großer Geizhals bezeichnet, aber er hat doch das
Peter will apparently as big
cheapskate labeled
but he has part the
Essen bezahlt.
food paid
‘Appearently, Peter is known as a big cheapskate, what is weird in my opinion,
because he paid for the food (as you should know).’

(30)

a. Ich wollte eigentlich keinen großen Aufwand betreiben, aber ich habe doch einen
I would actually no
huge effort
make
but I have still a
Kuchen gemacht.
cake
made
‘Actually, I didn’t want to make a huge effort, but nevertheless, I made a cake.’
b. Ihr müsst eigentlich gar
nichts
Süßes kaufen, denn ich habe doch
you should normally nothing whatsoever sweet buy
because I have part
einen Kuchen gemacht.
a
cake
made
‘Actually, you don’t have to buy any sweets, because I made a cake (as you should
know).’

(31)

a. Ich wollte eigentlich nichts für ihn kaufen, aber ich habe doch
ein
I would actually nothing for him buy
but I have nevertheless a
Geschenk mitgebracht.
present brought
‘Actually, I didn’t want to buy anything for him, but nevertheless, I brought a
present.’
b. Oma
sollte heute eigentlich vor
Glück strahlen, denn ich habe doch
grandma should today actually before luck shine
because I have part
ein Geschenk mitgebracht.
a present brought
‘Actually, Grandma should be totally happy, because I brought a present (as you
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should know).’
(32)

a. Wir wollten eigentlich dafür
einen Maler beauftragen, aber wir haben doch
we would actually therefore a
painter task
but we have still
die Wände gestrichen.
the walls painted
‘Actually, we wanted to task a painter for that, but then we still painted the walls.’
b. Tina wird über uns keine Beschwerde einreichen, denn wir haben doch die
Tina will about us no complaint submit
because we have part the
Wände gestrichen.
walls painted
‘Tina won’t complain about us, because we painted the walls (as you should know).’

(33)

a. Mimi wollte zwar dafür
einen Gärtner beauftragen, aber sie hat doch den
Mimi would indeed therefore a
gardener task
but she has still the
Rasen gemäht.
lawn cut
‘Actually, Mimi wanted to task a gardener for that, but then she still cut the lawn.’
b. Ich habe hier viel kürzeres Gras erwartet, denn
sie hat doch den Rasen
I have here a lot shorter grass expected because she has part the lawn
gemäht.
cut
‘I expected the grass to be much shorter here, because I thought that she cut the
lawn.’

(34)

a. Tine wollte zwar
persönlich beim Amt
anrufen, aber sie hat doch
Tine would admittedly personally at the department call
but she has still
einen Brief geschrieben.
a
letter wrote
‘Actually, Tine wanted to call the department personally, but then she still wrote
a letter.’
b. Tine hatte jetzt mit einer Antwort gerechnet, denn sie hat doch einen Brief
Tine had now with an answer expected because she has part a
letter
geschrieben.
wrote
‘Tine expected an answer by now, because she wrote a letter (as you should know).’

(35)

a. Sie wollte eigentlich mal eine Rebellin sein, aber sie hat doch die Regeln
she would actually once a
rebel
be but she has actually the rules
befolgt.
followed
‘One day, she actually wanted to be a rebel, but then she still followed the rules. ’
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b. Sie hätte eigentlich gar keine Strafe
verdient, denn
sie hat doch die
she had normally not a
punishment deserved because she has part the
Regeln befolgt.
rules followed
‘Normally, she hadn’t deserved a punishment, because she obviously followed the
rules.’
(36)

a. Sie wollten heute nur im
Meer schwimmen, aber sie haben doch
they wanted today only in the sea swim
but they have nevertheless
das Boot ausgeliehen.
the boat rented
‘Actually, they only wanted to swim in the sea, but nevertheless, they rented a
boat.’
b. Sie sollten eigentlich auf dem Meer sein, denn
sie haben doch das Boot
they should actually on the sea be because they have part the boat
ausgeliehen.
rented
‘Actually, they should be out on the sea, since they rented a boat (as you should
know).’

(37)

a. Sie wollten eigentlich noch eine Ausnahme machen, aber sie haben doch
they wanted actually still an exception make but they have nevertheless
das Auto abgeschleppt.
the car towed
‘Actually, they wanted to make an exception, but nevertheless, they towed the car.’
b. Wir müssen nicht nach dem Wagen suchen, denn sie haben doch das Auto
we must not after the car
search because they have part the car
abgeschleppt.
towed
‘Wo don’t have to look for the vehicle, because they towed the car (as you should
know).’

(38)

a. Sie wollte eigentlich das alte Stück wegschmeißen, aber sie hat doch
they wanted actually the old piece ditch
but she has nevertheless
den Stuhl geleimt.
the chair glued
‘Actually, she wanted to ditch the old piece, but nevertheless, she glued the chair.’
b. Er sollte eigentlich nicht unter dir zusammenbrechen, denn sie hat doch
he should actually not under you collapse
because she has part
den Stuhl geleimt.
the chair glued
‘Actually, it shouldn’t collapse under your weight, because I thought that she glued
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the chair.’
(39)

a. Sie wollten zwar
eine moderne Partnerschaft führen, aber sie haben doch
they wanted actually a
modern partnership lead
but they have still
die Ehe
geschlossen.
the marriage closed
‘Actually, they wanted to live in a modern relationship, but nevertheless, they’ve
got married.’
b. Sie sollten jetzt beide einen Fingerring tragen, denn
sie haben doch die
they should now both a
finger ring carry because they have part the
Ehe
geschlossen.
marriage closed
‘They are actually supposed to wear a ring now, because they’ve got married (as
you should know).’

(40)

a. Er wollte nichts für die Fahrt zahlen, aber er hat doch
eine Fahrkarte
he wanted nothing for the journey pay
but he has nevertheless a ticket
gelöst.
obtained
‘He didn’t want to pay anything for the journey, but then he still bought a ticket.’
b. Er sollte eigentlich gar keine Verwarnung bekommen, denn
er hat doch
he should actually even no
warning
receive
because he has part
eine Fahrkarte gelöst.
a
ticket
obtained
‘Actually, he shouldn’t get a warning, because he bought a ticket (as you should
know).’

(41)

a. Ich kann noch keinen klaren Gedanken fassen, denn
ich habe eben eine
I can yet no
clear thought grasp because I have now an
Zusage
bekommen.
acceptance received
‘I cannot think clearly at the moment, because I just received an acceptance.’
b. Ich hätte ebenfalls einen längeren Urlaub gewollt, aber ich habe eben eine
I had also
a
longer vacation wanted but I have part an
Zusage
bekommen.
acceptance received
‘I also wanted to have a longer vacation, but I received an acceptance (and that’s
the way it is).’

(42)

a. Du müsstest nochmals zurück zum Bahnhof kommen, denn ich habe eben
you should again
back to the station come
because I have just now
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den Zug verpasst.
the train missed
‘You have to return to the station, because I just missed the train.’
b. Ich würde jetzt lieber im
Abteil
sitzen, aber ich habe eben den Zug
I would now rather in the compartment sit
but I have part the train
verpasst.
missed
‘I would prefer sitting in the compartment, but I missed the train (and that’s the
way it is).’
(43)

a. Es liegen hier überall
noch Scherben herum, denn
ihr ist eben
die
it lie
here everywhere still shards around because her is just now the
Flasche runtergefallen.
bottle came off
‘There are still shards lying around everywhere, because she just dropped the bottle.’
b. Wir können nichts an dieser Sache ändern, denn
ihr ist eben die Flasche
we can
nothing in this case change because her is part the bottle
runtergefallen.
came off
‘We cannot change the situation; she dropped the bottle (and that’s the way it is).’

(44)

a. Melanie muss heute anscheinend früher Feierabend haben, denn sie hat eben
Melanie must today apparently earlier home time have because she has just now
die Einkäufe abgeholt.
the purchases collected
‘Apparently, Melanie finished work earlier today, because she just collected the
purchases.’
b. Paul wollte eigentlich Maria beim
Transport helfen, aber sie hat eben die
Paul wanted actually Maria with the transport help but she has part the
Einkäufe abgeholt.
purchases collected
‘Actually, Paul wanted to help Maria with the transport, but she collected the purchases herself (and that’s the way it is).’

(45)

a. Es fließt noch Wasser vom
Balkon herunter, denn
er hat eben
die
it flows still water from the balcony down
because he has just now the
Blumen gegossen.
flowers watered
‘There is still water flowing down the balcony, because he just watered the flowers.’
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b. Es hat zwar
den ganzen Tag geregnet, aber er hat eben die Blumen
he has admittedly the whole day rained
but he has part the flowers
gegossen.
watered
‘Actually, it rained the whole day, but he watered the flowers (and that’s the way
it is).’
(46)

a. Ich kann hier überall
noch Krümel finden, denn
er hat eben
das
I can here everywhere still crumbles find
because he has just now the
Brot geschnitten.
bread cut
‘There are still crumbles lying around everywhere, because he just cut the bread.’
b. Es wird bald eine trockene Rinde haben, aber er hat eben das Brot geschnitten.
it will soon a dry
crust have but he has part the bread cut

‘It will soon have a dry crust, but he cut the bread (and that’s the way it is).’
(47)

a. Wir werden gleich wieder frische Luft haben, denn
sie hat eben
das
we will
soon again fresh air have because she has just now the
Fenster geöffnet.
window opened
‘We will have fresh air again soon, because she just opened the window.’
b. Wir waren zwar
alle im
Klassenzimmer dagegen, aber sie hat eben das
we were admittedly all in the classroom
against but she has part the
Fenster geöffnet.
window opened
‘Admittedly, everyone who was in the classroom was against it, but she opened
the window (and that’s the way it is).’

(48)

a. Ich habe jetzt endlich die Angelegenheit verstanden, denn ich habe eben
I have now finally the matter
understood because I have just now
den Brief gelesen.
the letter read
‘Finally, I understood the matter, because I just read the letter.’
b. Du kannst nichts an dieser Situation ändern, denn ich habe eben den Brief
you can
nothing in this situation change because I have part the letter
gelesen.
read
‘You can’t change the situation; I read the letter (and that’s the way it is).’
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(49)

a. Hier liegt überall
Kleingeld im
Zimmer herum, denn er hat eben
here lies everywhere change in the room around because he has just now
das Sparschwein geknackt.
the piggybank slaughtered
‘Change is lying around everywhere, because she just slaughtered the piggybank.’
b. Peter sollte eigentlich das ganze Taschengeld sparen, aber er hat eben das
Peter should actually the whole allowance save
but he has part the
Sparschwein geknackt.
piggybank slaughtered
‘Actually, Peter was supposed to save the whole allowance, but he slaughtered the
piggybank (and that’s the way it is).’

(50)

a. Er wird jetzt ganz mehlige Hände haben, denn
er hat eben
den Teig
he will now very mealy hands have because he has just now the dough
geknetet.
kneaded
‘He will have mealy hands now, because he just kneaded the dough.’
b. Er hätte zwar frisch gewaschene Hände benötigt, aber er hat eben den Teig
he had actually fresh washed
hands need
but he has part the dough
geknetet.
kneaded
‘Actually, he needed to have freshly washed hands, but he kneaded the dough (and
that’s the way it is).’

(51)

a. Du kannst jetzt endlich deinen Schrank einräumen, denn sie hat eben
die
you can
now finally the
cabinet load
because she has just now the
Wäsche gebügelt.
clothes ironed
‘Finally, you can load your cabinet, because she just ironed the clothes.’
b. Du möchtest zwar keine weitere Hilfe haben, aber sie hat eben die Wäsche
you want
indeed no more help have but she has part the clothes
gebügelt.
ironed
‘Actually, you weren’t in need of assistance, but she ironed the clothes (and that’s
the way it is).’

(52)

a. Ich kann wieder endlich die Wanne nutzen, denn er hat eben
das Bad
I can again finally the tub
use
because he has just now the bathroom
geputzt.
cleaned
‘Finally, I can use the tub again, because he just cleaned the bathroom.’
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b. Conny war zwar
laut
dem Plan dran, aber er hat eben das Bad
Conny was admittedly according to the plan next but he has part the bathroom
geputzt.
cleaned
‘Actually, according to the plan, it was Conny’s duty, but he cleaned the bathroom
(and that’s the way it is).’
(53)

a. Ich werde noch lange rote Hände haben, denn ich habe eben
die Kirschen
I will still long red hands have because I have just now the cherries
entsteint.
pitted
‘I am going to have read hands for a long time, because I just pitted the cherries.’
b. Es stand zwar
nicht im
Rezept drin, aber ich habe eben die Kirschen
it stood admittedly not in the recipe inside but I have part the cherries
entsteint.
pitted
‘Actually, it was not part of the recipe, but I pitted the cherries (and that’s the way
it is).’

(54)

a. Wir können jetzt endlich den Käse machen, denn er hat eben
die Milch
we can
now finally the cheese make because he has just now the milk
gebracht.
brought
‘Finally, we can make the cheese, because he just brought the milk.’
b. Du wolltest zwar
selber die Arbeit machen, aber er hat eben die Milch
you wanted admittedly yourself the work make but he has part the milk
gebracht.
brought
‘Actually, you were supposed to do the work yourself, but he brought the milk (and
that’s the way it is).’

(55)

a. Es müsste jeden Moment der Arzt ankommen, denn wir haben eben
den
it must every moment the doctor arrive
because we have just now the
Krankenwagen gerufen.
ambulance
called
‘The doctor should arrive every minute, because we just called the ambulance.’
b. Es kann zwar
keiner die Notwendigkeit erkennen, aber wir haben eben
it kann admittedly nobody the necessity
realize
but we have part
den Krankenwagen gerufen.
the ambulance
called
‘No one can see the necessity, but we called the ambulance (and that’s the way it
is).’
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(56)

a. Wir können jetzt endlich wieder Filme schauen, denn sie hat eben
den
we can
now finally again movies watch because she has just now the
Computer angeschlossen.
computer connected
‘Finally, we can watch movies again, because she just connected the computer.’
b. Wir wollten zwar
einen speziellen Techniker rufen, aber sie hat eben den
we wanted admittedly a
special technician call but she has part the
Computer angeschlossen.
computer connected
‘Actually, we wanted to call a special technician, but she connected the computer
(and that’s the way it is).’

(57)

a. Es hat gerade die örtliche Polizei angerufen, denn
er hat eben
einen
it has just now the local
police called
because he has just now an
Unfall gehabt.
accident had
‘The local police called a minute ago, because he just had an accident.’
b. Man kann ihn nicht in Watte
packen, denn er hat eben einen Unfall
one can him not in cotton wool wrap up because he has part an accident
gehabt.
had
‘You can’t wrap him up in cotton wool; he had an accident (and that’s the way it
is).’

(58)

a. Hier hat gerade der nächtliche Wachdienst angerufen, denn es wurde eben
here has just now the nightly sentry
called
because it was just now
die Bank überfallen.
the bank raided
‘The nightly sentry called, because just now, the bank was raided.’
b. Man kann nicht ständig
auf alles
aufpassen, denn es wurde eben
one can not constantly on everything pay attention because it was part
die Bank überfallen.
the bank raided
‘You cannot constantly pay attention to everything; the bank was raided (and that’s
the way it is).’

(59)

a. Keiner hätte mit dieser spontanen Entscheidung gerechnet, aber er musste
nobody had with this spontaneous decision
counted but he had to
eben
die Klasse wechseln.
just now the class change
‘No one expected such a spontaneous decision, but he just had to change the class.’
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b. Du hättest
zwar gerne neben Paul gesessen, doch er musste eben die
you would have in fact gladly next to Paul sat
but he had to part the
Klasse wechseln.
class change
‘Actually, you wanted to sit right next to Paul, but he had to change the class (and
that’s the way it is).’
(60)

a. Sie will schnell ein Blatt
Papier haben, denn
ihr ist eben
die Idee
she wants quickly a sheet of paper have because her is just now the idea
gekommen.
came
‘She needs a sheet of paper real quickly, because she just came up with the idea.’
b. Sie wird ganz allein den Preis gewinnen, aber ihr ist eben die Idee gekommen.
she will all alone the price win
but her is part the idea came
‘She alone will be awarded the price, but she came up with the idea (and that’s the
way it is).’

(61)

a. Er kann zwar alle anderen Spielgeräte
ansehen, aber er soll bloß die
he can indeed all other
play equipment look at but he shall only the
Rutsche ausprobieren.
slide
try out
‘Although he is allowed to look at the whole play equipment, he should only try
out the slide.’
b. Er soll schnell wieder zu Hause sein, denn er soll bloß die Rutsche ausprobieren.
he shall fast
again at home be since he shall part the slide
try out

‘He is supposed to come home soon, because he really has to try out the slide.’
(62)

a. Sie hat zwar etwas
mehr Geld mitgenommen, doch sie soll bloß das
she has indeed something more money took
but she shall only the
Kleid kaufen.
dress buy
‘Actually, she took a little more money, but nevertheless, she should only buy the
dress.’
b. Sie soll besser etwas
mehr Geld mitnehmen, denn sie soll bloß das
she shall better something more money take
because she shall part the
Kleid kaufen.
dress buy
‘She should take a little more money, because she really should buy the dress.’
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(63)

a. Ihm wurde zwar vorher mehr Süßes versprochen, doch er soll bloß einen
him was indeed before more sweet promised
but he shall only a
Lutscher nehmen.
lollipop take
Actually, he was promised more sweets, but now he should only take a lollipop.’
b. Wir können jetzt den ungeduldigen Jungen herholen, denn er soll bloß einen
we can
now the impatient
boy
bring in because he shall part a
Lutscher nehmen.
take
‘Now we can bring in the impatient boy, because he really should take a lollipop.’

(64)

a. Sie soll
entweder allein die Haare schneiden, oder sie soll
bloß die Haare
she should either
alone the hair cut
or she should only the hair
färben.
dye
‘She should either solely cut the hair, or she should only dye the hair.’
b. Sie sollte jetzt schnell ihre Pause beenden, denn
sie soll bloß die Haare
she should now quickly her break end
because she shall part the hair
färben.
dye
‘Now, she should terminate her break quickly, because she really should dye the
hair.’

(65)

a. Wir müssen nicht in viele Geschäfte gehen, denn
sie will bloß noch
we must
not in many shops
go
because she wants only just
Kindersachen
kaufen.
children’s clothes buy
‘We don’t have to go into a lot of shops, because the only things that are left to be
bought are children’s clothes.’
b. Gabi hört wahrscheinlich ihre innere Uhr ticken, denn sie will bloß noch
Gabi hears probably
her inner clock ticking because she wants part just
Kindersachen
kaufen.
children’s clothes buy
‘Gabi probably hears the ticking of her inner clock, because she really wants to
buy children’s clothes.’

(66)

a. Ich werde dieses Mal das Hemd anbehalten, denn
sie soll bloß meinen
I will this time the shirt keep on
because she shall only my
Nacken massieren.
neck massage
‘This time, I will keep on my shirt, because she should only massage my neck.’
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b. Ich möchte einen Termin
bei Marta haben, denn sie soll bloß meinen
I want an appointment with Marta have because she shall part my
Nacken massieren.
neck massage
‘I’d like to have an appointment with Marta, because she should really massage
my neck.’
(67)

a. Wir werden dieses Jahr einige Schulbücher ausleihen, denn
du sollst bloß
we will
this year a few schoolbooks lend
because you shall only
das Mathebuch kaufen.
the math book buy
‘This year, we will lend several school books, because you should only buy the
math book.’
b. Wir werden jetzt mal zum Buchladen gehen, denn
du sollst bloß das
we will
now once to the bookstore go
because you shall part the
Mathebuch kaufen.
math book buy
‘Let’s go to the bookstore now, because you really should buy the math book.’

(68)

a. Wir müssen keine Geschenke für ihn kaufen, denn er soll
bloß das Buch
we have to no presents for him buy
because he should only the book
bekommen.
get
‘We don’t have to buy any presents for him, because he should only get the book.’
b. Du sollst schnell nebenan zur Bücherei gehen, denn er soll bloß das Buch
you shall fast
next door to the library go
because he shall part the book
bekommen.
get
‘You have to go to the library next door quickly, because he really has to get the
book.’

(69)

a. Du musst keinesfalls extra ein Tablett holen, denn
du sollst bloß einen
you should certainly not extra a tray get
because you shall only a
Tee bringen.
tea bring
‘You certainly don’t have to get an extra tray, because you should only bring a tea.’
b. Du musst schnell in die Küche gehen, denn
du sollst bloß einen Tee
you must quickly in the kitchen go
because you shall part a
tea
bringen.
bring
‘You have to go to the kitchen quickly, because you really should bring a tea.’
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(70)

a. Sie muss keine zusätzlichen sterilen Nadeln holen, denn du sollst bloß eine
she shall no additional sterile needles get
because you shall only one
Spritze bekommen
injection get
‘She doesn’t have to get any additional sterile needles, because you should only
get one injection.’
b. Wir werden ganz schnell ins Krankenhaus fahren, denn du sollst bloß eine
we will
very quickly in the hospital
drive because you shall part an
Spritze bekommen.
injection get
‘We will drive into the hospital quickly, because you really have to get an injection.’

(71)

a. Du kannst noch das goldene Armband behalten, denn
sie will bloß die
you can
still the golden bracelet keep
because she wants only the
Kette
ausleihen.
necklace borrow
‘You can still keep the golden bracelet, because she only wants to borrow the necklace.’
b. Sie hat bereits oft bei mir angerufen, denn
sie will bloß die Kette
she has already often at me called
because she wants part the necklace
ausleihen.
borrow
‘She already called me several times, because she really wants to borrow the necklace.’

(72)

a. Du darfst ihn auf keinen Fall
verlieren, denn
du sollst bloß
you can him under no
circumstances lose
because you shall only
einen Schlüssel bekommen.
one key
get
‘In any circumstances, you must not lose it, since you are only supposed to get one
key.’
b. Wir werden jetzt schnell den Hausmeister aufsuchen, denn
du sollst bloß
we will
now fast
the caretaker
search for because you shall part
einen Schlüssel bekommen.
a
key
get
‘We are going to search for the caretaker now, because you really should get a key.’

(73)

a. Wir können bereits mit dem Film beginnen, denn sie will bloß das Ende
we can
already with the movie begin
because she wants only the end
sehen.
watch
‘We can already begin to watch the movie, since she only wants to see the end.’
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b. Lisa kann kaum noch etwas Geduld aufbringen, denn
sie will bloß das
Lisa can almost not some patience muster up because she wants part the
Ende sehen.
end watch
‘Lisa is hardly able to have a little patience, since she really wants to see the end.’
(74)

a. Maria will keinesfalls
zum zweiten Mal heiraten, denn sie
Maria wants under no circumstances for the second time marry because she
will bloß einen Ehering
tragen.
wants only one wedding ring wear
‘In no case, Maria wants to marry twice, since she only wants to be wearing one
wedding ring.’
b. Maria kann kaum ihre eigene Hochzeit erwarten, denn sie will bloß einen
Maria can barely her own wedding expect
because she wants part a
Ehering
tragen.
wedding ring wear
‘Maria is so impatient for her wedding, since she really wants to be wearing a
wedding ring.’

(75)

a. Jule wird keinesfalls
lange beim Chef sein, denn sie will bloß
Jule will under no circumstances long at the boss be because she will only
den Vertrag unterschreiben.
the contract sign
‘Under no circumstances, Jule will be long with the boss, because she only wants
to sign the contract.’
b. Jule kann kaum die nächste Woche erwarten, denn sie will bloß den Vertrag
Jule can barely the next
week await
because she will part the contract
unterschreiben.
sign
‘Jule is so impatient for next week, since she really wants to sign the contract.’

(76)

a. Tom will keinesfalls
in die Berge
fahren, denn
er will
Tom wants under no circumstances in the mountains drive because he wants
bloß das Meer genießen.
only the sea enjoy
‘Under no circumstances, Tom wants to go to the mountains, since he only wants
to enjoy the sea.
b. Tom möchte dieses Jahr endlich Sommer haben, denn er will bloß das Meer
Tom wants this year finally summer have because he wants part the sea
genießen.
enjoy
‘Tom finally wants to have summer, because he really wants to enjoy the sea.’
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(77)

a. Ich werde gleich
wieder bei euch sein, denn ich will bloß eine Runde
I will immediately again at you be because I want only one round
drehen.
spin
‘I will be back immediately, since I only want to spin one round.’
b. Ich werde jetzt endlich nach draußen gehen, denn
ich will bloß eine Runde
I will now finally to outside go
because I will part a
round
drehen.
spin
‘I will finally go outside, because I really want to spin a round.’

(78)

a. Ich habe gar nicht viele Briefmarken gekauft, denn
du solltest bloß eine
I have even not many stamps
bought because you should only one
Bewerbung rausschicken.
application send
‘I didn’t buy a lot of stamps at all, since you are only supposed to send out one
application.’
b. Du wirst noch Ärger vom
Amt bekommen, denn du solltest bloß eine
you will still anger from the bureau get
because you should part an
Bewerbung rausschicken.
application send
‘You will be in trouble with the bureau, since you are really supposed to send out
an application.’

(79)

a. Ich habe noch keinen neuen Strampler geholt, denn du sollst bloß die Windel
I have still no
new playsuit got
because you shall only the diaper
wechseln.
change
‘I didn’t get a new playsuit, since you are only supposed to change the diaper.’
b. Du hast noch nicht den Gestank bemerkt, doch du sollst bloß die Windel
you have still not the smelliness recognized but you shall part the diaper
wechseln.
change
‘Apparently, you haven’t noticed the smelliness, but nevertheless, you should really change the diaper.’

(80)

a. Er hat heute gar keinen Rasenmäher mitgebracht, denn du sollst bloß das
he has today even no
lawnmower brought
because you shall only the
Unkraut zupfen.
weeds pick
‘Today, he didn’t bring a lawnmower, since you should only pick the weeds.’
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b. Du kannst zwar
überhaupt keine Gartenarbeit leiden, doch du sollst bloß
you can
admittedly absolutely no garden work tolerate but you shall part
das Unkraut zupfen.
the weeds pull up
‘Admittedly, you can’t stand garden work, but nevertheless, you should really pick
the weeds.’
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F Results of Experiment 2
meaning modal particle = meaningM; meaning freqency = frequratio; number of meanings = nmeanings; position = position; acceptability = acceptability

(Intercept)
position
meaningM
frequratio
acceptability
nmeanings

Estimate
4.56
0.11
-0.003
-0.03
-0.02
0.01

Std. Error
0.05
0.002
0.008
0.01
0.02
0.01

t-value
90.00
47.05
-0.34
-2.06
-1.59
0.92

p-value
0.00
0.00
0.73
0.04
0.11
0.36

***
***
*

Table F.1: Experiment 2. Results for the whole post-particle region, all particles

(Intercept)
meaningM
acceptability

Estimate
0.11
-0.01
-0.01

Std. Error
0.03
0.01
0.02

t-value
3.38
-1.55
-0.29

p-value
0.00
0.13
0.78

***

Table F.2: Experiment 2. Results for the particle auch

(Intercept)
meaningM
acceptability

Estimate
0.13
-0.03
-0.01

Std. Error
0.03
0.02
0.02

t-value
4.05
-1.38
-0.53

p-value
0.00
0.18
0.60

***

Table F.3: Experiment 2. Results for the particle bloß

(Intercept)
meaningM
acceptability

Estimate
0.10
-0.03
0.08

Std. Error
0.04
0.01
0.04

t-value
2.52
-2.03
2.39

p-value
0.01
0.05
0.02

Table F.4: Experiment 2. Results for the particle doch

**
*
*

F Results of Experiment 2

(Intercept)
meaningM
acceptability

Estimate
0.06
0.04
0.04

Std. Error
0.03
0.02
0.03

t-value
1.87
2.72
1.21

p-value
0.07
0.01
0.23

Table F.5: Experiment 2. Results for the particle eben
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G Stimuli of Experiment 3
The following sentences are bi-clausal discourses, whereby the context sentence always precedes the target sentence. (a) and (b) are always the conditions where the context triggers
the counterpart meaning, and (c) and (d) are the conditions where the context triggers the
MP meaning. The target sentences in (a) and (c) contain the particle bloß, and the target
sentences in (b) and (d) contain the particle nur, both highlighted by bold face letters.
(1)

a. Es macht auch viel Spaß zu rutschen, warum hat er bloß die Schaukel ausprobiert?
it makes also much fun to slide
why did he only the swing try out
‘Sliding is also a lot of fun, why did he only try out the swing?’
b. Es macht auch viel Spaß zu rutschen, warum hat er nur die Schaukel ausprobiert?
it makes also much fun to slide
why did he only the swing try out
‘Sliding is also a lot of fun, why did he only try out the swing?’
c. Jetzt ist ihm den ganzen Tag schwindelig, warum hat er bloß die Schaukel
now is him the whole day dizzy
why
did he part the swing
ausprobiert?
try out
‘Now he is feeling dizzy for the rest of the day, why on earth did he try out the
swing?’
d. Jetzt ist ihm den ganzen Tag schwindelig, warum hat er nur die Schaukel
now is him the whole day dizzy
why
did he part the swing
ausprobiert?
try out
‘Now he is feeling dizzy for the rest of the day, why on earth did he try out the
swing?’

(2)

a. Hanna hätte sich viel mehr leisten können, warum hat sie bloß das Kleid
Hanna had herself much more afford could why did she only the dress
gekauft?
buy
‘Hanna was able to afford much more, why did she only buy the dress?’
b. Hanna hätte sich viel mehr leisten können, warum hat sie nur das Kleid
Hanna had herself much more afford could why did she only the dress
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gekauft?
buy
‘Hanna was able to afford much more, why did she only buy the dress?’
c. Jetzt ist Hanna mal wieder total pleite, warum hat sie bloß das Kleid gekauft?
now is Hanna once again totally broke why did she part the dress buy

‘Hanna is completely broke again, why on earth did she buy the dress?’
d. Jetzt ist Hanna mal wieder total pleite, warum hat sie nur das Kleid gekauft?
now is Hanna once again totally broke why did she part the dress buy

‘Hanna is completely broke again, why on earth did she buy the dress?’
(3)

a. Julia wird auch einen warmen Schal brauchen, warum hat sie bloß die Mütze
Julia will also a
warm scarf need
why did she only the cap
gekauft?
buy
‘Julia will also need a warm scarf, why did she only buy the cap?’
b. Julia wird auch einen warmen Schal brauchen, warum hat sie nur die Mütze
Julia will also a
warm scarf need
why did she only the cap
gekauft?
buy
‘Julia will also need a warm scarf, why did she only buy the cap?’
c. Julia wird sie doch
eh
niemals tragen, warum hat sie bloß die Mütze
Julia will it obviously anyway never wear why did she part the cap
gekauft?
buy
‘Julia won’t wear it anyway, why on earth did she buy the cap?’
d. Julia wird sie doch
eh
niemals tragen, warum hat sie nur die Mütze
Julia will it obviously anyway never wear why did she part the cap
gekauft?
buy
‘Julia won’t wear it anyway, why on earth did she buy the cap?’

(4)

a. Lisa soll
im Winter viel Obst essen, warum hast
ihr bloß einen Apfel
Lisa should in winter much fruits eat
why did you her only an
apple
gegeben?
give
‘It is important that Lisa eats a lot of fruits in winter, why did you give her only
an apple?’
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b. Lisa soll
im Winter viel Obst essen, warum hast
ihr nur einen Apfel
Lisa should in winter much fruits eat
why did you her only an
apple
gegeben?
give
‘It is important that Lisa eats a lot of fruits in winter, why did you give her only
an apple?’
c. Lisa hat doch
eine Allergie gegen Fruktose, warum hast
ihr bloß einen
Lisa has obviously an allergy against fructose why did you her part an
Apfel gegeben?
apple give
‘Obviously, Lisa has a fructose allergy, why on earth did you give her an apple?’
d. Lisa hat doch
eine Allergie gegen Fruktose, warum hast
ihr nur einen
Lisa has obviously an allergy against fructose why did you her part an
Apfel gegeben?
apple give
‘Obviously, Lisa has a fructose allergy, why on earth did you give her an apple?’
(5)

a. Du hättest noch mehr Getränke wählen dürfen, warum hast du bloß einen
you had
still more drinks
chose may
why did you only a
Kaffee getrunken?
coffee drink
‘You were allowed to chose more drinks, why did you only drink a coffee?’
b. Du hättest noch mehr Getränke wählen dürfen, warum hast du nur einen
you had
still more drinks
chose may
why
did you only a
Kaffee getrunken?
coffee drink
‘You were allowed to chose more drinks, why did you only drink a coffee?’
c. Jetzt kannst du mal wieder nicht einschlafen, warum hast du bloß einen Kaffee
now can
you once again not fall asleep why did you part a
coffee
getrunken?
drink
‘Yet again you are not able to fall asleep, why on earth did you drink a coffee?’
d. Jetzt kannst du mal wieder nicht einschlafen, warum hast du nur einen Kaffee
now can
you once again not fall asleep why did you part a
coffee
getrunken?
drink
‘Yet again you are not able to fall asleep, why on earth did you drink a coffee?’

(6)

a. Dir scheinen mindestens fünf Impfungen zu fehlen, warum hast du bloß eine
you seem
at least
five vaccinations to miss why did you only an
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Spritze bekommen?
injection get
‘You seem to be missing five vaccinations, why did you only get one injection?’
b. Dir scheinen mindestens fünf Impfungen zu fehlen, warum hast du nur eine
you seem
at least
five vaccinations to miss why did you only an
Spritze bekommen?
injection get
‘You seem to be missing five vaccinations, why did you only get one injection?’
c. Du wurdest doch letzte Woche vollständig geimpft, warum hast du bloß
you have been in fact last week completely vaccinated why did you part
eine Spritze bekommen?
an injection get
‘In fact, you are completely vaccinated since last week, why on earth did you get
an injection?’
d. Du wurdest doch letzte Woche vollständig geimpft, warum hast du nur
you have been in fact last week completely vaccinated why did you part
eine Spritze bekommen?
an injection get
‘In fact, you are completely vaccinated since last week, why on earth did you get
an injection?’
(7)

a. Die Wiege steht doch ebenfalls noch herum, warum willst du bloß den
the cradle stands in fact also
still around why
want you only the
Kinderwagen verschenken?
buggy
give away
‘The cradle is also standing around uselessly, why do you only want to give away
the buggy?’
b. Die Wiege steht doch ebenfalls noch herum, warum willst du nur den
the cradle stands in fact also
still around why
want you only the
Kinderwagen verschenken?
buggy
give away
‘The cradle is also standing around uselessly, why do you only want to give away
the buggy?’
c. Du wirst ihn bestimmt noch mal brauchen, warum willst du bloß den Kinderwagen
you will it certainly still once need
why want you part the buggy
verschenken?
give away
‘I am sure that one day you are going to need it again, why on earth do you want
to give away the buggy?’
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d. Du wirst ihn bestimmt noch mal brauchen, warum willst du nur den Kinderwagen
you will it certainly still once need
why want you part the buggy
verschenken?
give away
‘I am sure that one day you are going to need it again, why on earth do you want
to give away the buggy?’
(8)

a. Du könntest mit deinem Schmuck reich werden, warum willst du bloß die
you could
with your jewelry rich become why want you only the
Kette
verkaufen?
necklace sell
‘You have the potential to become rich with your jewelry, why do you want to sell
only the necklace?’
b. Du könntest mit deinem Schmuck reich werden, warum willst du nur die
you could
with your jewelry rich become why want you only the
Kette
verkaufen?
necklace sell
‘You have the potential to become rich with your jewelry, why do you want to sell
only the necklace?’
c. Das ist ein altes Erbstück deiner Großmutter, warum willst du bloß die
That is an old heirloom of your grandmother why
want you part the
Kette
verkaufen?
necklace sell
‘This is an old heirloom of your grandmother, why on earth to you want to sell the
necklace?’
d. Das ist ein altes Erbstück deiner Großmutter, warum willst du nur die
That is an old heirloom of your grandmother why
want you part the
Kette
verkaufen?
necklace sell
‘This is an old heirloom of your grandmother, why on earth to you want to sell the
necklace?’

(9)

a. Das Bad
ist auch seit langem schmutzig, warum hat sie bloß die Küche
the bathroom is also since long dirty
why did she only the kitchen
geputzt?
clean
‘The bathroom has also been dirty for a long time, why did she only clean the
kitchen?’
b. Das Bad
ist auch seit langem schmutzig, warum hat sie nur die Küche
the bathroom is also since long dirty
why did she only the kitchen
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geputzt?
clean
‘The bathroom has also been dirty for a long time, why did she only clean the
kitchen?’
c. Sie soll
sich
bis zur Geburt schonen, warum hat sie bloß die Küche
she should herself until the birth rest
why did she part the kitchen
geputzt?
clean
‘She has to rest until birth, why on earth did she clean the kitchen?’
d. Sie soll
sich
bis zur Geburt schonen, warum hat sie nur die Küche
she should herself until the birth rest
why did she part the kitchen
geputzt?
clean
‘She has to rest until birth, why on earth did she clean the kitchen?’
(10)

a. Die anderen Zimmer sind doch
auch schmutzig, warum hast du bloß mein
the other rooms are obviously also dirty
why did you only my
Zimmer aufgeräumt?
room clean up
‘Obviously, the other rooms are also dirty, why did you only clean up my room?’
b. Die anderen Zimmer sind doch
auch schmutzig, warum hast du nur mein
the other rooms are obviously also dirty
why did you only my
Zimmer aufgeräumt?
room clean up
‘Obviously, the other rooms are also dirty, why did you only clean up my room?’
c. Du solltest endlich mal meine Privatsphäre abkezptieren, warum hast du bloß
you should finally once my privacy
accept
why did you part
mein Zimmer aufgeräumt?
my room clean up
‘Finally, you should accept my privacy, why on earth did you clean up my room?’
d. Du solltest endlich mal meine Privatsphäre abkezptieren, warum hast du nur
you should finally once my privacy
accept
why did you part
mein Zimmer aufgeräumt?
my room clean up
‘Finally, you should accept my privacy, why on earth did you clean up my room?’

(11)

a. Der Schinken sieht auch sehr lecker aus, warum willst du bloß den Käse
the ham
looks also very delicious out why want you only the cheese
probieren?
taste
‘The ham looks very delicious as well, why do you only want to taste the cheese?’
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b. Der Schinken sieht auch sehr lecker aus, warum willst du nur den Käse
the ham
looks also very delicious out why want you only the cheese
probieren?
taste
‘The ham looks very delicious as well, why do you only want to taste the cheese?’
c. Du wirst den Geschmack eh
nicht mögen, warum willst du bloß den
you will the taste
anyway not like
why
want you part the
Käse probieren?
cheese taste
‘I am sure that you won’t like the taste anyway, why on earth do you want to taste
the cheese?’
d. Du wirst den Geschmack eh
nicht mögen, warum willst du nur den
you will the taste
anyway not like
why
want you part the
Käse probieren?
cheese taste
‘I am sure that you won’t like the taste anyway, why on earth do you want to taste
the cheese?’
(12)

a. Der Opa
ist ebenfalls allein im
Altersheim,
warum will er bloß
the grandpa is also
alone in the retirement home why wants he only
seine Oma
besuchen?
his grandma visit
‘His grandpa is also alone in a retirement home, why does he only want to visit
his grandma?’
b. Der Opa
ist ebenfalls allein im
Altersheim,
warum will er nur
the grandpa is also
alone in the retirement home why wants he only
seine Oma
besuchen?
his grandma visit
‘His grandpa is also alone in a retirement home, why does he only want to visit
his grandma?’
c. Sie hatten nie ein gutes Verhältnis zueinander, warum will er bloß seine
they had never a good relationship to each other why wants he part his
Oma
besuchen?
grandma visit
‘They never had a good relationship, why on earth does he want to visit his grandma?’
d. Sie hatten nie ein gutes Verhältnis zueinander, warum will er nur seine
they had never a good relationship to each other why wants he part his
Oma
besuchen?
grandma visit
‘They never had a good relationship, why on earth does he want to visit his grandma?’
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(13)

a. In den Bergen
ist es auch wunderschön, warum willst du bloß ans Meer
in the mountains is it also beautiful
why want you only to the sea
fahren?
drive
‘The beautiful mountains are also worth a visit, why do you only want to go to the
sea?’
b. In den Bergen
ist es auch wunderschön, warum willst du nur ans Meer
in the mountains is it also beautiful
why want you only to the sea
fahren?
drive
‘The beautiful mountains are also worth a visit, why do you only want to go to the
sea?’
c. Du kannst doch
eigentlich keinen Strandurlaub leiden, warum willst du
you can
actually actually no
beach holiday like
why want you
bloß ans Meer fahren?
part to the sea drive
‘Actually, you can’t stand beach holidays, why on earth do you want to go to the
sea?’
d. Du kannst doch
eigentlich keinen Strandurlaub leiden, warum willst du
you can
actually actually no
beach holiday like
why want you
nur ans Meer fahren?
part to the sea drive
‘Actually, you can’t stand beach holidays, why on earth do you want to go to the
sea?’

(14)

a. Ich hätte auch gern den Anfang gehört, warum hat er bloß das Ende verraten?
I had also gladly the beginning hear why did he only the end reveal
‘I would have liked to hear the beginning as well, why did he only reveal the end?’
b. Ich hätte auch gern den Anfang gehört, warum hat er nur das Ende verraten?
I had also gladly the beginning hear why did he only the end reveal
‘I would have liked to hear the beginning as well, why did he only reveal the end?’
c. Ich wollte den Film selbst noch sehen, warum hat er bloß das Ende verraten?
I wanted the movie myself still see
why did he part the end reveal
‘Actually, I wanted to see the film myself, why on earth did he reveal the end?’
d. Ich wollte den Film selbst noch sehen, warum hat er nur das Ende verraten?
I wanted the movie myself still see
why did he part the end reveal
‘Actually, I wanted to see the film myself, why on earth did he reveal the end?’
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(15)

a. Wir haben auch noch Kekse im Haus, warum hast du bloß den Tee gebracht?
we have also still cookies at home why did you only the tea bring
‘We also have cookies to offer, why did you only bring the tea?’
b. Wir haben auch noch Kekse im Haus, warum hast du nur den Tee gebracht?
we have also still cookies at home why did you only the tea bring
‘We also have cookies to offer, why did you only bring the tea?’
c. Ich hatte eigentlich noch gar keinen Durst, warum hast du bloß den Tee
I had actually still really no
thirst why
did you part the tea
gebracht?
bring
‘Actually, I wasn’t really thirsty yet, why on earth did you bring the tea?’
d. Ich hatte eigentlich noch gar keinen Durst, warum hast du nur den Tee
I had actually still really no
thirst why
did you part the tea
gebracht?
bring
‘Actually, I wasn’t really thirsty yet, why on earth did you bring the tea?’

(16)

a. Peter sollte es bei vielen Firmen
versuchen, warum hat er bloß eine
Peter should it with many companies try
why
did he only an
Bewerbung rausgeschickt?
application send out
‘Peter was supposed to give several companies a shot, why did he only send out
one application?’
b. Peter sollte es bei vielen Firmen
versuchen, warum hat er nur eine Bewerbung
Peter should it with many companies try
why did he only an application
rausgeschickt?
send out
‘Peter was supposed to give several companies a shot, why did he only send out
one application?’
c. Peter hat doch immer gerne hier gearbeitet, warum hat er bloß eine Bewerbung
Peter had actually always gladly here worked why did he part an application
rausgeschickt?
send out
‘Actually, Peter liked working here, why on earth did he send out an application?’
d. Peter hat doch immer gerne hier gearbeitet, warum hat er nur eine Bewerbung
Peter had actually always gladly here worked why did he part an application
rausgeschickt?
send out
‘Actually, Peter liked working here, why on earth did he send out an application?’
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(17)

a. Sie müssen sich jeden Tag damit
abwechseln, warum haben sie bloß einen
they have to them every day with that alternate
why did they only one
Schlüssel bekommen?
key
receive
‘They have to alternate it every day, why did they receive only one key?’
b. Sie müssen sich jeden Tag damit
abwechseln, warum haben sie nur einen
they have to them every day with that alternate
why did they only one
Schlüssel bekommen?
key
receive
‘They have to alternate it every day, why did they receive only one key?’
c. Jetzt kommt Peter ständig
unangekündigt ins
Haus, warum hat er bloß
now comes Peter constantly unannounced into the house why did he part
einen Schlüssel bekommen?
a
key
receive
‘Now, Peter constantly enters the house unannounced, why on earth did he receive
a key?’
d. Jetzt kommt Peter ständig
unangekündigt ins
Haus, warum hat er nur
now comes Peter constantly unannounced into the house why did he part
einen Schlüssel bekommen?
a
key
receive
‘Now, Peter constantly enters the house unannounced, why on earth did he receive
a key?’

(18)

a. Marius hat sich
viel zu Lesen gewünscht, warum hat er bloß ein Buch
Marius has himself much to read wanted
why
did he only a book
bekommen?
receive
‘Marius wanted to have a lot to read, why did he only receive one book?’
b. Marius hat sich
viel zu Lesen gewünscht, warum hat er nur ein Buch
Marius has himself much to read wanted
why
did he only a book
bekommen?
receive
‘Marius wanted to have a lot to read, why did he only receive one book?’
c. Marius kann noch gar nicht richtig lesen, warum hat er bloß ein Buch
Marius can still really not correctly read why
did he part a book
bekommen?
receive
‘Marius is not fully capable of reading yet, why on earth did he receive a book?’
d. Marius kann noch gar nicht richtig lesen, warum hat er nur ein Buch
Marius can still really not correctly read why
did he part a book
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bekommen?
receive
‘Marius is not fully capable of reading yet, why on earth did he receive a book?’
(19)

a. Peter will doch
auch andere Fächer belegen, warum hat er bloß das
Peter wants actually also other subjects take
why
did he only the
Mathebuch gekauft?
math book buy
‘Actually, Peter wants to take other subjects as well, why did he only buy the math
book?’
b. Peter will doch auch andere Fächer belegen, warum hat er nur das Mathebuch
Peter wants actually also other subjects take
why did he only the math book
gekauft?
buy
‘Actually, Peter wants to take other subjects as well, why did he only buy the math
book?’
c. Peter hat doch
eigentlich längst Mathe abgewählt, warum hat er bloß das
Peter has actually actually long ago maths dropped why did he part the
Mathebuch gekauft?
math book buy
‘Actually, Peter dropped maths a long time ago, why on earth did he buy the math
book?’
d. Peter hat doch
eigentlich längst Mathe abgewählt, warum hat er nur das
Peter has actually actually long ago maths dropped why did he part the
Mathebuch gekauft?
math book buy
‘Actually, Peter dropped maths a long time ago, why on earth did he buy the math
book?’

(20)

a. Es haben doch heute mehrere Mitschüler Geburtstag, warum hat sie bloß der
it has in fact today several classmates birthday
why did she only the
Hanna gratuliert?
Hanna congratulate
‘In fact, today is the birthday of several classmates, why did she congratulate only
Hanna?’
b. Es haben doch heute mehrere Mitschüler Geburtstag, warum hat sie nur der
it has in fact today several classmates birthday
why did she only the
Hanna gratuliert?
Hanna congratulate
‘In fact, today is the birthday of several classmates, why did she congratulate only
Hanna?’
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c. Sie wollten doch nicht mehr miteinander
reden, warum hat sie bloß der
they wanted actually not still with each other talk why did she part the
Hanna gratuliert?
Hanna congratulate
‘Actually, they never wanted to talk to each other again, why on earth did she
congratulate Hanna?’
d. Sie wollten doch nicht mehr miteinander
reden, warum hat sie nur der
they wanted actually not still with each other talk why did she part the
Hanna gratuliert?
Hanna congratulate
‘Actually, they never wanted to talk to each other again, why on earth did she
congratulate Hanna?’
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H Results of Experiment 3

(Intercept)
meaningM
particleNur
meaningM:particleNur

Estimate
1.07
-0.01
-0.003
0.03

Std. Error
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01

t-value
26.61
-0.34
-0.35
2.17

p-value
0.00
0.74
0.73
0.03

***

*

Table H.1: Experiment 3. Results for the whole post-particle region, for the particles bloß
and nur

I Results of Experiment 4

(Intercept)
conditionM
particleNur
conditionM:particleNur

Estimate
-1.19
3.06
1.10
-1.38

Std. Error
0.19
0.31
0.26
0.42

z-value
-6.16
9.94
4.20
-3.24

p-value
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.001

Table I.1: Experiment 4. Results for the particles bloß and nur

***
***
***
**

